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GOKARAJU RANGARAJU INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING AND TECHNOLOGY 

(AUTONOMOUS) 

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY 

ENGINEERING CHEMISTRY  

B. Tech First Year (I and II Semesters) 2020-21 

(Common to all Branches)                

 

Course Code: GR20A1005                                                                                              L -3, T-1, P-0, C- 4 

Course Objectives: 

1. To relate how the basic concepts and principles of chemistry can be applied to 
practical utility in a broader perspective of the society. 

2. To distinguish the ranges of electromagnetic spectrum and its interaction with 
matter and to develop knowledge of various spectroscopic techniques at atomic and 
molecular levels. 

3. To identify and apply various principles of electrochemistry, corrosion and water 
treatment which are essential for an engineer in industry 

4. To acquire knowledge of existence of different organic molecules in different 
stereochemical orientations useful for understanding reaction path ways. 

5. To bring adaptability to the concepts of chemistry and to acquire the required skills 
to become a perfect engineer. 

Course Outcomes: 

1. Analyze microscopic chemistry in terms of atomic and molecular orbitals and 
intermolecular forces. 

2. Relate electromagnetic spectra used for exciting different molecular energy levels in 
various spectroscopic techniques and their application in medicine and other fields. 

3. Recognize various problems related to electrochemistry and corrosion in industry 
and is able to explain different prevention techniques and apply concepts of 
chemistry in engineering. 

4. Know the origin of different types of engineering materials used in modern 
technology and Interpret different problems involved in industrial utilization of 
water. 

5. Understand the processing of fossil fuels for the effective utilization of chemical 
energy. 
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Unit 1: Atomic and Molecular Structure: (8 Lectures) 

Atomic and molecular orbitals, Linear Combination of Atomic Orbitals (LCAO), Molecular orbitals of 

homo-nuclear diatomic molecules, MO energy diagrams of N2, and O2. 

Metallic bonding, Valence Bond Theory, Crystal Field Theory, Crystal Field Splitting of transition metal 

ion d-orbitals in tetrahedral, octahedral, and square planar geometries. 

Unit 2: Spectroscopic Techniques and Applications: (10 Lectures) 

 Regions of electromagnetic spectrum, Molecular spectroscopy 

Rotational Spectroscopy: Rotation of molecules, rotational spectra of rigid diatomic molecules, selection 

rules. 

Vibrational Spectroscopy: The vibrating diatomic molecule, simple and anharmonic oscillators of a 

diatomic molecule, selection rules, applications of IR spectroscopy. 

Nuclear Magnetic Resonance: criteria for NMR activity (Magnetic and nonmagnetic nuclei), basic 

concepts and principle of 1H NMR spectroscopy, Chemical shift.  Magnetic resonance Imaging.  

Unit 3: Electrochemistry and Corrosion: (12 Lectures) 

Electrochemistry: Electrode potential, types of electrodes: calomel and glass electrodes- construction 

and working, electrochemical series and applications, electrochemical cells: Galvanic & electrolytic cells, 

Nernst equation- applications, numerical problems, Batteries: primary and secondary types, lithium 

metal, lithium ion and lead acid batteries. Types of Fuel cells: hydrogen-oxygen fuel cell - applications 

and advantages, Microbial fuel cells. 

Corrosion: Definition, causes and effects of corrosion, Theories of chemical and electro chemical 

corrosion with mechanism, Types of corrosion - Galvanic, concentration cell and pitting corrosions, 

factors affecting corrosion (Nature of metal & Nature of Environment), corrosion control methods: 

Proper designing, cathodic protection (sacrificial anodic and impressed current cathodic protection), 

Metallic coatings: Hot dipping- Galvanization and tinning, electroplating, electroless plating of nickel. 

Unit 4: Engineering Materials and Water Technology: (8 Lectures) 

Semiconductors: Si and Ge, preparation, purification and crystal growth by zone refining and Czochralski 

pulling methods, doping. 

Polymeric Materials: plastics-classification, types of polymerization, properties of polymers-

crystallinity, melting and boiling points, glass transition temperature, viscoelasticity. 

Compounding and fabrication by compression moulding and injection moulding, conducting 

polymers – definition, classification, applications of conducting polymers in mobile phones and 

displays. 

Water: impurities, hardness- causes of hardness, types, Units. Total Dissolved Solids (TDS), 

Boiler troubles- scales and sludges, caustic embrittlement, water purification by reverse 

osmosis (RO) method. 
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Unit 5:  Stereochemistry and Energy Resources (8 Lectures) 

Stereo chemistry: Representations of 3D structures for organic molecules, stereo isomers: 

Conformational and Configurational isomers. Conformational isomers: conformational 

analysis of n-butane. Configurational isomers: geometrical isomers (E, Z isomers) and optical 

isomers. Optical isomers: symmetry, chirality, enantiomers, diastereomers, optical activity. 

Structure, synthesis and pharmaceutical applications of aspirin and ibuprofen. 

Energy sources: Fossil Fuels: Coal –types, analysis of coal- proximate and ultimate analysis 

and their significance, Petroleum-its composition-synthetic petrol – Fischer Tropsch’s 

process, cracking - Definition and its significance, knocking and its mechanism in Internal 

Combustion engine, Octane rating, Composition and Uses of Natural gas, LPG and CNG, 

biodiesel synthesis, biogas. 
 

Suggested text Books: 

1. Engineering chemistry by P.C. Jain and M. Jain; Dhanpat Rai Publishing Company (P) 

Ltd., New Delhi. 

2. Textbook of Engineering Chemistry by A. Jayashree, Wiley Publications 

References: 

1. Organic Chemistry by Morrison, Boyd & Bhattacharjee (Pearson Pubs) 

2. Solomons’ Organic Chemistry, Wiley pubs 

3. Fundamentals of Molecular Spectroscopy, by C.N. Banwell. Mc Graw Hill Publication 

4. A Text book of Engineering Chemistry by Shashi Chawla, Dhanpat Rai Publishing 
Company (P) Ltd., New Delhi. 
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UNIT 1: ATOMIC AND MOLECULAR STRUCTURE 

Atomic Orbital: 

Atomic orbitals are defined as three-dimensional region (or space) around the nucleus where 

there is higher probability of finding an electron of specific energy. 

➢ Knowledge of the exact order in which atomic orbitals are occupied is based on the 

interpretation of atomic spectra in terms of how spectral lines result from permitted 

electronic transitions. 

        Schrodinger Wave Equation: 

              -------1 

       The above equation can be solved by transforming 

       Cartesian Co-ordinates r, ɸ & θ.  

Schrodinger Wave Equation after transformation into spherical co-ordinates takes in the form 

 

 

      The Solutions of Schrodinger wave equation obtained in terms of expression for R, θ & ɸ 

      are acceptable solutions only if they follow the following restriction of n, l & m. 

       Principal quantum number (n) = 1,2,3………… 

       Azimuthal Quantum Number (l) = 0,1,2, ...(n-1) 

       Magnetic Quantum Number (m) = 0,1, 2, ……n±1, ±2, ……±l (or –l to +l) 

The quantum mechanical approach helps us to calculate the value of ‘Ψ’ for an electron of 

known values of n,l & m. ‘Ψ’ is Wave function ,Ψ2 is probability of finding an electron at a 

point. Depending on the values of ‘l’ the orbitals or electrons are given. 

l=0 – s-orbital, electrons are S-orbital electrons  

l=1 – p-orbital 

l=2 – d-orbital  

l=3 – f-orbital 

➢ For n=1, l=0 - 1s orbital 

       n=2, l=0 - 2s orbital 

               l=1 - 2p orbital 

       n=3, l=0 - 3s orbital  

               l=1 - 3p orbital 

               l=2 - 3d orbital 
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Shapes of Orbitals: 

The Shape of the orbital can be found from the probabilities at different points around the 

nucleus, which are obtained by finding the values of the Wave function Ψ(r,θ,ɸ). 

 

Shape of s-orbital:       l=0; m=0 

 

‘S’-orbital has symmetrical geometry in all directions, so it is spherical in shape. 

 

 

‘1s’ orbital has no radical node, 2s 

orbital has one, and 3s orbital has 2 

radical nodes. 

 

 

 

 

 

Shape of p-orbital:      l=1; m = +1,0 -1    PX, PY, PZ  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Shape of d-orbital:        l=2; m=-2, -1, 0, +1, +2. 

Thus it has 5 d-orbitals dxy,dyz ,dxz ,dx
2

-y
2 ,dz

2 . 

dxy, dyz, dxz –lying between the axes, dx
2

-y
2 -lying along the axes,  

dz
2 -symmetrical about z-axis- 
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Molecular Orbital: Molecular orbital is a region around the nuclei of the bonded atoms in a 

molecule, where the probability of finding an electron is maximum. 

 

Difference between Atomic Orbital & Molecular Orbital:  

Atomic Orbitals  Molecular Orbitals  

1. They belong to one specific atom only. 1. They belong to all atoms in a 

molecule.  

2. They are the internal characteristics of an 

atom. 

2. They result when atomic orbitals 

of similar energies combine. 

3. They have simple shapes of geometries. 3. They have complex shapes. 

4. Atomic Orbitals are named as s, p, d, f, 

etc. 

4. The M.O.’s are named as: 

     σ, π, δ, etc.  

5. The stabilities of these orbitals are less 

than bonding & more than anti bonding 

orbitals.  

5. The stabilities of these orbitals 

are either more (or) less than the 

Atomic Orbitals   

6. Atomic Orbital is monocentric. 6. It is Polycentric. 

 

     Quantum Mechanics: The branch of Science which takes into consideration de Broglie  

      concepts of dual nature of matter & Plank’s quantum theory & is able to explain the  

      phenomena related to small particles is known as Quantum Mechanics.  

       Differences between Classical Mechanics and Quantum Mechanics: 

Classical Mechanics Quantum Mechanics 

1. Deals with macroscopic objects. 1. Deals with microscopic particles. 

2. Based on Newton’s Laws of 

Motion. 

2. Based on Heisenberg uncertainty 

principle & de Broglie’s dual nature of 

matter. 

3. Maxwell’s Electromagnetic Wave 

Theory according to which, any 

amount of energy maybe emitted (or) 

absorbed continuously.   

3. Planck’s Quantum Theory- only discrete 

values of energy are emitted (or) absorbed. 

4. The state of the system is defined by 

specifying all the forces acting on 

particles as well as their positions and 

velocities.  

4. It gives probabilities of finding particles 

at various locations in space. 
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Molecular Orbital Theory 

According to wave mechanics, two theories of chemical bonding exist. One in valence Bond 

theory (VBT) and other is molecular orbital theory (MOT). In VBT, the atoms in a molecule 

retain their individuality. The bond is formed due to interaction of the valence electrons when the 

atoms come closer. The VBT is modified by Mullikan, Hund and Jones proposed molecular 

orbital theory.  

The postulates of MOT are  

1. Atomic orbitals of atoms overlap to form molecular orbitals. 

2. The number of MO’s formed is equal to the number of overlapping atomic orbitals. 

3. Two atomic orbitals after overlapping yield two MO’s- bonding molecular orbitals with 

lower energy and antibonding molecular orbitals with higher energy. The decrease in 

energy of bonding MO is approximately same as the increase in energy of antibonding 

MO. 

4. Each MO can accommodate two electrons with opposite spin just like atomic orbitals. 

5.  Depending on the type of overlapping, MO are designed as σ, σ*, π, π* and δ, δ*. 

6. The filling of electron in various MOs obey Aufbou and Hund’s rule and Pauli’s principle 

7.  Ψ1, Ψ 2 are the wave functions of two overlapping AO’s and the process of their 

overlapping is called linear combinations of atomic orbitals (LACO) method 

8. Acc. To LACO method, linear combination of atomic orbitals can take place either by 

addition (constructive) or subtraction (destruction) of wave functions of atomic orbitals 

involved. 

9. MO obtained by addition of wave function of atoms  

Ψ(MO) = (ψA+ψB) is called bonding molecular orbital.  

The energy of BMO’s (bonding molecular orbitals) is less than that of constituent 

overlapping atomic orbitals. The energy difference between the combining AO’s and MO 

formed is called stabilization energy. The BMO stabilizes energy. 

 

Characteristics of Bonding Molecular Orbitals 

• It processes lower energy than that of combining atomic orbitals. 

• It possesses high electron density in region between two nuclei  

• It imparts stability of the molecule 

•  Every electron in BMO contributes to attraction between the two atoms. 

• BMO is formed only when the lobes of atomic orbitals possess same sign. 

 

10. Molecular orbitals are obtained by subtraction of wave functions of concerned atom is 

called  

                                      Ψ*MO = (ψA- ψB)   
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               Ψ*MO = antibonding molecular orbitals (ABMO) 

The energy of ABMO is more than that of constituent atomic orbitals. 

The energy difference between ABMO and combining AO’s is called destabilization energy. 

ABMO destabilizes the molecule. 

Characteristics of ABMO: 

• It possess higher energy than that of the combining orbitals. 

• It possess low electron density in the region between nuclei. 

• It causes instability to the molecule  

• Every electron in it contributes to repulsion of two combining atoms  

• It is formed when the lobes of combining atomic orbitals possess opposite sign. 

 

11. The probability of bonding MO formation (ψ2) is greater than that of (ψ*2)   ABMO 

formation. Probability = square of amplitude ψ2 

Ψ2 = (ψA+ψB)2 =ψA
2+ ψB

2 + 2ψAψB 

 

12. AO gives e- probability around nucleus, white MO gives electron probability around 

group of nuclei. 

 

13. Shape of MO formed depends on the type of combining atoms. BMO’s are represented 

by σ, π, δ etc. And ABMO’s are represented as σ*, π*, δ* etc. 

 

 

14. The inner MOs which do not take part in bond formation are called non-bonding MO 

 

15. MO’s of equal energy are called degenerate MO, are filled as per Hund’s rule. 

 

16. Magnetic properties (Para or diamagnetism) is judged in a molecule, based on the number 

of unpaired electrons. Higher the number of unpaired electrons in a molecular, higher 

will be its paramagnetic nature if there is no unpaired electron in a molecular it will be 

diamagnetic. 

17.  Bond order –is the number of bonds between two bonding atoms. 

   Bond order=1/2[number of electrons in BMO’s – number of electrons in ABMO’s].  

    Bond order may be a whole number or a fraction. It is directly proportional to the strength       

of the bond and inversely proportional to the bond distance. 

    Linear Combination of Atomic Orbital (LCAO): 

    Linear Combination of atomic orbitals (LCAO) is a simple method of quantum chemistry, it          

gives a quantitative picture of the molecular orbitals in a molecule. According to quantum 

mechanics, exact position and momentum of an electron cannot be determined accurately 
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(Heisenberg’s uncertainty principle), so to understand structure of an atom (or) chemical 

combination, Wave mechanics is used. According to wave mechanics atomic orbitals can be 

represented by wave function   “ѱ”    

In LCAO method the atoms are brought from a distance to equilibrium internuclear distance 

where the probability of formation of bond, which deals to form a molecule. 

Let us consider a molecule AB, which is formed from the atoms A&B. ѱA and ѱB are wave 

functions of A & B respectively. 

According to mathematical concept, if ѱA and ѱB are the solutions to the molecular wave 

equation then a linear combination   of these two solutions is also a solution. When two atoms 

approach, the electron cloud of these two atoms undergo overlap & produce molecular orbital 

ѱ(AB)      

                                          ѱ (AB) = N[ CAѱA  + CBѱB]----------1 

     CA and CB are constants, used to give minimum energy for ѱAB. 

    N= Normalizing constant which is used to find the probability of finding an electron in the 

given spaces is unity. 

 The probability of finding an electron in a volume of space (dv) is ∫ ѱ2dv.     

                                   ∫0
∞ ѱ2 dv = 1. 

In quantum mechanics ,if  CA and  CB  have different values then we get large number of wave 

functions such as  ѱ1 ѱ2 ѱ3  ѱ4 …….  & each wave function has energy(‘€’) from the energy 

equation ,We obtain two assumptions    CA = CB   (or) CA = -CB   . 

      These two have linear functions 

 (if CA = CB  )  

                                Ѱb = Nb (CA ѱA + CA ѱB) --------2 

                                       Ѱb = Nb CA( ѱA + ѱB) ---------3      

If  CA = -CB     

                         Ѱa = Na  (CA ѱA - CA ѱB) ------------4 

                         Ѱa = Na CA( ѱA - ѱB) ----------5  

 

 ‘Ѱb’  is the Wave function for bonding molecular orbitals, and corresponding to “build up of 

electrons density between the two atoms & the energy of the system decreases . 
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‘ Ѱa’  is the wave function for ant bonding  orbitals & corresponds to the decreases for anti 

bonding between the two atoms & energy of system Increases. 

 

The molecular orbital wave function for the linear 

combination of ѱA and ѱB be written as  

                    ѰAB = N (CA ѱA + CB ѱB)  

For homonuclear diatomic molecules, we have   

CA
2 = CB

2 as molecule is symmetric.  

  Ex: H2, O2, F2, N2 etc..  As CA& CB are relative 

quantities we have    CA = 1 & CB = ±1. 

                                If CA = +1 & CB = +1. 

            We have     Ѱb = Nb ( ѱA + ѱB) -------6 

               If CA = +1 & CB = -1. We have  

                             Ѱa = Na ( ѱA - ѱB) ---------- 7     

We know ѱ2  is probability of finding the electro, so on squaring equations  6 & 7 ,we have  

                            Ѱb
2 = ѱA

2 + ѱB
2 +2ѱA ѱB-----------8 

                           Ѱa
2 = ѱA

2 + ѱB
2 -2ѱA ѱB--------------9 

From the above equations it is clear that the probability of finding an electron in bonding orbitals 

is greater than the probability of finding electron- in anti-bonding orbital by an amount 2ѱA ѱB. 

 

Rules of LCAO:  In order to know which atom, combine to give molecular orbital, the following 

rules are to be considered. 

1.The atomic orbitals must be roughly of same energy; this is important when considering 

overlap b/w two different atoms  

2. The orbital must overlap one another as much as possible, this implies that atoms must be 

close enough for effective overlap. 

3.In order to produce bonding & anti bonding molecular orbitals either symmetry of the two 

atomic orbitals remains unchanged (when rotated about nuclear axis, followed by rotation around 

a line far to axis) (or)both atomic orbitals must change symmetry in an identical manner. 
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LCAO of molecular orbitals: 

Molecular orbital may be of two types σ molecular orbital and π molecular orbital. 

 σ Molecular orbital is formed by overlapping of two atomic orbitals along inter nuclear axis. 

When the two molecular orbitals overlap sideways the result in formation of π molecular orbitals. 

Overlapping of 1s with 1s or 2s with 2s orbitals. 

σ(1s) MO orbital is formed by overlap of atomic orbitals along internuclear axis. It is formed by 

constructive overlapping. 

s-s overlapping: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

s-px overlap: Overlapping along the bond 

axis: 

 

 

 
 

Py-py  overlapping: 
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MO energy diagram of Oxygen: 

Electronic Configuration- O : 1s2,2s2,2p4 

The electronic configuration of O2  is 

 KK(σ(2S ))2 (σ*(2S))2 (n(2Px))
2 (n(2Py))

2 (σ (2Pz))
2 (n*(2Px))

1 (n*(2PY))1 

Nb=8, Na=4, Bond order= 2 which justifies the presence of double bond in O2 molecule 

 and the presence of 2 unpaired electrons makes the molecule Paramagnetic. 
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MO energy diagram of Nitrogen: 

Electronic Configuration-N : 1s2,2s2,2p3 

For N2 the orbitals in increasing energy are: 

σ1s<σ∗1s<σ2s<σ∗2s<π2px,π2py<σ2pz<π∗2px,π∗2py<σ∗2pzσ1s<σ1s∗<σ2s<σ2s∗<π2px,π2py<σ

2pz<π2px∗,π2py∗<σ2pz∗ 

The atomic number of Nitrogen is 7. The electronic configuration of N2 is   

        KK(σ(2S ))2 (σ*(2S))2 (n(2Px))
2 (n(2Py))

2 (σ(2Pz))
2  

Nb=8, Na=2, Bond order = 3 that means N2 contains a triple bond which implies it has  

highest bond dissociation energy. Presence of no unpaired electron indicates it to be 

Diamagnetic. 

 
 

 

Metallic bonding: 

 Metals are good electrical and thermal conductors. They are opaque and have high 

refractive power and have high melting and boiling points. They crystallize with high 

coordination numbers of 12 or 14. Metals can be drawn into their wires (ductile) and can be 

hammered to sheets (malleable), they possess luster, they have high density, they can form alloys 

and they have high elasticity and can withstand high stress. All the above properties cannot be 

explained based on normal ionic or covalent bonding. 
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 If we consider a metal crystal, all the atoms in it are identical and these cannot be bound 

together as cations and anions in ionic crystal. Therefore, metallic bond should explain the 

bonding between a large number of identical atoms in a pure metal and the bonding between 

widely different metal atoms in alloys. 

Theories of Metallic Bonds: 

Free Electron Theory/ Electron Pool Theory/ Electron Gas Theory: 

This theory was first proposed by Drude in 1900 and was later developed by Lorentz (1916), this 

theory is also called Drude-Lorentz Theory. 

 According to this theory, each atom in a metal crystal loses all valence electrons, thus the 

electrons form an electron pool or gas. The resulting positively charged metal ions(kernels) are 

held together by electron pool or electron gas. The kernels do not float randomly in the sea of 

electrons but have definite positions at measurable distances from each other in a crystal lattice.  

            Electron sea model is an assemblage of positive ions (kernels) immersed in a sea of 

mobile electrons and each electron belongs to a number of positive ions and each positive ion 

belongs to a number of electrons. The force that binds a metal atom to a number of electrons 

with in a sphere of influence is known as Metallic bond  

 
  

 This theory qualitatively explains the number of metallic properties 

  

1. The optical properties of metals such as metallic luster, silver white or silver-

grey color is due to the fact that fee electrons are capable of absorbing light of all wavelength 

which is then re-emitted.  

2. Electrical Conductivity: The electrons are being free to move in an electric field and 

thus conduct electricity through the metal  

 

3. Thermal Conductivity: When the metal is heated, the electrons acquire kinetic energy, 

thus electrons more rapidly through the crystal and conduct heat to the other parts of the 

metal.  

4. Metals have high tensile strength, they can result stretching without breaking, due to 

existence of strong electrostatic attraction between the positively charged metal ion and the 

sea of negative ions.  
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5. Metals possess elastic property, so that ions can change position without breaking the 

metal crystal under stress and retains its original position on removing stress.  

Limitations: 

 

Vast variations in properties of certain metals cannot be explained 

1.Copper is 50 times better conductor than Bismuth 

2. Metals like sodium and potassium are soft they can be cut easily with a knife, osmium is 

hard it can even scratch glass. 

 

Valence bond theory or Resonance Theory 

According to this theory metallic bonding is covalent in the origin & metallic structure 

involves resonance of electron pair bonds between each atom & its nearest neighbors. 

Consider any atom of metallic crystal, it has covalent bonding with its one neighboring 

atom by sharing an electron each. But this bond is not permanently held between two atoms, 

instead it is continuously in resonance. 

For example, Lithium metal in which each lithium atom has eight nearest neighbors & one 

valency electron. So, Lithium atom can form covalent bond with other Lithium atom by sharing 

valency electron. The atom can equally well form normal two electron covalent bond to any of 

its other neighboring lithium atom, so different arrangements are possible. 

 

The true metallic structure is a mixture of all the many possible bonding forms. The more 

possible structures there are the lower the energy. Thus, the cohesive forms which holds the 

structure together is large. 

Limitations: valence bond theory cannot explain thermal conductivity; metallic luster, decrease 

in conductivity with temperature. 

Molecular orbital theory/Bond theory:  

Molecular orbital theory of metallic crystal is like that of M.O theory of covalent molecules. The 

electrons in a metal are considered to belong to the crystal as a whole & not to individual (or) 
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any pairs of atoms. According to this theory metallic bond result from the delocalization of the 

free electron orbitals over all the atoms of a metal structure. 

         When two atomic orbitals are combined, two molecular orbitals are formed. One of these is 

bonding molecular orbital & other is antibonding. In general N-atomic orbitals combine to form 

N/2 - bonding molecular orbitals and N/2 antibonding molecular orbitals. As energy separation 

between various molecular orbitals is very small, they form energy bands. These bands are 

separated from each other by an energy gap, those gaps are called forbidden gaps in which there 

are no electrons. 

EX: Lithium crystal electronic configuration 1s22s12p0 

If n atoms of lithium are allowed to combine to form lithium crystal, they will form three energy 

bands 1s Band, 2s Band and 2p Band.1s band is completely filled band so it is a non-conducting 

band, 2s band is valence band, since2s orbital of each lithium atom is only one electron, only 

bonding molecular orbitals are filled( filled lower band) leaving empty upper band. The 2s and 

2p bands are near in energy, so 2p band overlaps with 2s band this is called overlapping zone. 

The electronic bands where the electrons can move are called Permitted bands or Brillouin 

Zones. The level below which all energy levels are filled is termed as fermi Level.  

 

Thus by using Band theory we can easily explain why some solids are good conductors and 

others are insulators or non-conductors.  

Valence Bond Theory: 

L. Pauling proposed valence bond theory to explain bonding in coordination compounds. 

According to this theory: 

(i) Metal-ligand bonds arise by the donation of electron pairs (by ligands), to the central metal   

atom/ion. 
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(ii) For accommodating these donated electrons (by ligands), the metal atom/ion must possess 

requisite number of vacant orbitals of nearly equal energy. These orbitals undergo hybridization 

to give a set of same number of hybrid orbitals of equal energy. 

(iii) Sometimes, the central metal atom makes available a number of empty orbitals (equal to its 

coordination number) by pairing up the unpaired (n-1) d-electrons as fully as possible, thereby 

making available (n-1) d-orbitals vacant for formation of coordinate bond with suitable ligand 

orbitals. 

(iv)With the approach of ligands, formation of metal ligand bonds takes place by the donation of 

electron pairs by the ligands to the empty hybridized orbitals of metals. Evidently, all these 

bonds are directional in nature and of equal strength. 

(v) sp3, dsp2 and d2sp3 (or sp3d2) hybridization results in the formation of complexes of geometry 

tetrahedral, square planar and octahedral respectively. 

 

Limitation of the VBT: 

1. Fail to explain the color & characteristics of absorption spectra of complex compounds. 

2. Orbital contribution and temperature dependency on magnetic moment of coordination                                 

complex are not properly explained by VBT. 

3. It is not helpful to predict the mystery of formation of outer or inner orbital coordination 

complex. 

4. VBT fails to predict any distortion in the shapes of the coordination complexes from 

regular geometry. 

EXPLANATION OF FORMATION OF SOME COMPLEXES 

(A)Tetrahedral complexes: 
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Bonding in Ni (CO) 4 complex: outer electronic configuration of nickel (in its zero oxidation 

state ) is 3d8,4s2,or 3d10. Four electron pairs, one from each CO molecule, occupy the empty one 

4s and three 4p-orbitals and then hybridize to form four sp-hybrid orbitals of tetrahedral 

geometry. 

 

(B) Square planar complexes: (1) bonding in [Pt(NH3)Cl2]: Platinum (At. No. =78) 

Possesses the outer electronic configuration of 5d8,6s2, and Pt2+ (i.e., platinum in +2 oxidation 

state ) has the outer electronic  configuration of 5d8 . during the formation of complex , 

[Pt(NH3)2Cl2] , Pt2+ undergoes dsp2-hybridization by utilizing four pairs of electrons-two pairs 

from two NH3 ligands  and  other two pairs from two chloride ions , thereby giving the molecule 

a square planar geometry. 

(2)Bonding in [Ni(CN)4]2- : in this complex ion ,Ni atom is in the oxidation state  of +2 , so it 

loses two electrons. The   CN- ion is a strong – field ligand, so it forces two unpaired d-electrons 

to pair up. Consequently, one 3d-orbital becomes available for hybridization with one 4s and two 

4p-orbitals, giving dsp2-hybridization. The structure is, therefore, square planar as it contains no 

unpaired electrons, so it is diamagnetic. 

 

 

(C) Octahedral complexes: 
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 1. Bonding in [Cr(NH3)6]3+ : in the complex ion , [Cr(NH3)6]3+ , the central metal is in the +3 

oxidation state , so it (Cr atom) loses three electrons. Since the coordination number of Cr atom 

is six, therefore the central Cr-atom makes available six orbitals (vacant) for hybridization. The 

two inner vacant 3d , one 4s and three 4p orbitals undergo d2sp3 hybridization and forms 6 hybrid 

orbitals which accommodate six pairs of electrons from NH3 ligands. This is an inner orbital 

complex or spin paired complex. 

 

Bonding in [CoF6]3-:  Physical measurements proved that it is paramagnetic in nature. ‘Huggin’ 

assumed that d- orbitals involved in hybridization are not 3d but 4d orbitals. 3d orbitals with four 

unpaired electrons explain paramagnetic nature of [CoF6]
3- .  

Co – 3d7,4s2, 4p0 

Co3+ - 3d6,4s0, 4p0 

 

 

[CoF6]
3- is an outer orbital complex or spin free complex.  
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Crystal field theory: 

The salient features of CFT or crystal field theory are: 

1. The central metal ion is surrounded by ligands, which contains one or more lone pair of 

electrons 

2. Ligands are treated as point charges. 

3. The ionic ligands F-, Cl- are regarded as negative point 

charges, while the negative ligands are dipoles. In metal 

complex, the negative end of the neutral ligand is oriented 

towards the central metal cation. 

4. There is no interaction between metal orbitals and ligands 

orbitals. 

5. The bonding between the metal cation and ligand is 

purely electrostatic attraction between cation and 

negatively charged anion or negative end of neutral dipole molecule. 

6. All the d-orbitals on the metal have same energy in the free of atom. However, when a 

complex is formed the ligands destroy the degeneracy of these orbitals, i.e., the orbitals 

have now have different energies. 

Grouping of d-orbitals into two sets. 

Based on the orientation of the lobes with respect to coordinates five d- orbitals have been 

grouped as follows: 

1. eg set of orbitals (dz
2 and d x2-y2 ) have their lobes along the axes. They are also called 

axial orbitals. The letter e in eg refers to doubly degenerate set. 

2. t2g set of orbitals (dxy, dyz, dzx) have lobes lying between the axis. They are also called 

non-axial orbitals. The letter t in t2g refers to triply degenerate set. 

Crystal field splitting in of d-orbitals in octahedral complexes: 

In octahedral complex, the central metal ion is surrounded by six lone pairs of electrons. In it 

two types of electrostatic interaction come – into way. 

1. There is attraction between the positive and metal ion and negatively charged ligand. This 

force holds the ligands to the metal ion complex. 

2. There is electrostatic repulsion between the lone pairs in the ligands and the electrons in 

the d-orbitals of the metal. The magnitude of this repulsion depends on the particular d- 

orbitals are involved. Take the dX
2

-y
2 orbital as an example. We see that lobes of this 

orbital point along the x and y axes, where the lone pairs electrons are positioned. Thus, 

an electron residing in this orbital would experience a great repulsion from the ligands 

that an electron would in, say, the dxy orbital. For this reason, the energy of the dX
2

-y
2 

orbital is increased relative to the dxy, dyz, and dxz orbital. The dz
2 orbital energy is also 

increased, because its lobes are pointed at the ligands along the z-axis. 
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3. As a result of these metal –ligands interaction ,the equality (in energy) of the five d – 

orbital’s is nullified ,to give two high –lying equal –energy levels(dX
2

-y
2, dz

2) and three 

low –lying equal –energy levels(dxy,dyz, dxz),shown in the figure .The energy difference 

between these two sets of d – orbital ,is called the crystal field splitting (∆ or 10 Dn) ; its 

magnitude depends up on the metal and the nature of the ligands. 

 

          

 

        Magnitude of crystal field splitting ∆0 in complexes depends upon the following factors: 

1. Nature of ligand: examination of the spectra of a series of complexes of the same 

metal with different ligands shows that the position of the absorption band varies 

depending on the ligands which are    attached. 

2.  Ligands can be classified into: 

a. Weak Field ligands cause only a small degree of crystal-field splitting. 

b. Strong field ligands cause a long degree of crystal field splitting. 

 

   The value ∆0 for a given ligand remains practically constant for different metals. When the    

ligand are arranged in increasing order of ∆0, we get spectrochemical series given below. 
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(Weak field ligands) I-< Br- < S2- < Cl- < NO3- < F- < OH- < EtOH < oxalate < H2O < EDTA 

< (NH3 and Pyridine) <ethlenediamine< dipyridyl < o- phenanthroline< NO2- <CN- < CO 

(strong field ligands) 

2. Charge on the metal ion: The magnitude increases as the charge on the metal ion increases 

.For example, for first row of transition metal ion , the values of ∆0  for M+3 complexes are 

roughly  50% larger than the values for M+2 complexes  

Distribution of d- electrons in octahedral complex:  

The following points may be noted in this regards: 

1. For d1, d2 and d3 configurations, the electrons(s) go to more stable t2g level of lower energy. 

Spins of these are ½, 2/3,3/2 respectively. 

2.for d8,d9,and d10 configurations, the first six electrons go to the lower energy level t2g,whike 

remaining two ,three, and four, occupy eg level .spins of these are 2/2,1/2,0 respectively. 

3. For d4, d5, d6 and d7 configurations, the distribution of d-electrons depends upon whether the 

electrons are in weak or strong ligand field. 

 

Crystal Field Splitting of d –Orbital in Tetrahedral Complexes: 
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A tetrahedral complex is related to cube. A metal atom is not the centre of cube and the four 

alternative corners of the cube are occupied by four ligands as shown in fig. The directions x , y 

and z point to the center of the faces of the cube . The eg orbitals points along x,y and z (i.e. ,to 

the centers of the faces); While t2g orbitals point between x ,y and z (i.e., towards the center of 

the edges of the cube. 

Evidently, the direction of 

approach of the four ligands 

does not exactly with either 

the eg or t2g orbitals .Now the 

t2gorbitals are half the side of 

the cube away from the 

approach of the ligands; while 

the eg orbitals are half the 

diagonal of the cube away from the approach of the ligands. Consequently, the t2gorbitals are 

‘nearer’ to the direction of the ligand that the eg orbitals. 

 

Now the approach of the ligands raises the energy for both eg & t2g sets of orbitals .However the 

energy of  t2g,set of orbitals is raised maximum, since they are closest to the ligands 

.consequently, crystal field splitting ,opposite to that in octahedral complexes take place .the t2g 

set of orbitals are 0.4∆0  above the bari center (i.e., weighted average of the two groups); while 

the  eg set of orbitals are 0.6∆0  below the average.   
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The magnitude the crystal field splitting in tetrahedral complexes is quiet lesser than that 

in octahedral complexes due to the following reasons: 

1. There are only 4 ligands (instead of 6 in octahedral complexes), so the ligand field is only 4/9 

or 2/3 times, thereby the ligand field splitting as also 2/3 in size. 

2. The direction of the orbitals does not coincide with that of ligands, there by crystal field 

splitting is reduced further by 2/3 

Hence ,the tetrahedral crystal field splitting is nearly 2/3*2/3=4/9 that of octahedral crystal field 

splitting it may further  be added that although the  strong field ligands cause a bigger energy 

difference between t2g and eg then weak field ligands ,yet the tetrahedral splitting is always 

much smaller than the octahedral splitting. 

CRYSTAL FIELD SPLITTING IN SQUARE PLANAR COMPLEXES 

Four ligands in a square planar arrangement around 

the central ion would have the greatest influence on a 

dx2-y2 orbital so the energy of this orbital will be 

raised most. The dxy orbital lying in the same plane, 

but between  the ligands will also have a greatest 

energy, though the effect will be lesser than that on 

the dx2-y2 orbital. However ,it is not possible to 

predict exactly the effect  of the ligand field on the 

remaining orbitals ,though it will be less than on the 
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dx2-y2 and dxy orbital ,but the dxz and dyz pair will always be effected equally and will 

therefore, remain degenerate. A likely splitting of d orbital in a square planar field is shown 

below 
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S.no Valence bond theory(VBT) Crystal Field theory (CFT) 

Similarities: 

1. 

 

2. 

Inner orbital octahedral complexes of VBT and spin-paired of low spin octahedral 

complex of CFT are same. 

Outer orbital octahedral complexes of VBT and high spin octahedral complexes of 

CFT are the same. 

Differences:  

1. 

 

 

2. 

 

 

3. 

The metal –ligand bonding in complexes 

is only covalent, since this theory 

assumes that electrons are donated to the 

vacant d –orbitals. 

During the formation of some inner 

orbital octahedral complexes the 

requirement of this theory is promotion 

of and from d –orbitals to next higher s- 

orbitals. 

It cannot account for the magnetic 

properties of coordinate compounds 

The metal-ligand bonding in complexes is 

purely electrostatics, since according to this 

theory, entry of the ligand electrons to 

metal d –orbitals is not allowed. 

During the formation of spin paired (or low 

spin) octahedral complexes, no such 

promotions of electron is needed. 

It successfully accounts for the magnetic 

properties of coordination compounds. 
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Unit – II Spectroscopic Techniques and Applications  

  

Spectroscopy: It is defined as the branch of science which is associated with the interaction of 

radiations of different wavelengths with matter.  

 Electromagnetic radiation: Electromagnetic radiation is considered as a simple harmonic 

wave propagated from a source and travelling in straight lines except when reflected or  

 refracted. Visible light forms a very small part of electromagnetic spectrum.  

Characteristics of electromagnetic radiations: -  

Electromagnetic radiation has both particle nature as well as wave nature. Thus, they have dual 

nature. A light beam consists of a stream of particles called photons moving in the form of 

waves. These radiations travel with the velocity of visible light i.e., 2.998 X 108 m/s. The 

electromagnetic waves have electric and magnetic fields associated with them at right angles to 

one another. 

If the radiation is moving along x-axis, the magnetic field is oriented along Y axis and electric 

field is oriented along Z- axis.   

  

 Characterization of electromagnetic radiation   

  The simple harmonic wave has properties of 

the sine wave defined by y=A sin θ                            

      Y is displacement if the maximum value A  

θ is Angle varying between 0 & 360° (or 0 & 

2π radians) Sine wave is a mathematical 

curve that describes smooth periodic 

oscillation. It is a continuous wave and has 

the pattern that repeats.  

A travelling wave can be represented as in the following figure  

 

                                     The curve of y = sin θ 
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Description of a sin wave in terms of circular motion of a point P at a uniform angular velocity 

of ω radian per seconds.  

 
  

Consider a point ‘P’ travels with uniform angular velocity omega radians per second in a circular 

path of radius ‘A’. We measure the time from the instant when the point ‘P’ passes ‘O’ and then 

after time’t’ seconds, we imagine ‘P’ to have described an angle   θ=ωt radians  

 At this point the vertical displacement   

                                        y = A sin θ 

   = A sin ωt            ----- 1      

                                           θ= ωt  

 If we plot the displacement against time as on the right hand side after a time of 2π / ω seconds, 

‘P’ will return to O’, completing a cycle. Further cycles of ‘P’ will repeat the pattern. Thus, we 

can describe the displacement as a continuous function of time. In one second, the pattern will 

repeat itself ω/2π times and it is referred to as frequency (ν) of the wave. The SI unit of 

frequency is hertz (Hz) and has the dimensions of S−1.  

 y = A sin ωt  

    = A sin 2πν t  

  

        ω =2π ν  

  

This is the basic equation of wave motion.  

If we consider the nature of travelling wave, we need the distance time relationship  

x = Ct      ----- 2  

‘x’ is the distance covered in time ‘t’ at a speed ‘C  
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                                             From 1 & 2  

   

y = A sin 2π ν t     ------ 3  

     

 

 

 Another property by which the 

wave can be characterized is its 

wave length λ, which is the 

distance travelled during a 

complete cycle. When the velocity 

is ‘C’ meters per second, there are 

evidently ‘ν’ in ‘c’ meters     

  

                                    ν λ = c  

  

  

  

Thus,                       ------ 4  

  

                 

In spectroscopy, wavelengths are expressed in many ways. ln microwave region λ is measured in 

centimeters (cm) or millimeters (mm). ln infrared, it is given in micro meters (µm) or micron.   

In visible and ultraviolet region, it is expressed in nanometers or Angstrom units (Ao).  

  

      1 µm = 10-6 m = 10-4 cm  

      1 Ao= 10-10 m = 10-8 cm  

      1 nm = 10-9 m = 10 Ao  

  

Electromagnetic radiation can also be characterized by wave number ( ) It is 

defined as the reciprocal of the wavelength expressed in cm-1  

  

          Cm-1  
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Thus,                   y = A sin 2π x     ------- 5  

          

So, the number of waves per centimeter is called wave number  frequency (ν ) is proportional to 

their wavenumber , where the proportionality constant is ‘c’, the velocity of radiation.  

      

  

  C  velocity of radiation = 3 X 1010 cm s−1 or 3 X 108 ms−1  

    

Thus, different terms are used in the study of electromagnetic waves.  

Frequency (ν): The number of cycles through a stationary point in one second is called 

frequency. It is expressed in hertz (Hz). 1Hz = 1 s−1   

Wavelength (λ): The distance between two successive crests or troughs is called wavelength or 

it is the distance travelled during a complete cycle. It is expressed in centimeters (cm), meters 

(m), and nanometers (nm).      

Wavenumber (  It is the reciprocal of wavelength or it is the number of waves per centimeter. 

Its unit is cm-1.  

Quantization of energy:   

  

In 1900, Max Planck published the idea that the energy of an oscillator is discontinuous and that 

any change in its energy content can occur only by means of a jump between two distinct energy 

levels. Electromagnetic radiation consists of discrete wave like particles called quanta or 

photons. The photons process the characteristic of view and travel with velocity of light and with 

a definite energy in the direction of propagation of the radiation  The amount of energy 

corresponding to one photon is expressed by planks equation   E= hν (therefore, energy of 

photon is proportional to frequency of radiation)  

      E = hν  

𝒉𝒄 
          

  

‘h’ is Planck’s constant 6.62x 10-27 ergs –second or 6.62x10-34 J-S   

‘E’ is the energy of photon in ergs/joules   

‘ν’ is the frequency of electromagnetic radiation in Hz   

‘λ’ is the wavelength in centimeters  

        

  ∴ E = hc   

𝜈 
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         is the wave number in cm-1  

  

A molecule in space possess many sorts of energy-rotational, vibrational and electronic energies. 

All the energies are quantized i.e., a particular molecule can exist in a variety of rotational 

vibrational etc. energy levels and can move from one level to another only by a sudden jump 

involving a finite amount of energy.    

Consider two possible energy states of the system for example to rotational energy levels of a 

molecule E1 and E2. Transitions take place between E1 and E2 provided the appropriate amount 

of energy, ∆E = E2-E1 can be either absorbed or emitted by the system observed or emitted 

energy can take the form of electromagnetic radiation and the frequency of radiation ν = ∆E/h Hz 

i.e., ∆E = hν joules  

If a molecule is in E1 and a beam of radiation of single 

frequency ν is passed on to it, energy will be absorbed 

from the beam and the molecule will jump to E2. As a 

result, an absorption spectrum is obtained due to which 

the energy has been observed only from the frequency ν 

= ∆E/h, all other frequencies undiminished in intensity. 

If a molecule is already in E2 and revert to E1, there will 

be emission of radiation.  As a result, an emission spectrum is obtained.  

  

  Atomic spectroscopy and molecular spectroscopy   

 Atomic spectroscopy deals with the interaction of electromagnetic radiations with atoms which 

are most commonly in their lowest energy state called ground state. Mono atomic substances 

existing in gaseous state absorb electromagnetic radiation and results in transition of electrons 

from ground level excited level. The energy change is equal to the energy difference between the 

quantized levels. Atomic spectra help in the study of structure of atoms. ∆E = hν  

  Molecular spectroscopy deals with the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with 

molecules. This results in transition between rotation and vibrational energy levels in addition to 

electronic transitions. It helps in the study of structure and properties of molecules, bond lengths, 

bond angles, shape, and dipole moments.  

Types of molecular energies  

 Molecules possess four different types of energies:  

  

1. Translational Energy (Et): It is due to translational linear motion of molecules. It is un-

quantized.  

2. Rotational energy (Er): This is due to the rotation of the molecule about an axis 

perpendicular to the inter-nuclear axis i.e., rotation of molecules or parts of molecules 

about the centre of gravity  
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3. Vibrational energy (Ev): this is due to the to and fro Motion of the nucleus of the 

molecule without allowing any change in the centre of gravity of molecule.  

It is associated with switching, contacting or bending of covalent bonds in molecules. 

The bonds behave as spirals made of wire.  

  
 

4. Electronic energy (Ee): This is due to the absorption of energy by the electron resulting in 

excitations to higher energy levels.  

  

             According to Born-Oppenheimer approximation, total energy of a molecule is the                  

            sum of translational, rotational, vibrational and electronic energies.  

                      E = Et + Er + Ev + Ee  

  

                As translational energy is negligible,    

       E = Er + Ev + Ee  where Ee > Ev > Er > Et  

  

      In case of molecules, the energy is absorbed, it results in to rotation or vibration or electronic   

transition, depending on the amount of energy absorbed. Thus, a molecule can exist in a variety 

of rotational or vibrational or electronic energy levels and can move from one level to another by 

a sudden jump involving a finite amount of energy. All the three types of energy or quantized 

i.e., there are only discreet rotational or vibrational or electronic energy levels of an atom or 
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molecule. Thus, the rotational, vibrational and electronic energy levels of the molecules or 

collectively called as molecular energy levels. When energy is absorbed, transitions occur 

between their energy levels. This result in molecule are spectrum.  

  

  

     

Molecular Energy levels  

  

When energy is absorbed by molecule is so large an e- can jump from one electronic level to 

another. The energy required for transition from one vibrational energy level to another is less 

and for one rotational to another is much less.  

 The electronic levels (n=1, 2….) consists of number of vibration levels (ν = 0,1, 2….) each 

vibrational level consists of number of rotational sublevels (j=0,1,2….). Because of many energy 

levels in the translations, the molecular spectra or more complex than atomic. Thus all the 

molecular energy levels are quantized. The transitions may occur from lower energy level to 

higher energy level by absorbing energy and the 

spectrum obtained is called absorption spectrum. If 

the transition occurs from higher Energy level to 

lower energy level, the energy is emitted as a photon. 

The spectrum obtained is called emission spectrum.  

  

Electromagnetic spectrum: Regions of the spectrum  

Visible light, x-rays, microwaves, radio waves etc., are all electromagnetic radiation is 

collectively. They make up the electromagnetic spectrum. 
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Radio frequency region: 3x106 – 3x1010 Hz; 10m-1cm wave length NMR and ESR (nuclear 

magnetic resonance and electron spin resonance) spectroscopy  

The energy change involved is that arising from the reversal of spin of a nucleus or e-and is of 

order of 0.001 to 10 J/mole.  

  

Microwave region: 3x1010 – 3x1012 Hz; 1 cm-100 µm wavelength - Rotational spectroscopy. It 

correlates to the rotation of polyatomic and small molecules. Separations between the rotational 

levels of molecules are of order of hundreds of Joules/mole.  

  

Infrared region: 3x1012 – 3x1014 Hz; 100 µm -1 µm wavelength - vibrational spectroscopy. It 

correlates to the vibrations of flexible bonds. Separation is between levels are of 104 J/mole.  

  

Visible and U.V region: 3x1014 – 3x1016 Hz; 1µm -10nm wavelength. It correlates to electronic 

transitions and is called electronic spectroscopy. The separation between the energies of valance 

electrons are hundreds of Kj/moles.  

  

X-ray region: 3x1016 – 3x1018 Hz; 10 nm-100pico meter wavelength. Energy changes involving 

the inner electrons of an atom or a molecule and is of order of 10,000 kJ.  

  

Gamma – ray (ɣ) region: 3x1018 – 3x1020 Hz; 100pm-1pm wavelength. Energy changes involve 

the rearrangement of nuclear particles having energies of 109 to 1011 J per gram atom.  
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Regions of Electromagnetic spectrum  

  

Thus, for interaction between the incident radiation and the nuclear, molecular are electronic 

changes, there must be some electric or magnetic effect produced by the change which is 

influenced by the electric or magnetic fields associated with the radiation. Some of the 

mechanism are:  

  

Radio frequency region: Nucleus and e- are considered to be tiny charged particles and their 

spin is associated with a tiny magnetic dipole. The reversal of diploe of consequent upon the spin 

reversal interact to the magnetic field of electromagnetic radiation at appropriate frequency. 

Thus, all spin reversals produce an absorption or emission spectrum.  

  

Microwave region: In HCl the hydrogen atom carries a permanent net positive charge and 

chlorine and net negative charge. Thus HCl has a permanent electric dipole moment. H2 or Cl2 

has no charge separation and so these have a zero dipole.  

              If we consider the rotation of HCl, the positive and negative charges change places 

periodically and the component dipole moment in a given direction fluctuates regularly. This 

fluctuation is exactly similar inform to the fluctuating electric field of radiation. Thus the 

interaction occurs and the rotation gives rise to a spectrum. All polar molecules with a permanent 

dipole moment are ‘microwave active’. 
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Infrared region: The molecules which possess change in dipole moment are ‘infra-red active’, 

which occurs due to vibrations.  

Consider CO2 in which 

the three atoms are 

arranged linearly with the 

small net positive charge 

on carbon and small 

negative charge on 

oxygen.  

 

During symmetrical switching, the molecule is alternately stretched and compressed.  Both C-

O bonds changing simultaneously.  The dipole moment remains zero throughout whole motion 

and the particular vibration is thus IR inactive.  

During anti-symmetrical stretching in the molecule, one bond stretches and the other is 

compressed and vice versa. Thus there is periodic alteration in dipole moment and the vibration 

is IR active. Similarly, bending mode of vibration is also IR active. In neither of these motions, 

the centre of gravity does move.  
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Visible and ultraviolet region: The excitation of valance electrons involves the moving of 

electronic charges in the molecule. The consequent change in the dipole gives rise to a spectrum 

by the interaction with the electric field of radiation.  

 

Raman spectra: This also occurs in visible region. It is based on scattering of radiation and not 

on absorption of radiation by sample. The electrical polarize ability of the molecule changes 

during the motion.  
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MICROWAVE SPECTROSCOPY (ROTATIONAL SPECTROSCOPY) 

 

Microwave is an electromagnetic wave with a wavelength of 1 cm- 100 µm and frequency 

3x1010 – 3x1012 Hz i.e., between I.R. radiation and radio waves in the electromagnetic spectrum. 

A molecule with permanent dipole moment generates fluctuating electric field by its rotation. 

When the frequency of oscillation of molecules becomes identical to the frequency of electric 

field component of electromagnetic (micro wave) radiation, absorption or emission of energy 

takes place. Thus microwave spectrum is obtained.          

Selection rules: Atomic or molecule spectrum can be obtained due to transitions between energy 

levels. Such transitions occur only between definite energy levels and not between any two 

energy levels. The restrictions thus applied on the transitions are governed by certain rules called 

selection rules. If the rules are followed, the transition can take place and it is called “allowed 

transition”. If these are not followed, the transition cannot take place and it is called as 

“forbidden transition”  

For microwave spectroscopy:  

For pure rotational transition, the selection rule is ∆J=+-1, where J is rotational quantum number. 

∆J=+1 corresponds to absorption and ∆J=-1 corresponds to emission.  

 For a molecule to absorb or emit radiation frequency ν, it must to possess a dipole at that 

frequency. Thus a transition is allowed only if transition dipole moment µ ≠ 0. Hence molecules 

like No, Co etc., which have permanent dipole moment give rotational spectra. In these, the 

permanent dipole moment can interact with electric field component of microwave radiation. 

They are said to be “microwave active”  

  

Molecule possessing no permanent dipole moment does not exhibit rotational spectrum. 

There is said to be ‘microwave in active’. All homo nuclear molecules like hydrogen, oxygen, 

nitrogen etc., and hetero nuclear with centre of symmetry like CO2 are microwave inactive.  

             

Rotation of molecules: The rotation of a three-dimensional body is complex and it is convenient 

to resolve it into three rotational components about three mutually perpendicular directions 

through centre of gravity. Thus a body has three principal moment of inertia, one about each axis 

IA, IB, IC.   

The three directions of rotation are   

(a) about bond axis,   

(b) end over end rotation in the plane of paper,   

(c) End over end rotation at right angles to the plane.   

 Molecules are classified into four groups according to the relative values of their principle 

moments of inertia.  
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1) Linear molecules:  In this, the atoms are arranged in a straight line such as HCL, OCS. 

The moments of (b) and (c) are same and that of (a) is very small   

  

    H - Cl    O – C - S  

  

Thus for linear molecule, IB = IC, IA = 0  

  

2) Symmetric Tops: Ex: Ch3F. In these, the end over end rotation in and out of plane of 

paper or identical. So IB = IC. The moment of inertia about 

C - F axis is not negligible, because it involves the rotation 

of three hydrogen atoms. Such a molecule spinning about 

this axis can be imagined as top and hence the name, 

symmetric tops.        Thus for symmetric tops IB = IC ≠ IA  

IA ≠ 0  

             Symmetric tops are of two types  

If IB = IC > IA, then the molecule is called as probate symmetric top.  Example: CH3F, 

CH3CN.  

If IB = IC < IA, it is called as oblate symmetric top.   

Example BCl3, BF3, C6H6 etc. 

3) Spherical tops: When a molecule has all three moments of inertia identical, it is called 

spherical top. Example CH4, CCl4, C60, SF6, SiH4 etc. 

 Thus for spherical tops, IA = IB = IC  

          These molecules do not have dipole moment because of their symmetry. Hence they are 

          microwave inactive.  

4) Asymmetric tops: In these molecules all the three moments of inertia or different.  

            Thus for asymmetric tops, IA ≠ IB ≠ IC  

  

 

 

 

 

 

Rotational spectra of rigid diatomic molecules  

  

 Consider a linear diatomic molecule with atoms of masses m1 and m2 are joined by rigid bar 

whose bond length is   

r0 = r1 + r2                                                                                     -------- 1  
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  The molecule rotates end over end about point C, the Centre of gravity where, 

m1r1 = m2r2                                                             -------   2  

  

 
  

The moment of Inertia ‘C’ is defined by,  

      

I = m1 r1
2 + m2 r2

2  

       = m1 r1 r1 + m2 r2 r2   (since m1 r1 = m1 r2)  

      = m2 r2 r1 + m1 r1 r2  

    I = r2 r1 (m1 + m2)                           -------- 3  

          From 1 and 2,  

       m1 r1
 = m1 r2 = m2 (r0 – r1)   

       m1 r1 = m2 (r0 – r1)   

        m1 r1 = m2 r0 – m2 r1    

       m1 r1 + m2 r1 = m2 r0   

       r1 (m1 + m2) = m2 r0  

  

                ------ 4               ---- 5  
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Substitute 4 and 5 in Eq. 3  

  

   

 

       

Substitute 4 and 5 in Eq. 3 

  I = r1 r2 (m1 + m2)  

  

 =     (m2 + m1) 

  

   = r0
2 

  

  I = µ r0
2             -------- 6  

    

µ is called reduced mass of the system  

  µ   

  

Eq. 6 defines moment of inertia in terms of atomic masses and bond length  

  

By the use of Schrodinger equation, the rotational energy levels allowed to the rigid diatomic 

molecule is given by, 

     (J+1) Joules                     -------- 7  

Where,  ‘J’ is rotational quantum number J=0,1,2… ‘h’ is planks constant  ‘I’ is moment of 

inertia. Eq. 7 expresses the allowed energies in Joules. In the rotational region spectra are 

discussed in terms of wave number  

Thus   

(J+1) Cm-1  -------- 8  

  

                     

  

  where c is the velocity of light  

  

              

               

Similarly,  

  

    m1 r1 = m1 r2  

    m1 (r0 – r2) = m2 r2   

    m1 r0 - m1 r2 = m2 r2  

    m1 r0 = m2 r2 + m1 r2  

    

  

          = r2 (m1 + m2)  
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     Eq8 can be written as J = BJ (J+1) cm-1, Where B is rotational constant  

  

   B    Cm-1  

  

   for a particular molecule, I is constant  

  

     Thus, energy of rotating diatomic molecule is  

  

            Joules  

  

           cm-1  

  

          J = BJ (J+1) cm-1                -------- 9  

  

Thus from Eq.9 the allowed energy levels are shown as  

For J = 0, j=0, i.e., The molecule is not rotating at all zero energy level   

For J=1, j =2B  

J=2 j = 6B and so on  

To discuss the spectrum, differences between the energy levels are considered. Consider the 

transition from J=0 →   J=1.   

  

Then energy absorbed is  j = 1 - j = 0 = 2B cm-1  

 ∴ J=0 → J = 1 = 2B cm-1 
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Thus, the absorption line appears at 2B cm-1  

Consider J=1 to J=2, then  

J = 1 → J = 2 = j = 2 - j = 1   

                        =6B-2B=4B cm-1 

Thus, the absorption line appears at 4B  

In general, to raise the molecule from state J to J+1,   

J→ J + 1 = ∆𝜀 = j + 1 -  j ( j = BJ (J+1))  

    = B (J+1) (J+1+1) - BJ (J+1)  

    = B (J+1) (J+2) - BJ (J+1)  

 

    = B (J2 +2J+J+J+2) - BJ (J+1)  

 

    = B (J2 +2J+J+J+2 – J2 -J)  

    = B (2J+2) = 2B (J+1)  

  (J+1) cm-1  -------- 10  

  

Thus, raising of rotational energy levels results in an absorption spectrum consisting of lines  

2B, 4B, 6B…. cm-1 and similar flooring would result in an identical emission spectrum.  

 

  

In microwave spectroscopy, consider transitions in which J changes by one unit, which is called 

selection rule.    

∴ ∆J = 1 (selection rule)   

  

  If the molecule is asymmetric or Hetero nuclear, the spectrum is observed. If it is Homo 

nuclear, there will be no dipole component during rotation. So there is no interaction with 

radiation. Thus molecules like its HCl, CO show a rotational spectrum while N2, O2 do not.  
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Applications of microwave spectroscopy:  

 

• Determination of bond lengths of gaseous polar molecules  

• In ascertaining the symmetry of gaseous molecule  

• Determining dipole moments  

• To calculate moment of inertia I of the molecule  

• To calculate bond length  

 Limitations:  

  

• Studies of only molecules with permanent dipole moment  

• Molecules must be in gaseous form so that they are free to rotate  

• It is difficult while studying the large molecules by this technique.  

 

IR SPECTROSCOPY 

 

Introduction and Principle of IR spectroscopy. 

 In IR spectrophotometry energy of molecule = Electronic energy+ Vibrational energy + 

Rotational energy. IR spectroscopy is concerned with the study of absorption of infrared 

radiation, which causes vibrational transition in the molecule. 

Infrared radiation is largely thermal energy. It induces stronger molecular vibrations in covalent 

bonds, which can be viewed as springs holding together two masses, or atoms. Specific bonds 

respond to (absorb) specific frequencies. 

VIBRATIONAL MODES: 

The vibrational modes can be IR active. For a mode to be observed in the IR spectrum, 

changes must occur in the permanent dipole (i.e. not diatomic molecules). ... The normal modes 

of vibration are: asymmetric, symmetric, wagging, twisting, scissoring, and rocking for 

polyatomic molecules. 

Covalent bonds can vibrate in several modes, including stretching, rocking, and scissoring. The 

most useful bands in an infrared spectrum correspond to stretching frequencies. 
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When a molecule absorbs vibrational energy in the form of photons, its average bond length 

increases. Photon absorption wavenumber number of photons absorbed would make atoms in a 

molecule move farther apart when stretched and would make the bending angle bigger for atoms 

in a molecule that are bending. Different photons have different energies. How is the energy in a 

particular photon calculated? Because vibrational state energies are quantized, a molecule can 

only absorb certain photons with particular amounts of energy in order to change its vibrational 

energy state. Thus the equation below is used. 

E = hʋ 

E stands for energy of the photon. 

Where h is Plank’s Constant = 6.626×10^34 Hz 

ʋ is the frequency of the photon.  

The bond angle becomes bigger when bending occurs. When the molecule is in the excited 

vibrational state this angle becomes even bigger as the two atoms stretch closer together 

increasing the average bond length .When photons of IR light are absorbed, the atoms stretch 

farther apart from one another, than they would if they were in the ground vibrational state. This 

increasing in the stretching distance, constitutes an increase in the average bond length. 

 

TRANSMISSION vs. ABSORPTION 
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When a chemical sample is exposed to the action of IR light, it can absorb some frequencies and 

Transmit. The rest some of the light can also be reflected back to the source. The Chemical 

sample in IR source transmitted light from all the frequencies it receives, the chemical sample 

can absorb (retain) specific frequencies and allow the rest to pass through it (transmitted light). 

 

Detector: The detector detects the transmitted frequencies, and by doing so also reveals the 

values of the absorbed frequencies. 

 

AN IR SPECTRUM IN ABSORPTION MODE 

 

The IR spectrum is basically a plot of transmitted (or absorbed) frequencies vs. intensity of the 

transmission absorption). Frequencies appear in the -axis in units of inverse centimeters 

(wavenumbers), and intensities are plotted on the y -axis in percentage units. 

The graph above shows a spectrum in absorption mode. 

       

 

                        The energy of a molecule as the bond is compressed or extended. 
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According to Hooke’s law       f = -k (r -req) 

Where f is the restoring force, k is the force constant and r is the inter nuclear distance. In this 

case the energy curve is a parabolic and has the form as below 

The Simple Harmonic Oscillator: 

In the above fig the zero of the curve is at r = req , and any energy in excess may arises because of 

extension or compression of the bond. In the above fig shows that if one atom A is stationary on the r =0 

axis , the other oscillates between B and B”. 

 If the energy of a diatomic molecule is increased to ε1 the oscillation become more vigorous, but 

the vibrational frequency will not change. Classically the oscillation frequency is given by following 

equation.  

 Hz 

    Where μ is the reduced mass of the system. To convert this frequency to wave numbers we 

have to divide by the velocity of light(c) expressed in cm s-1. 

                                

Vibrational levels ,like all other molecular energies are quantized and can be calculated from 

schrodinger equation. 

  =       joules    

Where υ is called the vibrational quantum number, coverting to units cm-1 

  

As the only energies allowed to a simple harmonic vibrator, the lowest energy, obtained by putting υ = 0 

in above equation we get 

joules         or   

       

It indicates that diatomic molecule can never have zero vibrational energy. The quantity      

1/2 h  joules or cm-1 is known as zero-point energy. 

Further use of Schrodinger equation leads to simple selection rule for harmonic oscillator undergoing 

vibrational changes.  

. 
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 The vibrational spectra will be observable in heteronuclear diatomic molecules since 

homonuclear molecules have no dipole moment. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The vibrational energy levels and allowed transitions between them for a diatomic molecule undergoing 

simple harmonic motion. 

 

Applying the selection rule we have the following equations: 

 

  - =    
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For emission: 

 =   

For absorption whatever the initial value of  v 

=  =   

the vibrating molecule will absorb only from radiation with which it can interact and this must be the 

radiation frequency of its own oscillation frequency. 

 

The Anharmonic Oscillator  

Real molecules do not obey exactly the laws of simple harmonic motion; real bonds, although elastic, 

are not so homogeneous as to obey Hooke’s law. If a bond between atoms is stretched, there comes a 

point at which the molecule dissociates into atoms.  

 

  a is a constant for a particular molecule and  is the dissociation energy. 

Instead of above equation , in the Schrodinger equation, the pattern of allowed vibrational energy levels 

is found to be: 
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The Morse curve: the energy of a diatomic molecule undergoing anharmonic extensions and 

compressions. 

Where  is an oscillation frequency (expressed in wave numbers) and xe is the corresponding 

anharmonicity constant is always small and positive ( +0.01) 

 Rewriting the above equation for the anharmonic oscillator as below. 
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Compare with the energy levels of harmonic oscillator we can write: 

 

Thus the anharmonic oscillator behaves like harmonic oscillator but with an oscillation frequency which 

decreases steadily with increasing ʋ. If we consider the hypothetical energy in the above equation by 

putting ʋ = -½ (at which Ɛ =0) the molecule would be at equilibrium point with zero vibrational energy. 

Its oscillation frequency would be  

                                         

Thus the (hypothetical) equilibrium oscillation frequency of the anharmonic system 

In the ground state (ʋ=0) we would have 
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     (Zero point energy) 

 

And the zero point energy differs slightly from that for harmonic oscillator. 

The selection rules for anharmonic oscillator are found to be  

 

 

Thus they are same as for the harmonic oscillator with, with an additional possibility of larger jumps. 

In other words, the population of the  = 1 state is nearly 0.01 or some 4 ground state population. Thus, 

to a very good approximation, we may ignore originating at v = 1 or more and restrict ourselves to the 

three transitions:  

 

 

 

From the above equations we observe that the three spectral lines lie very close 

to, The line near  is called the fundamental absorption, while those near   and 

are called the first and second overtones.                        

  

Applications: 

● IR spectroscopy is used to determine for the determination of functional groups in organic and 
inorganic molecules. 

● For dipole moment. 
● For determination of pollution control. 
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● The number of fundamental vibrations and their symmetry. 
● The influence of rotation on the spectra. 

 

NUCLEAR MAGNETIC RESONANCE 

 

Nuclear magnetic resonance is a branch of spectroscopy in which radio frequency wave induce 

transitions between magnetic energy levels of a molecule. The Magnetic energy levels are 

created by keeping the nuclei in magnetic field. In the absence of magnetic field, the spin states 

are degenerate that is they possess same energy and energy level transition is not possible. When 

magnetic field is applied, they separate into levels and radio frequency radiation can cause 

transition between these energy levels.   

NMR spectroscopy is concerned with nuclei of I=1/2. Ex. 
1 31 19

15 9, ,H P F . Spectra cannot be 

obtained from nuclei with I=0. In special cases spectra can be obtained from nuclei where I >1.  

Ex:  ( ) ( ) ( )( )10 14 2

5 1 13 , 1 , 1B I N I H I− = =  

For even/even (mass and Atomic number) I=0  
12 18 34

6 8 16, ,C O C  

       Even/odd (mass and Atomic number) I>1  
8 10 14 2

1 5 7 1, , ,D B N H  

       If mass number is odd →   I= half integral, Examples:     

            
11 17 19 31 23

8 9 15 11

3 5 1 1 3
B , O I , F I , P I , Na I etc
2 2 2 2 2

         
= = = =         

         
 

Nuclear magnetic resonance is powerful tool for investigating nuclear structure. First observation 

of NMR signals was independently done by Purcel at Harvard and Bloch at Stanford University 

in 1945. The first study was an ethyl alcohol in 1951.In 1952 Purcel and Bloch won noble prize 

in physics for their discovery. Radio frequency waves are regarded as lowest energy form of 

electromagnetic radiation. The frequency of waves lies between  cps. The energy of 

radio frequency (RF) radiation can be calculated by E=hv, h is Planck’s constant  

  , . 

There fore 27 7E 6.6 10 10−=    

                       

This quantity of energy involved in RF radiation is very small, which is too small to vibrate, 

rotate (or) excite an atom (or) molecule. This energy is enough to affect the nuclear spin of the 

atom of a molecule. Therefore, the nuclei of atoms in a molecule on absorbing the RF radiation 

may change their direction of spin. The analytical field involved with the interaction between the 
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nuclei and RF radiation is called Nuclear Magnitude Resonance (NMR). NMR is a technique 

that enables to study the shape and structure of molecule. 

A proton with , can exhibit NMR commonly known as Proton Magnitude Resonance 

(PMR).  

A nucleus can take (2I+1) orientations under the influence of external magnetic field. For 

example, with  can take  orientation either aligned in fields (or) opposite 

to the field. Proton is a spinning magnet, it has both electric charge and mechanical spin hence it 

will precess around the axis of an external magnetic field. As explained precession can be in two 

principal orientations either aligned in field or opposed to external magnetic field. The two 

orientations have low and high energy respectively. NMR of a bare (single) nucleus is of course 

an identity. Actually nuclei are parts of atoms and molecules.  

 

From quantum mechanics it is known that energy of interaction of nuclear magnetic moment ‘’ 

with an external magnetic field ‘ ’ (magnetic field applied in z-direction) is given by  

                                                             

But any nucleus with spin is associated with magnetic moment ' ' , which is proportional to 

angular momentum ‘I’ 

                                                              

 Nuclear g-factor, N =  nuclear magneton, physical constant of magnitude of momentum 

 

 Mass of proton, e = charge of electron 
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Substuting 2 and 1, we get        

The nuclear spin ‘I’ is quantized in the presence of the magnetic field and the energy of nuclear 

spin is defined only by its component  

                                  

Consider a bare proton 
1

1H  with 
1

I
2

=  so that 
I

1
m

2
=    

Thus for
I

1
m

2
= , the energy is   

         For  

 

 From the figure it was noted that in the absence of magnetic field the two components of 

the proton are degenerate (same energy). In presence of magnetic field. The two components 

have different energy. (Splitting of in presence of magnetic field-Zeeman effect) 

                                                         1 1

2 2

E E E
−

 = −  

( )N N zE g B 3 =  − − − − −  

Equation (3) clearly shows that magnetic moment  determines the sensitivity of NMR 

experiment and hence the strength of the signal 

To induce transition between two energy levels E+1/2 and E-1/2 or to flip the nuclear spin from 

upward direction  to downward direction , we must apply an oscillating radio frequency 

field perpendicular to the direction of BZ.  The nuclear spin flips provide the energy h  of the 

radio frequency photon of frequency ‘ ’ exactly equal to E  

 =     h  ---------Bohr’s frequency condition 
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‘g’may be positive / negative, but ‘ ’ should be positive, Equation (4) shows v B   

NMR spectra can be recorded in two ways 

(i) Keeping the magnetic field ‘B’ fixed and varying frequency ‘ ’. 

(ii) Keeping ‘ ’ fixed and varying ‘B’ (this is preferred in NMR). 

 

When a nucleus is placed in a system where it absorbs energy, it becomes excited. It then loses 

energy to return to the unexcited state. It absorbs energy and again enters to excited state. Thus, 

nucleus which alternately becomes excited and unexcited is said to be in state of resonance. 

Suppose ‘ ’ is frequency of radiation which comes into resonance with proton, then the 

resonance condition is   (where Bo is applied magnetic field). 

To determine, the resonance frequency, the energy absorbed by the nuclei is measured as the 

magnetic   is increased so that processional frequency of the nucleus increases, when 

frequency becomes equal to the frequency of oscillation field transition occur between energy 

states. The energy absorbed in this process produces a signal at the detector and this signal is 

amplified and recorded as a band in the spectrum NMR spectrum is calibrated in units of 

frequency                                                     

Classically a nucleus having a magnetic moment ( )  behaves 

as a bar magnet which spins on its axis in the presence of 

magnetic field  the interaction of ' '  with  produces a 

torque This torque is called larmor precession and angular 

frequency of precession is called Larmor frequency (w) 

   = gyromagnetic ratio, J-1T-1) 

Where  

It is ratio of nuclear magnetic moment  ' '  and the nuclear spin angular momentum 

 Where  

 It is ratio of nuclear magnetic moment ‘’ and the nuclear spin angular momentum 
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Schematic Representation of Working of a NMR Spectrometer: 

  

Chemical Shift:    

 The frequency at which a nucleus comes into resonance in a magnetic field may the given by the 

following equation 

   

 is resonance frequency of nucleus, γ = gyromagnetic ratio                     

In a given molecule , the protons with different environments (non-equivalent potential) absorb 

at different applied field strengths whereas the protons with identical environments absorbs at 

same field strength (equivalent protons), Equation 1 clearly shows that frequency can be 

calculated by the value of magnetic field ( 0B ) at which resonance occurs could be derived by the 

nmr spectrum. But it is not easy to determine accurately the absolute value of 0B (magnetic field) 

corresponding to a peak & in practice difference in peaks is observed. In order to solve this 

difficulty, the resonance frequency of nuclei in a sample are measured relative to the resonance 

frequency of a nucleus in a reference compound. & the frequencies are quoted relative to the 

reference frequency. 

Chemical shift-Definition: The position of the peaks in is NMR spectrum relative to the 

reference peak is expressed in terms of chemical shift (δ). 
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 “The shift in position of NMR signals (compound with a standard reference) resulting from the 

shielding & deshielding by the electrons are referred to chemical shift. 

 

s = frequency of absorbed electromagnetic by sample nucleus in Hertz 

  = instrument frequency 

Chemical shifts (δ) is dimensional, independent of magnetic field & expressed in parts per 

million (ppm) 

 

An excellent reference standard used in NMR are tetra methyl silane  secondary 

standard used to measure the resonance positions of other hydrogen nuclei. 

Advantages of TMS: 

 i) Immiscible in water, soluble in all organic solvents  

ii) Its resonance is sharp & intense since all the 12 hydrogens nuclei are equivalent (same 

chemical environment) they absorb at exactly same position of its given only 1 peak in NMR 

spectrum. 

iii) The resonance position is in high field because all the 12 hydrogens are equally shielded. 

iv) It has low boiling point (b.p -
027 C) readily removed from most of the samples used.  

DSS-2,2 dimethyl 2-silpentane-5-sulphonate ( 3 3( )CH 2 2 2 3CH CH CH SO Na ) in generally used for 

aqueous samples as a reference initial in nmr Methyl potential exactly at same position of TMS. 

- scale: On δ scale the position of TMS signal is taken as 0.0ppm & most chemical shifts have 

value between 0-10. A low δ-values indicates up field shift & large ‘ ’value indicates down field 

shift. 

τ- scale: Tau (τ) scale is old measurement (which uses completely removed & we are not using 

this today) TMS signals is assigned at 10.00ppm. 
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Causes of chemical shift:  

Shielding: All the nuclei in a molecule & atoms are associated with electrons where placed in a 

magnetic field the surrounding electron cloud tends to circulate in such a direction as to produce 

a field opposing the applied magnetic field (dia magnetic circulation). Total field experienced by 

the nucleus is  

B effective = B applied   - B induced       

     Since induced field is directly proportional to the applied field. 

            B induced =   B applied 

                    B effective = B applied – σ B applied 

                    B effective = B applied (1-σ)  

                            B i = B0 (1- i) 

,B i = ‘B’ effective, i = shielding constant of that nuclei, Bo = applied magnetic field. 

If the secondary field produced by the circulating electrons opposes the applied field at a nucleus 

in the molecule, it means its effective field experienced by the nucleus is less than applied 

field 0B . This called Positive shielding/ Shielding and to bring that nucleus to resonance we must 

apply greater field. If secondary field produced by the circulatory electrons reinforces the applied 

field, the position of resonance moves down field. This is called negative shielding (or) 

deshielding. 

Example: In CH3OH, oxygen is better electron acceptor than carbon (oxygen is more electro 

negative), so electron density around hydrogen of O H− bond is less than hydrogen of C H−  

bond. The field experienced by hydrogen of O H− bond is greater than field experienced by the 

same nuclei (hydrogen) in C H−  bond. ‘CH’ hydrogen nuclei will precess with too smaller 

large more frequency that of OH . But to bring hydrogen of ' 'C H− bond into resonance we 

need greater field than OH. Small peak is of simple hydrogen, larger peak is of 3CH  group 

(intensity of peaks 1:3). Neither ' 'C  (or) oxygen contribute to spectrum ( I O= ). Identical nuclei 

give different absorption positions where they are in different chemical surroundings. Area of 

absorption is proportional to no. of equivalent nuclei.  
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          Causes of Chemical Shift: 

1. Inductive Effect: If a proton is attached to an electronegative atom, it is said to be 

deshielded. The more the electro negativity more will be the deshielding caused to the 

proton. For deshielding the  value is more. 

                                                 

                                                 

The deshielding is more in compound (1) than in compound (2) because of more 

electronegativity of fluorine atoms. As the distance from electronegative atom increases, the 

deshielding effect decreases.  

Ex:2               3CH Br       3CH I

  

 (δ)      8.1             4.26               2.7      2.16 

Anisotropic Effects: It is due to shielding and 

deshielding effects on proton due to induced magnetic 

field in other parts of the molecule which operate 

through space. Cylindrical charge electron cloud of 

actylenic triple bond will reduce the effect of applied 

field (the  electrons induce magnetic field opposite to 

the direction of applied field) nucleus will resonate at 

high field (shielding). Circulation 

of annular cloud of  - orbital 

electrons around a benzene ring 

(both above & below the ring. The 

induced field is in same direction 

of applied field, so the nuclei 

resonate at low field (deshielding). 

 

Hydrogen Bonding: Hydrogen bonded proton (Ex: H2O, HF) is 

attached to highly electronegativity atom will have smaller electron 

density around it, since it is less shielded, the field felt by the proton 

will be more and resonance occurs down field. It again depends on 

the strength of hydrogen bonding. 

Basing number of hydrogens on carbon 

3R C H−  > 2 2R CH  > R CH−  > 4CH  

7.24   5.2   3.0   0.9 
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Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) 

 Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) is a spectroscopic imaging technique based on the 

magnetization of atomic nuclei with unpaired spin such as hydrogen nuclei (protons). It produces 

images of the inside of the human body. The principle of the technique involves a uniform and 

powerful external magnetic field (5,000 - 20,000 Gauss, compare it with earth’s magnetic field 

of 0.5 Gauss) which is applied to align the protons that are normally randomly oriented within 

the water molecules or fat of the tissue being examined. This alignment is disrupted by the 

introduction of radio waves from RF source (3 kHz to 300 GHz). These disturbed nuclei return 

to their normal state through various relaxation processes by emitting radio waves after the RF 

source is turned off. Fourier transformation of the frequency information contained in the radio 

signals from each location in the imaged plane to the corresponding intensity levels, are then 

displayed as shades of grey in a matrix arrangement of pixels. A very powerful computer system 

is used for this purpose.   

 By varying the sequence of RF pulses applied and 

collected, different types of images are produced. 

Tissue can be characterized by two different 

relaxation times, T1   and T2. Longitudinal 

relaxation time T1   is the time constant which 

determines the rate at which excited protons return 

to equilibrium. It is a measure of the time taken for 

spinning protons to realign with the external 

magnetic field. Transverse relaxation time T2 is the 

time constant which determines the rate at which excited protons reach equilibrium or go out of 

phase with each other. It is a measure of the time taken for spinning protons to lose phase 

coherence among the nuclei spinning perpendicular to the main field. T1   weighted imaging 

gives higher spatial resolution whereas T2  .weighted imaging provides higher tissue contrast. 

Nuclear magnetic relaxation times of tissues and tumors are different. Different tissues produce 

different images based on the amount of their protons.   

  

The figures given above show MRI Scan Equipment and Images of Brain.  

Advantages : (i)  Non-invasive and 3-dimensional      (ii) Utilizes non-ionizing radiation (iii) 

Capable of complete body scan, but commonly used for brain  

Disadvantages: (i) Expensive (ii) No metal implants (iii) Not comfortable for patients with 

claustrophobia 
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     UNIT III - ELECTROCHEMISTRY & CORROSION 

Introduction: Electrochemistry is a branch of chemistry which deals with inter conversion of 

electrical energy to chemical energy vice versa. For example, in a battery light chemical energy 

is converted to electrical energy and in electroplating / electrolysis, electrical energy is converted 

to chemical energy 

Electric current is a flow of electrons. Substances that allow electric current to pass through them 

are known as conductors. Ex: the metals, graphite, fused salts, aqueous solution of acids, bases & 

salts. 

While insulator or non-conductor is a substance which does not allow electric current to pass 

through it.Ex: wood, plastic. 

 

 Electrode Potential: When metal is in contact with 1M solution of its own ions at 25oC, it may 

either undergo oxidation reaction or reduction reaction that is it may lose electrons, or it may 

gain electrons. Every metal tends to develop either negative charge or positive charge on the 

surface when dipped in its own metal ion solution and later due to this charge they attract either 

positive ions or negative ions from the solution. This leads to the formation of layer of negative 

ions or positive ions around the metal electrode (Helmholtz double layer) is formed. Thus, a 

potential difference is set up between metal and metal ion solution. This prevents any further 

exchange of ions between the solution and metal surface. The potential difference becomes 

constant at equilibrium and this is known as Standard Electrode Potential.  

                       

The electrode at which oxidation occurs in the spontaneous operation of a cell is negative 

electrode or anode and at which reduction occurs is positive electrode or cathode. Thus, electrode 

potential is the measure of tendency of a metallic electrode to lose or gain electrons when it is in 

contact with a solution of its own salt of unit molar concentration. The tendency of electrode to 

lose electrons is direct measure of oxidation potential and tendency to gain electrons is reduction 

potential. It is obvious that the value of reduction potential is negative of its oxidation potential. 

Copper reduction potential is +0.34volts and oxidation potential is  -0.34Volts. 

Types of Electrodes: 

Electrodes are of 3 types 

1. Reference electrodes 2. Indicator Electrodes 3. Ion selective electrodes 
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Reference electrodes: It is an electrode of standard electrode potential with which we can 

compare the potential of other electrodes. They are of two types 

a. Primary reference electrode: Standard hydrogen electrode 

b. Secondary reference electrodes: calomel Electrode 

Calomel Electrode: It is secondary reference electrode for 

potential measurement. Calomel electrode consists of a tube at 

the bottom of the tube small amount of mercury is placed. It is 

covered with a paste of solid mercurous chloride. A solution 

of potassium chloride is then placed over the paste. A 

platinum wire dipped in the mercury layer is used for making 

electrical contact.  The side tube is used for making electrical 

contact with a salt bridge. The potential of a calomel half cell 

is given by  

     E  = Eo
 Cl

-  -  log [Cl-].  

The potential of the calomel electrode depends on the 

concentration of chloride ions and the potential increases as chloride ion concentration decreases. 

It has been found that potential of calomel electrode varies with the concentration of the 

potassium chloride solution used. At 298K the potential of any calomel electrode with respect to 

standard SHE for saturated KCl solution 0.2422V, 1N KCl -0.2810V, 0.1N KCl – 0.3335volts. 

To obtain the potential of any other electrode (half-cell) it is combined with the calomel 

electrode (cathodic half-cell) and the emf of the cell is measured. 

Representation of Saturated Calomel Electrode :     KCl (saturated), Hg2Cl2 | Hg 

When calomel is connected to hydrogen electrodeof unknown pH 

Pt, H2 (1atm) |  H+ ( c =?) || KCl (saturated), Hg2Cl2 | Hg 

                             E cell = E SCE - E SHE 

                             E cell = E SCE - (- 0.0591 pH)    = E SCE  + 0.0591pH 

pH = E cell –  

Ion selective Electrodes: 

Ion selective selective electrodes posses the ability to respond only to certain specific ions, there 

by developing a potential with respect to that species only in a mixture and ignoring the other 

ions totally. In other words, the potential developed by an ion-selective electrode depends only 

on the concentration of species or ions of interest. 

Glass Electrode: It is universally accepted ion selective electrode for pH measurement.  

Construction: it is made up of special glass of relatively low melting point and high electrical 

conductivity. It is a corning glass containing Na2O (22%), CaO (6%), and SiO2(72%). The 
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assembly of glass electrode consists of a thin glass bulb filled with 0.1N HCl and a silver wire 

coated with silver chloride is immersed in it. Ag -AgCl acts as an internal reference electrode. 

The glass electrode is represented as     Ag | AgCl (s) 0.1M HCl | glass 

Principle: When the glass electrode is immersed in another solution, whose pH value is to be 

determined, there develops a potential between two surfaces of the membrane. The potential 

difference developed is proportional to the difference in PH Value. 

The magnitude of this difference of potential for a given variety of glass varies with the 

concentration of hydrogen ions at 25oC, it is given by equation 

                                   EG = EG
0 +0.0591 Log [H+] 

                                   EG = EG
0 - 0.0591 Log pH 

Where EG
0 is a constant for a given glass electrode. The reference electrode generally employed 

is calomel electrode or Ag -AgCl electrode. 

Theory: The measuring part of the electrode, the glass bulb on the bottom, is coated both inside 

and out with a ~10 nm layer of a hydrated gel. These two layers are separated by a layer of dry 

glass. The silica glass structure (that is, the conformation of its atomic structure) is shaped in 

such a way that it allows Na+ ions some mobility. The metal cations (Na+) in the hydrated gel 

diffuse out of the glass and into solution while H+ from solution can diffuse into the hydrated gel. 

It is the hydrated gel, which makes the pH electrode an ion-selective electrode. H+ does not cross 

through the glass membrane of the pH electrode, it is the Na+ which crosses and allows for a 

change in free energy. When an ion diffuses from a region of activity to another region of 

activity, there is a free energy change, and this is what the pH meter measures. The hydrated gel 

membrane is connected by Na+ transport and thus the concentration of H+ on the outside of the 

membrane is 'relayed' to the inside of the membrane by Na+.  

Membrane) Na+ + H+      ⇌         Membrane) H+ + Na+ 
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Electrochemical cell:  The devices used for converting chemical energy to electrical energy & 

electrical energy into chemical energy are known as electrochemical cells they contain two 

electrodes in contact with an electrolyte, they are mainly of two types. 

1) Galvanic cells, 2) Electrolytic cells. 

1) Galvanic cells:   It is an electrochemical cell in which the free energy of chemical 

reaction is converted into electrical energy i.e electricity is produced from a spontaneous 

chemical reaction. 

2) Electrolytic cell:  It is an electrochemical cell in which external electrical energy is used 

to carry out a non- spontaneous chemical reaction. 

         Galvanic Cell: Ex: Daniel cell 

Daniel cell is a typical example of Galvanic or Voltaic cell. It consists of Zn rod dipped 

in ZnSo4 solution and a copper rod dipped in CuSO4 solution. Each electrode in its 

electrolytic solution is known as half-cell. Zinc has a natural tendency to undergo 

oxidation and that half-cell is called Anodic half-cell where oxidation takes place. Copper 

has natural tendency to undergo reduction and it is cathodic half-cell where reduction 

takes place. The two solutions are connected by a salt bridge, and thus two electrolytic 

solutions are in contact with each other, to complete the circuit. Since zinc has higher 

oxidation potential it undergoes oxidation, Zn 2+ ions and liberated electrons travel along 

the external circuit to the copper electrode where the Cu2+ ions accept these electrons and 

gets deposited as copper.  

         

             Cell reactions:               Zn        Zn+2 + 2e-  E0 = -0.76V 

                                                Cu+2 + 2e-      Cu(s)       E0 = 0.34V 

                                               Zn   +  Cu+2    Zn+2   +   Cu. E cell =1.10V 
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The spontaneous oxidation and reduction reactions leads to accumulation of positive charge 

(Zn+2) around anode and accumulation of negative ions around cathode (SO4
2-) ions. The 

positive charge thus accumulated around the anode will prevent the flow of electrons and 

accumulation of negative charge prevent the acceptance of electrons. The flow of electrons 

ceases and current in the electrical circuit also stops. At this stage the salt bridge restores the 

electrical neutrality of solution in two half cells. Salt bridge is a bent U-shaped glass tube 

filled with KCl and agar-agar solution. 

Representation of Galvanic cell: 

1. Anode is written on left- hand side and cathode on right-hand side 

2. The electrode on the left is written by writing the metal (solid phase) first and then the 

electrolyte (liquid phase), two phases are separated by a straight line. 

3. The electrode on the right is written by writing the electrolyte first and then the metal. 

4. [ | ]  single line represents phase separation, A salt bridge is indicated by two vertical 

lines. 

             [ || ]  double lines represents salt bridge 

        

                      Zn | ZnSO4 (aq)                  ||        CuSO4(aq)  |  Cu 

                       (-ve  electrode)                             ( +ve electrode ) 

                 Oxidation takes place           Reduction takes place 

When reduction potentials of electrodes are known then the emf of the cell is represented as 

 E = E0 - log c 

 E = E0 -  log c 

E cell = E right - E left 

E cell = EMF of the cell. 
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E right = Reduction potential of right electrode (cathode) 

E left  = Reduction potential of left electrode (anode) 

Positive value of Ecell indicates, the cell reactions feasible, Negative value of Ecell indicates, that 

the cell reaction is not feasible. In such case electrodes are to be reversed to bring about the 

chemical reaction. 

Electrolytic Cells: Those cells which convert electrical energy to chemical energy.  

Eg: Electrolysis of fused NaCl & aqueous NaCl. 

Description: Two inert Platinum (Pt) electrodes are dipped in fused NaCl electrolyte. The two 

electrodes are connected to an energy source like battery. The electrode which is connected to 

negative terminal of the battery is cathode and the electrode which is connected to positive 

terminal of battery is anode.   

Working:  When electricity is passed in to the cell, Na+ ions start moving towards the cathode 

and Cl-   ions towards the anode. Then 

At cathode:  2Na+ + 2e-                                2 Na            (reduction) 

At anode:      2 Cl-                                   Cl2   + 2 e-          (oxidation) 

Electrolytic cells, like galvanic cells, are composed of two half-cells - one is a reduction half-

cell, the other is an oxidation half-cell. 

Though the direction of electron flow in electrolytic cells may be 

reversed from the direction of spontaneous electron flow in 

galvanic cells, the definition of both cathode and anode remain 

the same reduction takes place at the cathode and oxidation 

occurs at the anode.  

When comparing a galvanic cell to its electrolytic counterpart, as 

is done in, occurs on the right-hand half-cell. Because the 

directions of both half-reactions have been reversed, the sign, but 

not the magnitude, of the cell potential has been reversed.  

 

S.No Galvanic cells Electrolytic cells 

1. convert chemical energy to 

electrical energy 
Convert an electrical energy to chemical energy 

2. The anode is negative terminal 

while cathode is positive terminal 

The anode is positive terminal while cathode is 

negative terminal 

3. Galvanic cell has no battery, it is for 

spontaneous reactions 

Electrolytic cell has a battery to act as a source of 

energy for non-spontaneous reactions to occur. 

4. Salt bridge is required. Salt bridge is not required. 
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Electrochemical series 

When elements are arranged in increasing order (downwards) of their standard electrode 

potentials that arrangement is called as electrochemical series. 

Metal ion                                    Standard Reduction Potential (E0V) 

Li+ + e- ---  Li  ---------------  -3.05  

k+ + e- ---  K  ---------------  -2.93  

Na+ + e- ---  Na  ---------------  -2.71 

Mg+ + 2e- ---  Mg  ---------------  -2.37 

Al+3 +3 e- ---  Al  ---------------  -1.66 

Zn+2 + 2e- ---  Zn  ---------------  -0.76 

Cr+3 + 3e- ---  Cr  ---------------  -0.74 

Sn+2 +2 e- ---  Sn  ---------------  -0.14  

Pb+2 + 2e- ---  Pb  ---------------  -0.73 

Fe+3 + 3e- ---  Fe  ---------------  -0.04 

H+ + e- ---  ½ H  ---------------   0.00 

Cu+2 +2 e- ---  cu  ---------------  +0.34 

Ag+ + e- ---  Ag  ---------------  +0.80 

pb+4 +4 e- ---  Pb  ---------------  +0.86 

Au+ + e- ---  Au  ---------------  +1.69 

½ F+ + e- ---  F-  ---------------  +2.87 

Applications of electrochemical series:   

 

1) Ease of oxidation/reduction: In these series a system with high reduction potential has a 

great tendency to under got reduction, where as a system with a low reduction, potential tend 

to oxidize more easily. For eg standard reduction potential of F2 / F
- is the highest, so F- ions 

are easily reduced to F2. On the other hand, standard reduction potential of Hi+ / li is least, so 

Li+ is reduced with great difficulty to Li. 

 

2) Replacement tendency: In electrochemical series the metals having lower reduction 

potential can displace another metal having higher reduction potential from its salt solution 

spontaneously. 

      For eg:  Zn with displace Cu from the solution of Cu2+ 
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                     Zn    +    Cu+2           →      Zn+2    + Cu 

 

3) Predicting Spontaneity of red-ox reactions: Positive value of E of a cell reaction indicates 

that the reaction is spontaneous/feasible and if the value of E is negative, the reaction is not 

feasible.  

 

4) Displacement of H2: All metals above Hydrogen in electrochemical series have a tendency 

to get dissolved in acidic solution with simultaneous evolution of Hydrogen 

 

5) Corrosion of metals: Corrosion is defined as the deterioration of a substance because of its 

reaction with its environment. This is also defined as the process by which metals have the 

tendency to go back to their combined state, i.e., reverse of extraction of metals. 

 

Nernst equation: 

It tells the effect of electrolyte concentration on electrode potential 

 

 

 

E =  

 

In dilute solutions , activities may be replaced by molar concentration terms, 

 

 

 

 

From the above equations, it can be concluded that 

1. Electrode potential varies with concentration 

2. The electrode potential (E) decreases as temperature is increased. 
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Nernst equation can also be used to any cell reaction such as  

 

 

             Applications: 

1. Nernst equation can be used to study the effect of electrolyte concentration on  

        electrode potential. 

    2.     Determination of unknown concentration of one of the ionic species in a cell is 

             possible with the help of Nernst equation provided Eo
cell and concentration of 

other 

             ionic species is known. 

3. The pH of a solution can be calculated from the measurement of emf and Nernst 

             equation. 

4.  Nernst equation. Can also be used for finding the valency of an ion or the number  

         Of electrons involved in the electrode reaction. 

 

Numerical problems on Nernst Equation: 

          Problem 1. A Zinc rod is placed in 0.1 M solution of zinc sulphate at 250C. Calculate the  

                             potential of the electrode at this temperature, assuming 96% dissociation of  

                            ZnSO4 and E0 (Zn+2 / Zn) = 0.76V. 

            Solution: Concentration of Zn+2 (96% dissociation) = 0.1 x   

                           Electrode reaction: Zn+2 (aq) + 2e-  Zn (s)  

 

                      According to the Nernst equation, the potential of the electrode is  

 

                                                = (-0.76) -  

                                          E = -0.79volt  
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    Exercise: 

      1. Calculate the potential of the following electrochemical cell at 25oC. 

           Cu(s) / Cu+2 (0.5M) // H+ (0.01) / H2 (0.95 atm) /Pt. Given Ca
thode =0.00V;  Eo

anode =0.34V. 

 

     2.  Determine the concentration of Cd+2ions in the following electrochemical cell, 

           Fe, Fe+2(0.1M) / Cd+2(x,m), Cd. Assuming that activities equal concentration. 

            Given EMF of the cell E= -0.02 V and Eo = 0.04V at 25oC. 

  

Batteries: 

Battery can be defined as a device which contains two or more electrochemical cells connected 

in series that can be used as a source of direct electric current at a constant voltage. They are 

mainly of 2 types. 

Primary cells (or) primary batteries: The cells in which the cell reaction is not reversible 

i.e, when the cell reaction is completed, or all the reactants are exhausted, then no more 

electricity is produced, and the battery becomes dead. Primary cells can’t be recharged. 

Secondary cells (or) secondary batteries: Cells in which the cell reaction can be reversed by 

passing direct electric current in opposite direction. Thus, a secondary battery may be used 

through a large number of cycles of discharging and charging. 

 

Primary batteries (non-rechargeable): They are non-rechargeable and are less expensive 

and are often used in ordinary gadgets like torch lights, watches and toys. Commercially 

many kinds of primary batteries are available, and the important ones are Leclanche cell (dry 

cell or zinc carbon cell), alkaline cell and lithium cell. 

Lithium cells:  

 Lithium battery comprised of lithium as an anode. Lithium is gaining lot of popularity 

because it was lightest of all metals, highest standard oxidation potential (+0.305V), so it has 

highest energy density. Lithium cells are of three types 

 1.  Solid cathode Lithium cells     

 2. Liquid cathode Lithium cells  

 3.  Solid Electrolyte Lithium cells 
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       1. Liquid cathode Lithium cells: 

Anode: lithium 

Cathode: SOCl2 

Electrolyte: LiAlCl2 

Anodic reaction:                          4 Li     4 Li+ +4 e- 

Cathodic reaction:    4 Li+ +4 e- +2 SOCl2 →    4 LiCl +SO2 +S 

 Net reaction:                  4 Li + 2 SOCl2  →     4 LiCl +SO2 +S 

Thionyl chloride acts as an electrolyte solvent and active cathode material. Due to the nature 

of Li - SOCl2 cells possess very high energy density. The S and SO2 liberated dissolve in the 

electrolyte, but at high rate discharges of SO2 will increase the cell pressure leading to 

explosion. The discharging voltage is 3.3 – 3.5 volts and energy density of 500Whats/Kg. 

Applications: 

These cells are used for military and space applications 

These cells are used in medical devices such as neuro-stimulators and drug delivery systems. 

These cells are used on electronic circuit boards for supplying fixed voltage for memory 

protection. 

2. Solid Cathode Lithium Cells: 

Anode: Lithium 

Cathode: MnO2 

Electrolyte: Lithium salts mixed in organic solvents such as 1,2 dimethoxy ethane, and 

propylene carbonate. 

Anodic reaction:                           Li      Li+ + e- 

Cathodic reaction:                Li+ +MnIVO2  →    MnIIIO2 (Li+) 

 Net reaction:                  Li + MnO2 →    MnIIIO2 (Li+) or LiMnO2  

The cell has an voltage of 3.0V and energy density of 250Wh/Kg.  

Used in watches, calculators, memory applications. 

 

Secondary Cells:  These cells are rechargeable and reversible 
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Lead – acid cells: A storage cell is one which operates both as voltaic cell and an electric 

cell. When it operates as a voltaic cell it supplies electrical energy as a result eventually the 

cell becomes run down. It then needs to be recharged the cell operates as an electrolytic cell.  

Anode  :  sponge metallic lead 

Cathode : Lead antimony alloy coated with lead dioxide 

Electrolyte: dil. H2SO4. 

In fact a lead accumulator for a car consists of six lead -acid storage cells in series that is six 

electrode pairs with inert porous partitions in between, are dipped in electrolyte. The lead 

plates (anode) are fit in between lead dioxide plates (cathode), various plates are separated 

from adjacent plates by insulators like wood strips, rubber or glass fiber. The entire 

combination is immersed in approximately 20 – 21 % dil. H2SO4 of density 1.2 to 1.3. 

Discharging: -   when the strong cell is operating as voltaic cell, it is said to be discharging, 

the lead electrode loses e- s which flow through the wire. Thus, at anode oxidation of lead 

takes place 

At anode:        Pb   →    Pb+2 + 2e- 

Then it combines with SO4 
-2 ions present in the electrolyte 

                    Pb+2 +SO4 
-2  →    PbSO4   

The electrons flow to the cathode. Here PbO2 gains 

electrons and undergoes reduction from +4 to +2 and thus 

combines with SO4
 -2  

    PbO2 + 4H+ + 2e-   → Pb+2 + 2H2O  

     Pb+2 +  SO4 
-2   → PbSO4

 ↓ 

So, the net reactions during use is 

        Pb + PbO2 + 4H+ + 2SO4 
-2    → 2PbSO4 + 2H2 + energy  

Used in automobiles is a combination of six cells in series to 

form a battery with an e.m.f of 12 volts. (Each cell is about 2 

volts). When both anode and cathode become coated with 

PbSo4, the cell stops to function as voltaic cell to recharge it, 

the reactions taking place during charging are reversed by 

passing an external e.m.f greater than 2 volts from a 

generation and following reactions take place at the respective electrodes 
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Charging:  

 At Anode:   PbSO4 +2H2O →   PbO2 + 4 H+ + SO4 
-2 + 2e- 

At Cathode:   PbSO4 + 2e-   → Pb + SO4 
-2 

The Net reaction during charging is  

       2PbSO4 + 2H2O + energy → PbO2 + 4H+ + 2SO4 
-2 + Pb 

 During charging, the lead acid strong cell acts as electrolytic cell. During discharging, 

concentration of H2SO4 decreases while during charging, its concentration increases. 

Applications: Automobile and construction equipment, stand by backup systems. 

Advantages: Low cost, ability to withstand mistreatment and also perform well in high and low 

temperatures. 

Disadvantages: They have low cycle life a quick self-discharge and low energy densities. 

 

 

 

Lithium Ion Battery: 

It is rechargeable (secondary) portable battery in which lithium ions move from negative 

electrode to positive electrode. Lithium ion batteries use an intercalated lithium compound as one 

of the electrode material. These batteries possess high energy density, tiny memory effect and 

low self-discharge.  

 

Anode (Negative electrode): Carbon (Graphite intercalated with lithium) 

Cathode (Positive electrode): Metal oxide like lithium cobalt oxide or lithium magnesium oxide 

Electrolyte: Made from non-aqueous lithium hexafluorophosphate (LiPF6) of lithium perchlorate 

(LiClO4). The chemistry of lithium ion cell is given by following equations 

Discharging: 

at anode:         Lix C  →   Li+ + x e- + x C (graphite) 

at cathode:     x Li+ + x e- + LiCoO2  →  LiCoO2 
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Charging: 

 at cathode:   LiCoO2      →      Li(1-x) + CoO2  + xLi+ + xe- 

 at anode:     xLi+ + xe-+ xC6 (graphite) →  LixC 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Advantages: 

● Li Ion batteries are rechargeable and portable. 

● No thermal runway due to overheating or over recharge with these batteries. 

● Batteries are less toxic and recycled. 

Applications: 

● The air crafts like Boeing 787 Dream liner make use of these batteries. 

● Most commonly used for home electronics. 

 

Fuel cells: 

 In a fuel cell, electrical energy is obtained without combustion from oxygen and a fuel gas that 

can be oxidized (like H2 gas). Hence a fuel cell converts the chemical energy of the fuels directly 

to electricity. 

 The essential process in a fuel cell is 

Fuel + O2    → Oxidation products + Electricity. 

In a fuel cell one or both of the reactants are not permanently contained in the cell, but are 

continuously supplied from a source external to the cell and the reaction products are 

continuously removed. 
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Types of Fuel Cells 

Fuel cells are classified primarily by the kind of electrolyte they employ. This classification 

determines the kind of electro-chemical reactions that take place in the cell, the kind of catalysts 

required, the temperature range in which the cell operates, the fuel required, and other factors. 

These characteristics, in turn, affect the applications for which these cells are most suitable. 

There are several types of fuel cells currently under development, each with its own advantages, 

limitations, and potential applications.  

• Alkaline fuel cell (AFC) 

– This is one of the oldest designs. It has been used in the U.S. space program since 

the 1960s. The AFC is very susceptible to contamination, so it requires pure 

hydrogen and oxygen. It is also very expensive, so this type of fuel cell is unlikely 

to be commercialized.  

• Phosphoric-acid fuel cell (PAFC) 

– The phosphoric-acid fuel cell has potential for use in small stationary power-

generation systems. It operates at a higher temperature than PEM fuel cells, so it 

has a longer warm-up time. This makes it unsuitable for use in cars.  

• Solid oxide fuel cell (SOFC) 

– These fuel cells are best suited for large-scale stationary power generators that 

could provide electricity for factories or towns. This type of fuel cell operates at 

very high temperatures (around 1,000 C). This high temperature makes reliability 

a problem, but it also has an advantage: The steam produced by the fuel cell can 

be channeled into turbines to generate more electricity. This improves the overall 

efficiency of the system.  

• Molten carbonate fuel cell (MCFC) 

– These fuel cells are also best suited for large stationary power generators. They 

operate at (600 C), so they also generate steam that can be used to generate more 

power. They have a lower operating temperature than the SOFC, which means 

they don't need such exotic materials. This makes the design a little less 

expensive.  

One of the most successful and simplest fuel cell is hydrogen oxygen fuel cell. It consists of an 

electrolytic solution such as 25% KOH and two inert porous electrodes. Hydrogen and oxygen 

gases are bubbled through the anode and cathode compartment respectively where the following 

reaction takes place. 

Anode  :           2H2(g) + 4OH-(aq) →    4H2O(l) + 4e- 
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Cathod e:  O2(g) + 2H2O + 4e-    →   4(OH-)aq 

Net Reaction:        2H2(g)+ O2(g)       →2H2O(l) 

It may be noticed the only product that is discharged is H2O. Usually, large members of these 

cells are stacked together in series to make a battery, called fuel all battery or fuel battery. 

Advantages of fuel cells: 

1. No emission of toxic gases. Chemical wastes are in safe limits. The reactants and 

products are environmental friendly. 

2. High efficiency of conversion of chemical energy to electrical energy. So can be used as 

an excellent renewable energy resource. 

3. No noise pollution like generators. 

4. Low maintenance and fuel transportation costs. 

5. Unlike nuclear energy, fuel energy is economical 

and safe. 

6. Fuel cells are operable up to 2000C and so find 

applications in high temperature systems. 

 Limitations of fuel cells: 

1. The main limitation of fuel cells is high initial 

installation costs associated with electrode material 

and design costs. 

2. Large weight and volume of H2 gas fuel storage 

system. 

3. Lack of infrastructure for distributions and marketing of hydrogen gas. 

4. Most alkaline fuel cells suffer from leakage of gases. 

5. Life span is not determined.  

 

Microbial Fuel Cell 

A microbial fuel cell (MFC) is an electrochemical device that converts chemical energy to 

electrical energy by the action of micro-organisms. These are bioreactors that convert the 

energy in chemical bonds of organic compounds into electrical energy through catalytic activity 

of micro-organisms under anaerobic conditions.  

The idea of using microbes to produce electricity was conceived in the early 20th century. 

Michael Potter managed to generate electricity from saccharomyces cerevisiae. Virtually any 

organic material could be used to feed the fuel cell, including coupling cells to wastewater 

treatment plants. This forms an efficient means of sustainable energy production. 
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A MFC typically consists of several components primarily divided into two chambers, that is, 

anodic and cathodic chamber containing the anode and cathode, respectively. These chambers 

are separated by a proton exchange membrane (PEM) (Figure 1). The microbes present in the 

anodic chamber are provided with a favorable substrate which is anaerobically degraded to 

release electrons which are transported from the anode to the cathode via external circuit and the 

protons generated are selectively passed through the exchange membrane. Both these products 

produced due to the action of the microbes in the anodic compartment travel to the cathode and 

react with oxygen to produce water. 

 

 

 

 

 

CORROSION 

 

   Metals and alloys are important engineering materials with wide range of applications. When 

exposed to environment, the surface of the metals begins to decay. Because of the decay, the 

metals are converted into their oxides, hydroxides, carbonates, sulphides etc. 

            Any process of deterioration or destruction and consequent loss of a solid metallic 

material through an unwanted chemical or electrochemical attack by its environment at its 

surface is called corrosion. 

https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/21553769.2016.1230787#F0001
https://www.tandfonline.com/doi/full/10.1080/21553769.2016.1230787
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Causes of Corrosion: Many metals exist in nature in combined forms as their oxides, 

carbonates, sulphides, chlorides and silicates (except noble metals) such as Au (gold), Pt 

(Platinum) etc. During extraction process these are reduced to their metallic states from their ores 

and during extraction of ores considerable amount of energy is required. 

Isolated pure metals are regarded in excited state than the corresponding ores. So metals 

have natural tendency to revert back to combined state. Hence when metals are put into use in 

various forms, they get exposed to environment such as dry gases, moisture, liquids etc. and 

slowly the exposed metals surface begin to decay by conversion into a compound. 

 

 
 

Thus, corrosion is a reversal process of extraction of metals. 

Examples: - 

i) Rusting of iron – when iron is exposed to the atmospheric conditions, a layer of reddish 

scale and powder if Fe3O4 is formed. 

ii) Formation of green film of basic carbonate- [CuCO3 + Cu (OH)2] on the surface of 

copper when exposed to moist air containing CO2. 

iii) Formation of a layer of black coating on the surface of silver, when exposed to 

atmosphere (tarnishing of silver). 

Effects of Corrosion: The process of corrosion is slow and occurs only at surface of metals, but 

the losses incurred are enormous. 

• The valuable metallic properties like conductivity, malleability, ductility etc., are lost due 

to corrosion. 

• Life span of metallic parts of machineries is reduced. 

• The failure of the machinery takes place due to lose of useful properties of metals. 

• Loss of efficiency. 

• Decrease in the production rate. 

• Increase in the maintenance and production cost. 

•  Destruction of machines equipment’s, building materials and different types of metallic 

products, structures etc., thus the losses incurred are very huge and it is estimated that 

the losses due to corrosion are approximately 2 to 2.5 billion dollars per annum all over 

the world. 

THEORIES OF CORROSION: - Corrosion can be explained by the following two theories. 

1. Dry or chemical corrosion. 
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2. Wet or electrochemical corrosion. 

Dry or Chemical corrosion: -This type of corrosion occurs mainly by the direct chemical action 

of the environment i.e., by the direct attack of atmospheric gases such as O2, halogens, H2S, SO2, 

N2 or anhydrous inorganic liquids on the metal surface with which they are in contact. There are 

3 main types of chemical corrosion. 

1) Corrosion by oxygen (or) oxidation corrosion. 

2) Corrosion by other gases like SO2, CO2, H2S and F2 etc. 

3) Liquid metal corrosion. 

 

Oxidation corrosion: - 

• It is brought about by direct action of oxygen at low (or) high temperatures, usually in the 

absence of moisture. 

• At high temperatures all metals are attacked by oxygen and are oxidized – except noble 

metals like Ag, Au, and Pt. 

• At ordinary temp generally all the metals are slightly attacked. Alkali metals – Li, Na, K, 

Rb etc. and alkaline earth metals – Be, Ca, Sr etc. are attacked very rapidly and get 

oxidized readily. 

o The reactions in the oxidation corrosion are 

 2M +  n/2 O2    → 2Mn+  + 2nO2- 

            Metal ions          oxide ions 

 

      Metal oxide  

 2M     → 2Mn+  + 2ne - 

 

  n/2 O2 + 2ne 
-   → nO2 

  2M + n/2 O2   → 2Mn+ + 2nO2- 

 

MECHANISM OF OXIDATION CORROSION: - Oxidation occurs first at the surface of the 

metal and a scale of metal oxide is formed on the surface of the metal and it tends to act as a 

barrier for further 

oxidation. For 

oxidation to continue 

either the metal must 

diffuse outwards 

through the scale to the 

surface or the oxygen 

must diffuse inwards 

through the scale to the 

underlying metal. Both 

transfers occur, but the 
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outward diffusion of the metal is generally much more rapid than the inward diffusion of oxygen, 

since the metal ion is appreciably smaller than the oxide ion, therefore the metal ion has much 

higher mobility.  

 

NATURE OF THE OXIDE FORMED: - It plays an important role in further oxidation 

corrosion process. 

 Metal + oxygen  →   metal oxide (corrosion product) 

When the oxide film formed is  

I. Stable layer: - A stable layer is fine grained in structure and can get adhered tightly to the 

parent metal surface. Such a layer will be impervious in nature and hence behaves as 

protective coating, thereby shielding the metal surface. Consequently, further oxidation 

corrosion is prevented. 

 

 
 

E.g.: Al, Sn. Pb, Cu, etc. from stable oxide layers on surface thus preventing further 

oxidation. 

II. Unstable Layer: - The oxide layer formed decomposes back into metal and oxygen 

            Metal oxide      Metal + oxygen 

Consequently, oxidation corrosion is not possible in such cases. 

Eg: Ag, Au and Pt do not undergo oxidation corrosion. 

 
III. Volatile Layer:   The oxide layer formed is volatile in nature and evaporates as soon as it 

is formed.  There by leaving the under lying metal surface exposed for further attack. 

This causes rapid continuous corrosion, leading to excessive corrosion e.g. Mo- 

molybdenum forms volatile MoO3 layer. 
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IV. Porous Layer: Contains pores and cracks. In such a case the atmospheric oxygen has 

access to the underlying surface of the metal through the pores or cracks of the layer, 

there by corrosion continuous until the entire metal is converted to its oxide. 

E.g. Iron when attacked by H2S at high temperature forms porous FeS layer. 

 

 

 

PILLING – BEDWORTH RULE:  According to it, the oxide acts as protective or non-porous, 

if the volume of the oxide is at least as great as the volume of the metal which it is formed.  

On the other hand -if the volume of the oxide layer is less than the volume of metal, the oxide 

layer is porous and hence non-protective. Because it cannot prevent the access of oxygen to the 

fresh metal surface below. 

For e.g. alkali and alkaline earth metals like Li, Na, K, Mg forms oxides of volume less than 

volume of metals. 

 these layers are porous and non-protective. On the other hand, metals like Al forms oxide ؞

whose volume is greater than the volume of the metal. 

 .Al forms a tightly adhering non-porous protective layer؞ 

CORROSION BY OTHER GASES: - Like SO2, CO2, Cl2, H2S, and F2 etc. The extent of 

corrosion mainly depends on the chemical affinity between the metal and the gas involved. The 

degree of attack depends on the nature of the layer formed. 

i) For e.g. when Ag metal is attacked by Cl2 gas, they form AgCl layer, which is protective. 

Hence further corrosion of Ag by Cl2 will be stopped. 

ii) When Sn is attacked by dry Cl2 gas, they form volatile SnCl4 which evaporates 

immediately thus leaving the fresh metal for further attack. 

 

LIQUID METAL CORROSION: - The chemical action of flowing liquid metal at high 

temperatures on solid metal or alloy is called liquid metal corrosion. Such corrosion occurs in 

nuclear power devices. The corrosion reaction involves either. 

i) Dissolution of a solid metal by a liquid metal (or) 

ii) Internal penetration of the liquid metal into the solid metal.  
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Both these types of corrosion cause weakening of the solid metal. 

            For e.g. in nuclear reactors liquid sodium corrodes Cd rods. 

 

WET (OR) ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION: - 

 This type of corrosion is observed when  

• a conducting liquid is in contact with a metal (or) 

• when two dissimilar metals (or) alloys are either immersed (or) dipped partially in a 

solution. 

• The corrosion occurs due to the existence of separate anodic and cathodic areas or parts 

between which current flows through the conducting solution. 

• In the anodic area, oxidation reaction takes place so anodic metal is destroyed by 

dissolving (or) forming a compound such as an oxide. 

• Hence corrosion always occurs at anodic areas 

 At Anode ؞

 M    →  Mn+  + ne – 

 Mn+    →  dissolves in solution. 

     (Metal ion) forms compound such as oxide. 

• In cathodic area, reduction reaction (gain of e 
– s) takes place. The metal which is acting 

as cathode is in its reduced form only. Therefore, it cannot be further reduced. Therefore, 

cathodic reactions do not affect the cathode. 

• So at cathodic part dissolved constituents in the conducting medium accept the electrons 

to form some ions like OH-, O2
- etc. 

• The metallic ions from anodic part and non- metallic ions from cathodic part diffuse 

towards each other through conducting medium and form a corrosion product between 

anode and cathode. 

• The e-s which are set free at anodic part flow through the metal and are finally consumed 

in the cathodic region. 

• Thus we may sum up that electrochemical corrosion involves: 

i) The formation of anodic and cathodic areas. 

ii) Electrical contact between the cathodic and anodic parts to enable the conduction 

of electrons. 

iii) An electrolyte through which the ions can diffuse or migrate this is usually 

provided by moisture. 

iv) Corrosion of anode only  

v)  Formation of corrosion product somewhere in between cathode and anode. 

 

MECHANISM OF WET OR ELECTROCHEMICAL CORROSION: - 

In wet corrosion, the anodic reaction involves the dissolution of metal as corresponding 

metal ions with the liberation of free electrons:  

M           →             Mn+  +   ne- 
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•  The cathodic reaction consumes e-s either by a) evolution of hydrogen or  

b) By absorption of oxygen depending on the nature of the corrosive environment. 

EVOLUTION OF HYDROGEN:  

• It occurs in acidic environments. 

• For eg in the corrosion of iron metal the anodic reaction is dissolution of Fe as ferrous 

ions with liberation of e-s. 

Fe   → Fe+2 + 2e- (oxidation) 

• These e-s flow through the metal from anode to cathode (acidic region) where H+ ions are 

eliminated as H2 gas. 

2H+ + 2e-   →         H2 (reduction) 

• The overall reaction is 

Fe + 2H+   →      Fe2+ +    H2   

 

• This type of corrosion causes displacement of hydrogen ions from the acidic solution by 

metal ions. 

• In hydrogen evolution type corrosion, the anodes are very large areas, where as cathodes 

are small areas. 

• All metals above hydrogen in the electrochemical series have a tendency to get dissolved 

in acidic solution with simultaneous evolution of hydrogen. 

 

ABSORPTION OF OXYGEN: Rusting of Fe in neutral aqueous solution of electrolytes like 

NaCl in the presence of atmospheric oxygen is a common example of this type of corrosion. 

 
• The surface of iron will be usually coated with a thin film of iron oxide.  If this oxide 

film develops some cracks, anodic areas are created on the surface. 
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• While pure metal parts act as cathode. 

• Thus anodic areas are very small surface parts. 

• The rest of the surface of the metal forms cathodes. 

• Thus at the anodic part iron metal dissolves as Fe+2 ions with the liberation of e- s. 

Fe   → Fe+2 + 2e- 

• The liberated e- s flow from anodic to cathodic areas through iron metal during which 

they interact with dissolved oxygen and moisture. 

½ O2 + H2O + 2e-   → 2OH- 

• The Fe+2 ions and OH- ions diffuse and form ferrous hydroxide precipitate when they 

meet with each other 

Fe+2 + 2OH-     → Fe (OH) 2 

• If enough O2 is present Fe(OH)2 is easily oxidized to Fe(OH)3 (ferric hydroxide) 

4 Fe (OH) 2 + O2 +  2H2O → 4Fe (OH) 3 

• The product called yellow rust actually corresponds to Fe(OH)3.H2O 

• If the supply of O2 is limited, the corrosion product may be even black anhydrous 

magnetite Fe3O4. 

 

 

Differences between dry and wet corrosion. 

S.No Dry/Chemical Corrosion Wet/Electrochemical Corrosion 

1. This corrosion occurs at dry conditions This corrosion occurs in wet conditions in 

presence of electrolyte medium. 

2. Corrosion is uniform Corrosion is not uniform 

3. It is a slow process It is rapid process 

4. It involves direct chemical attack of the 

metals by environment. 

It involves the formation of large number of 

electrochemical cells. 

5. It is explained by absorption mechanism It is explained by mechanism of 

electrochemical reactions.  

6. It occurs both on homogeneous and 

heterogeneous solutions 

It takes place only in heterogeneous solutions 

7. Corrosion products are developed at the 

place where corrosion takes place. 

Corrosion occurs at the anode and corrosion 

product occurs at cathode. 

 

Types of wet corrosion:  

Corrosion is of different kinds. Some of them are 

Galvanic cell corrosion: 
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                  When two dissimilar metals are connected and exposed to a corrosive environment, 

the metal higher in the electrochemical series undergoes corrosion. This is called galvanic 

corrosion. 

E.g.: when zinc and copper are connected and exposed to corroding environment, zinc which is 

higher in electrochemical series forms the anode and undergoes corrosion whereas copper being 

lower in electrochemical series acts as cathode, undergoes reduction and protected. 

Mechanism: The possible mechanism in both acidic and neutral medium are as follows: 

In acidic medium 

        Anode:              Zn(s)             →        Zn2+ (aq) +2e- 

        Cathode:           2H+ +2e-       →         H2 (g) 

              ------ -------------------------------------------------- 

                            Zn(s) + 2 H+ (aq)   →      Zn2+ (aq) +H2 (g) 

In neutral or basic medium  

        Anode:                  Zn(s)              →    Zn2+ (aq) +2e- 

        Cathode:    1/2O2 (g) +H2O (l)    →    2 OH-(aq) 

                       ------------------------------------------------------------ 

                        Zn(s) +1/2 O2 (g) +H2O    →   Zn2+ +2OH- 

 

Thus in acidic solution, the corrosion occurs by the hydrogen evolution process, while in neutral 

or slightly alkaline solution, oxygen absorption occurs. The electron current flows from the 

anodic metal, zinc to the cathodic metal, copper. Thus it is evident that the corrosion occurs at 

the anodic metal while the cathodic part is protected from the attack. 

 

 At anode:               Zn → Zn2+ + 2e-  (oxidation) corrosion  

 At cathode:         Cu2+ + 2e- →    Cu             (reduction) unaffected  
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Prevention of Galvanic corrosion: 

(a) Coupling metals close to the electrochemical series. 

(b) Fixing insulating material between two metals. 

(c) Using larger anodic metal and smaller cathodic metal. 

 

Examples of galvanic corrosion: 

(a) Steel screws in a brass marine hardware. 

(b) Lead-antimony solder around copper wire (lead, antimony solder becomes anodic). 

(c) A steel propeller shaft in bronze bearing (steel becomes anodic). 

(d) Steel pipe connected to copper plumbing (steel becomes anodic). 

(e) Zinc coating on mild steel (zinc becomes anodic). 

 

Galvanic corrosion can be minimized 

i. By avoiding galvanic couple and 

ii. By providing an insulating material between two metals 

 

 

 

Concentration cell corrosion: 

This type of corrosion is due to electrochemical attack on the metal surface, exposed to an 

electrolyte of varying concentrations or of varying aeration. 

  The concentration cell corrosion may arise due to 

• Difference in the concentration of metal ions 

• Difference in the exposure to air or oxygen (differential aeration corrosion) 

• Difference in the temperature  

• Inadequate agitation 

• Different diffusions of metal 
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The most common type of concentration cell corrosion is differential aeration corrosion. 

It occurs when one part of metal is exposed to different air concentration from the other 

part. This causes a difference in potential between differently aerated areas. It has been 

found that poor oxygenated areas are anodic and well oxygenated areas are cathodic.  

               The general ways of production of oxygen deficient areas on metal surfaces are 

as follows  

(a) Partial immersion of metal in a solution (waterline corrosion): Differential 

aeration occurs when a metal is partially immersed in a solution just below the 

waterline.  

 

E.g.: If a Zn rod is partially immersed in a dilute solution of neutral salt, the parts 

above and closely adjacent to the waterline are more strongly aerated and hence 

becomes cathodic. The parts immersed to greater depth show a smaller oxygen 

concentration and thus becomes anoxic. Thus a difference of potential is created 

which causes flow of electrons from anodic to cathodic part through the metal. 

           Zn          → Zn+2 + 2e- (oxidation) 

½ O2+H2O+2e-  → 2OH-       (reduction) 

 

Zinc dissolves at anodic regions and oxygen take up electrons at the cathodic areas to 

form hydroxyl ions. 

 

(b) Faulty design of equipment created: An anodic area can be created due to 

difference in aeration of metal parts. When the metal surface is exposed to less 

oxygen supply, due to faulty design of equipment the metal part less exposed to 
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oxygen becomes anodic and start corroding. The metal part exposed to more oxygen 

supply becomes cathodic. The flow of electrons takes place through the metal and 

atmospheric moisture acts as medium for the transfer of ions. 

 

 
(c) Accumulation of dirt, sand, scale and other contaminations: When the dirt, sand 

and scale and contaminations are deposited on the metal surface, the metal under the 

deposit is exposed to less oxygen supply    becomes anodic and remaining part of the 

metal becomes Cathodic. Transfer of electrons takes place through the metal and 

atmospheric moisture acts as medium for the transfer of ions. Corrosion product is 

formed between cathodic and anodic areas. 

Pitting Corrosion: It is a localized accelerated attack, resulting in the formation of 

cavities around which the metal is unattached. Pitting Corrosion results in the formation 

of pinholes, pits and cavities in the metal. Pitting is the result of cracking of protective 

film on a metal at specific points. This gives rise to the formation of small anodic and 

large cathodic areas. 

 

Cracking of protective film may be due to: 

• Surface roughness or non- uniform finish 

• Scratches or cut edges 

• Local straining of metal, due to non- uniform stresses 

• Sliding under load 
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• Impingement attack (caused by the turbulent flow of a solution over a metal 

surface) 

• Chemical attack  

            The presence of impurities like sand, dust, scale etc., embedded on the surfaces of metal 

also leads to pitting. Due to the differential amount of oxygen in contact with the metal, the small 

part underneath the impurity becomes anodic and the surrounding large parts become the 

cathodic areas. Intense Corrosion start just underneath the impurity. The rate of Corrosion 

increases once a small pit is formed. 

Pitting corrosion can be minimized by  

i. The use of pure metals devoid of any impurities 

ii. Proper polishing of metal surfaces 

iii. Proper designing of metal structures 

FACTORS INFLUENCING CORROSION: 

i) Nature of metals 

ii) Nature of the corroding environment. 

Position in galvanic series: The metal higher in series is more active and suffers corrosion. The 

rate and extent of corrosion is directly proportional to electrode potential difference between 

them. 

Relative areas of the anodic and cathodic parts: when two dissimilar metals for alloys or in 

contact, the corrosion of the anodic part is directly proportional to the areas of Cathodic and 

anodic parts. 

For example, corrosion is more rapid, severe and highly localized if the anodic and anodic area is 

small. 

For example, a small pipe made of steel fitted in a large copper tank. 

a) The reasons rapid corrosion do to smaller and anodic area is the current density it is smaller 

and anodic area is much greater and 

b) The larger cathodic area demands more electrons, which should be met by smaller and anodic 

areas only by undergoing corrosion rapidly. 

Physical state of metal: the grain size, orientation of crystals, stress etc. of the metals influence 

the rate of corrosion. The smaller the grain size or alloy greater will be the rate of corrosion, 

because of its high solubility. The areas under stress and corrosion takes place in these areas. 

Passive character of metal: Metals like Ti, Al, Cr, Mg, Ni and Co are passive, and they exhibit 

much higher Corrosion resistance than expected from their position in the electrochemical series. 

This is because the metal from very thin, highly protective film by reacting with atmospheric 

oxygen. If the film is broken, it compensates the film reexposure to oxidizing conditions. Thus, 

the produce self-healing film. This property is called passive character of metal. For example, the 

current resistance of stainless steel is due to passivating character of chromium present in it. 

Over voltage: when a metal, which occupies a high position in galvanic series (say Zinc), is 

placed in IN H2SO4, it undergoes corrosion forming a film and hydrogen gas.The initial rate of 

reaction is quite slow, because of high over voltage (0.70 v) of the zinc metal, which reduces the 

effective electrode potential to a small value. However, if few drops of copper sulphate (CuSO4) 
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are added, the corrosion rate of zinc is accelerated, because some copper gets deposited on the 

zinc metal forming minute cathodes, where the hydrogen over voltage is only 0.33v, thus, 

reduction in over voltage of the corroding metal/ alloy accelerates the corrosion rate. 

Purity of metal: - Impurity of a metal generally causes heterogeneity and form minute 

electrochemical cells and the anodic parts gets corroded. For eg: Zn metal containing impurity 

such as Pb (or) Fe undergoes corrosion. The rate and extent of corrosion increases with extent of 

impurities. 

Nature of the surface film: - when metals are exposed to atmosphere, practically all metals get 

covered with a thin surface film of metal oxide. The ratio of the volume of metal oxide to the 

metal is known as specific volume ratio. Greater the specific volume ratio, lesser is the oxidation 

corrosion rate. For eg: the specific volume ratio of Ni, Cr, W are 1.6, 2.0 and 3.6 respectively. 

Consequently, the rate of oxidation corrosion is least for (w) tungsten. 

Nature of the corrosion product 

a) Solubility of corrosion product: If the corrosion product is soluble in the corroding medium, 

then corrosion proceeds at a faster rate otherwise if it is insoluble, corrosion will be suppressed 

e.g.: PbSO4 formation in case of Pb in H2SO4. 

b) Volatility of corrosion product: If the corrosion product is volatile, it evaporates as soon as it 

is formed, there by leaving the underlying metal surface exposed for further attack.  

This causes rapid and continuous corrosion. 

For eg: Mo forms MoO3 volatile oxide. 

 

NATURE OF THE CORRODING ENVIRONMENT: - 

I. Temperature: With increase of temperature, the corrosion rate also increases because the 

reaction as well as diffusion rate of ions in the corrosion medium increases. 

II. Humidity: The higher the humidity of the atmosphere the greater is rate and extent of 

corrosion because the moisture acts as medium for O2 in air and behaves as an 

electrolyte. 

For eg: atmospheric corrosion of iron is slow in dry air compound to moist air. 

Iron combines with O2 and water to form ferrous hydroxide which combines with 

atmospheric CO2 to form ferrous bicarbonate. 

2Fe  +   O2 + 2H2O     ------------>          2Fe (OH)2 

Fe (OH) 2+  CO2     ------------>     Fe (HCO3)2 

III. Effect of pH: - Generally acidic media are more corrosive than alkaline and neutral 

media. Hence metals may be virtually classified according to pH range in which they will 

be affected (or) resistant. However atmospheric metals like Al, Pb etc. are corroded in 

alkaline medium and the corrosion rate of iron in O2 free water is slow, until the pH is 

below Zn is rapidly corroded in weakly acidic solutions. 

IV. Presence of impurities in atmosphere: Atmosphere is contaminated with 

a. Gases like CO2, SO2, H2S etc., and fumes of H2SO4, HCl etc. 

b. Suspended particles like NaCl, charcoal etc. 
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c. The gases and acidity of atmosphere increases the electrical conductivity and thus 

increases corrosion. The suspended particles absorb moisture and act as strong 

electrolytes increasing the rate of corrosion. 

V. Nature of ions present in the medium: The presence of ions like silicates in the 

medium leads to the formation of insoluble reaction products like silica gel on the metal 

surface and inhibits further corrosion. On the other hand, if chloride ions are present, 

destroys the protective film on the surface of the metal and exposes the metal surface for 

fresh corrosion attack. 

VI. Conductance of corroding medium: The conductance of underground or submerged 

structures depends on the conductance of corroding medium. The conductance of dry 

sandy soils is lower than the conductance of clay and mineralized soils. Hence the rate of 

corrosion in clay and mineralized soils and causes severe damage to buried metallic 

structures. 

VII. Amount of Oxygen in atmosphere: If the percentage of oxygen increases in the 

atmosphere, the rate of corrosion increases due to the formation of oxygen concentration 

cell. The decay of metal occurs at the anodic part and the cathodic part of the metal is 

protected. 

At Anode:                   Fe → Fe+2 + 2e- 

At cathode:                  O2 + 2H2O +42e- → 4OH- 

Corrosion product:      2Fe+2 + 4OH- → 2Fe (OH)2 

2 Fe (OH)2 + O2 +  H2O → Fe (OH)3   →       Fe2 O3. 3 H2O 

VIII. Velocity of ions: As the velocity of diffusion of ions in the medium increases, the rate of 

corrosion increases. 

 

 

CORROSION CONTROL METHODS: 

Proper designing: The design of the material should be such that corrosion even if it appears is 

uniform and does not result in intense and localized for leisure. The important principles of 

proper designing are: 

i. To avoid the contact of two dissimilar metals in the presence of corroding solution. If this 

principle is not followed, then corrosion is localized on the more active metal and the 

less active metal remains protected. 

ii. When two dissimilar metals are in contact, this anodic metal should possess large surface 

area and cathodic metal should possess mall surface area. 

iii. If two dissimilar metals are in contact, they should be as close as possible to each other in 

the electrochemical series. 

iv. Direct metal to metal contact between two dissimilar metals must be avoided by fixing 

and in slating fitting in between them. 
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v.  The anodic metal should not be painted or coated. When the anodic metal is in contact 

with the cathodic metal, the anodic metal should not be painted or coated, because any 

break in the paint would lead to rapid localized corrosion. 

vi. In homogeneities in the metal must be prevented by proper design of the equipment. 

Proper design should avoid the presence of crevices between the adjacent parts of the 

structure even in the case of same metal because crevices cause’s concentration 

differences therefore, bolts and rivets are undesirable and they should be replaced by a 

butt- weld 

vii. The design of the equipment should allow free 

circulation of air proper drainage and easy 

washing. 

viii. The design should eliminate sharp corners and 

stresses modification of poor design. 

ix. Uniform flow of Corrosion liquid is desirable, 

since both stagnant areas and highly turbulent 

flow and high velocities can cause accelerated 

corrosion. So highly impingement conditions 

of flowing liquid should be avoided as much as 

possible. 

 

 Cathodic protection: The principle involved in this method is to force the metal to be 

protected to behave like a cathode thereby corrosion doesn’t occur. There are two types of 

cathodic protection. 

 

i) Sacrificial anodic protection method: - In this method the metallic structure to 

be protected is connected by a wire to a more anodic metal, so that all the 

corrosion is concentrated at this more active metal implies the more active metal 

itself gets corroded slowly. While the parent structure which is cathodic is 

protected. The more active metal so employed is called “sacrificial anodic” 

whenever the sacrificial anode is consumed completely. It is replaced by a fresh 

one metal commonly employed as sacrificial anodes are Mg, Zn, Al and their 
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alloys, sacrificial anodes are used for the protection of buried                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                      

pipe lines underground cables, marine structures, ship hulls, water tanks etc. 

 

 

Ii)  Impressed Current Cathodic Protection: - In this method an impressed current is applied 

in opposite direction to nullify the corrosion current and current the corroding metal from anode 

to cathode. Usually the impressed current is derived from a direct current source (like battery or 

rectifier on ac line) with an insoluble anode, like graphite, high silica iron, scrap iron, stainless 

steel or platinum. Usually a sufficient d.c is applied to an insoluble anode, buried in the soil (or 

immersed in the corroding medium) and connected to the metallic structure to be protected. 

 

The anode is buried in a backfill such as coke breeze or gypsum to increase the electrical contact 

between itself and the surrounding soil. 
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Applications: This type of protections is used in buried structures such as tanks and pipelines, 

transmission lime towers, marine piers, laid up ships etc., 

Advantages: They can be automatically controlled which reduce maintenance and operational 

costs. 

Surface Preparation and methods of application of coatings on metals: 

If the metal surface has not been properly prepared, the protective coatings will not stick to the 

surface and hence, severe corrosion results at points exposed to corrosive environment. 

1. Mechanical cleaning: - If the surface is not smooth, it is made smooth by 

mechanical polishing or by electro polishing or by mechanical rubbing with a 

wire brush. 

2. Alkali cleaning: The surface imperfection may be due to the presence of oil or 

grease and rust or scale. Oil/grease is removed by washing with soap or alkali in 

water. 

3. Acid pickling: Rust/scale is removed by dipping material in dilute (5-10%) 

H2SO4. 

4. Solvent cleaning: A surface may also be cleaned by solvents such as turpentine, 

kerosene, etc. 

5. Sand blasting: A stream of sand is blowed in steam to make the surface clean 

from other impurities. 

  The clean surface catches dirt and gets corroded quickly by applying protective coats on the 

surface by selecting suitable methods of application from the following methods i.e., anodic, 

cathodic, metal cladding and electroplating. 

Methods of applications of metal coatings: - 

i) Hot dipping   ii) Metal cladding  iii) Electro plating 

i) Hot dipping is used for producing a coating of low melting metal such as Zn with M.P 4190C, 

Sn with M.P 232oC Pb, Al etc. on iron, steel and copper which have relatively higher melting 

points. Two widely used hot dipping methods are  

a) Galvanizing  b) Tinning. 

Galvanizing is the process of coating iron or steel sheets with a thin coat of zinc to prevent them 

from rusting. For carrying out galvanizing firstly the iron or steel article such as sheet, pipe or 

wire is cleaned by pickling with dil.H2SO4 solution for 15-20 minutes at 60-900C. In pickling 

any scale, dirt, oil, grease or rust and any other impurities are removed from the metal surface. 

The article is washed well and then dried. It is then dipped in bath of molten zinc maintained at 

425-430oC. The surface of bath is kept covered with ammonium chloride – flux to prevent oxide 

formation. The article is covered with a thin layer of zinc when it is taken out of bath. It is then 

passed through a pair of hot rollers, which removes any excess of zinc and produces a thin film 

of uniform thickness then it is annealed at a temperature of 650oC and finally collected slowly. 
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Uses: Roofing sheets, wires, pipes, nails, bolts, screws, buckets, tubes etc. which are made of 

iron are protected from atmospheric corrosion by galvanizing them. But galvanized utensils 

cannot be used for preparing and storing food stuffs, especially acidic ores since zinc gets 

dissolved in all acids forming highly toxic compounds. 

Tinning: Tinning is coating of tin metal over the iron or steel articles. Tinning is carried out by 

pickling the article in dil. H2SO4 to remove any oxide film, dirt, grease, oil or scales etc. Then it 

is passed through a molten tin, which is covered with zinc chloride flux. This flux prevents the 

oxidation of molten tin and also keeps the molten metal to adhere to the metal sheet. Then the 

sheet is passed through a tank of molten tin and finally through a series of rollers from 

underneath the surface of a layer of palm oil. The palm oil protects the hot tin coated surface 

against oxidation. 

 

The rollers remove any excess of tin and produce a thin film of uniform thickness on the steel 

sheet. 

Applications: 

1. Tin metal possess good resistance against atmospheric corrosion. 

2. It is non-toxic and widely used for coating steel, copper, iron, brass etc. 
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3.Tinning is widely used for coating metallic containers for storing foodstuffs, ghee, oils, 

kerosene and packing food materials because of its non-toxic nature.    

4. Tinned copper sheets are used for making cooking utensils and refrigeration equipment.       

Differences of galvanization and tinning process: 

S.No Galvanization Tinning 

1. The process of coating Zn on the surface of 

Iron or Steel is called Galvanization 

The process of coating tin on the surface of 

iron or steel is called Tinning. 

2. Zn is anodic to the base metal iron or steel Tin is cathodic to the base metal iron or 

steel. 

3. Zn protects iron sacrificially Tin protects iron due to its noble nature. 

4. Since Zn is more electropositive than iron, 

it does not permit iron to pass into the 

outside solution ie., corrosion does not 

occur to iron 

Since tin is less electropositive than iron, it 

protects the iron till coating is perfect. 

5. Any break in the protective Zn layer do not 

cause corrosion to the base metal iron, 

because iron is cathodic  to Zn. 

Any break in the protective Sn layer  cause 

severe corrosion to the base metal iron, 

because iron is anodic  to Sn. 

6. Galvanized containers cannot be used for 

storing food stuffs, because Zn reacts with 

the acids that are present in the food 

materials and produces toxic compounds. 

Tin coated containers are used for storing 

food materials because tin produces 

nontoxic protective layer on the surface of 

metal and avoids any food poisoning.  

7. After galvanization, the galvanized sheet is 

subjected to annealing process. 

No annealing process 

8. Galvanized articles are good engineering 

materials. 

Tinned articles are used majorly in food 

processing industries. 

 

Electroplating: Is the process by which the coating metal is deposited on the base metal by 

passing a direct current through an electrolytic solution containing the soluble salt of the coating 

metal. 

        Suppose the anode is made up of coating metal (M) itself, during electrolysis the 

concentration of the electrolytic bath remains unaltered since the metal ions deposited from the 

bath are replenished continuously by the reaction of the free anions of the electrolyte with the 

anode metal. Thus for e.g. if CuSO4 solution is used as an electrolyte is ionizes as 

                                           CuSO4                                             Cu+2 + SO4
-2 

On passing current Cu+2 ions go to the cathode (the article to be plated) and get deposited there. 
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                                           Cu+2 + 2e- → Cu                        (at cathode) 

The free sulphate ions migrate to the Cu anode and dissolve an equivalent amount of the Cu to 

form CuSO4 

                                           Cu + SO4
-2 → CuSO4 + 2e-       (at anode) 

The CuSO4 thus formed dissolves in the electrolyte thus there is continuous replenishment of 

electrolytic salt during electrolysis. 

Procedure: - The article to be electroplated 

is first treated with organic solvent like 

tetrachloro ethylene to remove oil, grease 

etc. then it is treated with dil.HCl or H2SO4 

to remove surface scales, oxides etc. For 

Ni and Cu,HCl is used while for Cr plating 

H2SO4 is used. The cleared article is then 

made as cathode of an electrolytic cell. The 

anode is either the coating metal itself or 

an inert material of good electrical 

conductivity like graphite. The electrolyte 

is a solution of a soluble salt of the coating 

metal. When direct current is passed 

coating metal ions migrate to the cathode and get deposited there. Thus a thin layer of coating 

metal is obtained on the article made as cathode. For brighter and smooth deposits, favorable 

conditions such as low temp, medium current density and low metal ion concentrations are used. 

Factors affecting electroplating: - 

1. Concentration of electrolyte: Low concentration of metal ions produce coherent uniform 

metal deposition. 

2. Thickness of the deposit: It should be minimized in order to get a strong adherent coating. 

3. Current density: It is the current per unit area of the object being plated. It should have 

minimum optimum value. 

4. Additives: These are added to the electrolytic bath in order to get a strong adherent and 

mirror smooth coating. Ex. Gelatin, glue, glycine etc. 

5. Electrolyte: the electrolyte taken should have good conductivity. 

6. pH of electrolyte: It must be maintained properly to get the deposition effectively. 

Objectives of Electroplating: - 

1. To improve the surface appearance. 

2.  To increase the wear resistance. 

3. To improve the surface hardness. 
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Applications/ Uses of electroplating: - 

1. It is used in automobile, aircraft, refrigerator and electrical appliances.  

2. It is also used as coatings in electrical iron, fans, locks, jewelry, type writers, watches, 

etc. 

Electroless Plating: 

The method of deposition of a metal from its salt solution on a catalytically active surface by 

a suitable reducing agent without using electrical energy is called electroless plating. This 

process is also called chemical plating or autocatalytic plating. 

The metallic ions (M+) are reduced to the metal with the help of reducing agents. When this 

metal (M) is formed, it gets plated over a catalytic surface. 

                                              Catalyst Surface 

  Metal ions + Reducing agent     ---------------------→        Metal         + Oxidized product   

                                                                                                                                          deposited over  

                                          catalytically active surface 

The driving force is autocatalytic redox reaction on pretreated catalytic surface. 

Active surface preparation for electroless plating: 

The metal surface to be subjected to electroless plating is prepared by 

• Etching – impurities on the base metal surface can be removed by treatment with acids. 

• Electroplating – a thin layer of metal is electroplated on the surface of metal followed by 

heating. 

• For non-conducting surfaces like plastics or printed circuit boards, treatment with 

stannous chloride followed by palladium chloride. 

 

Composition of electroless plating bath solution: 

a) Soluble electroactive metal in the form of metal chloride or sulphate, to provide 

the metal ions. 

b) The reducing agents like formaldehyde, hypophosphite, to reduce the metal ions 

into metal atoms. 

c) Complexing agents like citrate, tartrate and succinate, to improve the quality of 

deposit. 

d) Stabilizers like lead, calcium, thallium ions, to prevent decomposition of bath 

solution. 

e) Buffer like sodium acetate, to control pH of the bath solution.pH of the solution 

plays an important role in forming thin uniform deposit.  
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Advantages of Electroless plating: 

• No electrical energy is required. 

• Better throwing power 

• Plating on insulators and semiconductors can be carried out easily. 

• Intricate parts can be plated uniformly. 

• Electroless plated coatings possess mechanical, chemical and magnetic features. 

 

Electroless plating of Nickel: 

It involves the following features 

Pretreatment of activation of surface: The surface is degreased by treatment with organic 

solvents or alkali followed by acid treatment. 

Substrate Activation 

Al,Fe,Cu and brass In presence of reducing agents, they are 

directly plated without activation. 

Stainless steel By dipping in hot solution of 1:1 H2SO4. 

Mg alloys By giving a thin layer of Zn and Cu. 

Plastics, glass and quartz Dipped in SnCl2 containing HCl, followed by 

PdCl2.On drying, a thin active layer of Pd is 

formed on the surface. 

 

Composition of bath solution: 

 Coating solution- NiCl2 solution (20 g/l) 

Reducing agent-sodium hypophosphite (20 g/l)  

Buffer – sodium acetate (10 g/l) 

Complexing agent – sodium succinate (15 g/l)  

Optimum pH-4.5 

Optimum temperature- 93 

Reactions: 

          At Cathode:        Ni+2 +2e- → Ni 

          At Anode     : H2PO2
- + H2O → H2PO3

- +2H+ +2e- 
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Advantages of electroless nickel plating: 

1. Electroless plated Ni object has better corrosion resistance, deposits are pore free, hard and 

wear resistant. 

2. Due to excellent throwing power, this method is applicable to objects of intricate shapes. 

Applications:  

1) Electroless Ni coating are used extensively in electronic appliances. 

2) Heat treated electroless nickel plated appliances are used in hydraulic compressors, 

pressure vessels, pumps and fuel injection assemblies. 

3) They finds application in domestic and automotive field. 

4)  Electroless Ni coated polymers find preferred decorative and functional applications. 

5) Plastic cabinets coated with Ni are used in digital and electronic instruments. 
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UNIT 4: ENGINEERING MATERIALS AND WATER TECHNOLOGY 

 

Semiconductor Materials 

Introduction:  

 Semiconductors are the materials exhibiting electrical conductivity which lies between 

the conductivity typical of metals (such as Ag, Cu or Au) and that of insulators (such as plastic, 

or glass). They display insulating behaviour at absolute zero, but conducts electricity at normal 

temperatures. They can be pure elements like silicon or germanium; or compounds such as 

gallium arsenide or indium phosphide. They are used in the electrical circuits because we can 

control the flow of electrons in the material. Electronic devices used in our daily life such as 

computers, cell phones, TVs, radios, calculators, medical diagnostic equipment, etc., are made 

possible because of the semiconductors only. Advances in the field of electronics has improved 

our lives enormously over the past few decades.  

According to band theory of solids, there is small energy gap between filled valence band 

of electrons and empty conduction band. As the temperature is increased from absolute zero, 

some electrons are thermally excited from valence band to conduction band thereby making the 

material electrically conducting. The size of the band gap determines ease of thermal excitation 

of electrons across the gap.  

 

 

      Figure: Comparison of band gaps of insulator, semiconductor and conductor 

 

Si and Ge are intrinsically semiconducting in their pure form arising from breakage of 

some bonds setting some valence electrons free. Working temperatures of these semiconductors 

in devices is limited due to crystal lattice disintegration at higher temperatures. Ge behaves as a 

metal at temperatures slightly higher than room temperature. The hole left in the valence band 

and the promoted electron in the conduction band both contribute towards electrical 

conductivity. Number of electrons promoted to conduction band increases with rise in 

temperature, thus conductivity of semiconductor increases with temperature.   
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Types of Semiconductors:  

Semiconductors are of two types, intrinsic and extrinsic semiconductors. 

Intrinsic semiconductors:  

These are elemental semiconductors, comprising primarily of silicon (Si) and 

germanium (Ge), which are of extreme purity, of the order of 99.9999% (6N) , having 4 

valence electrons in their atoms and the band gap in the solid state is of the size of 1 eV.  

Si has an atomic number of 14 having an electronic configuration of 1s2 2s2 2p6 3s2 3p2. 

The 3s2 3p2 forms the outer shell and we can ignore the inner shells when considering 

electrical conductivity. Each atom in the diamond crystal structure of Si, can form 4 

covalent bonds by sharing electrons with 4 neighboring atoms, which are directed along 

the 4 corners of the tetrahedron. Even at room temperature, many valence electrons 

possess sufficient energy to jump across the band gap to reach the conduction band from 

the valence band contributing to electrical conductivity. When an electron from valence 

band is ejected, a covalent bond is broken and positively charged hole is left behind in the 

valence band. This hole can move to an adjacent atom by accepting an electron from the 

latter. Holes and electrons thus produced become the charge carriers when an electric 

field is applied across the semiconductor.  

 

 

Table: Some examples of semiconductor materials with their band gaps 

 

Extrinsic semiconductors:  

 

Doping by deliberate, controlled addition of small quantities of substitutional 

impurity atoms to intrinsic semiconductor forms the basis for extrinsic semiconductors. 

Dopant addition helps in reducing the band gap thereby more electrons can jump across 

the gap easily. Depending on the nature of the dopant element, extrinsic semiconductors 

are categorized into two types, namely p-type and n-type. Addition of III group elements, 

in the periodic table, of tri-valency like B, Al provides high concentration of holes 

making it p-type extrinsic semiconductor. Similarly, V group elements of penta-valency 

like P, As provides excess electrons transforming it into n-type extrinsic semiconductor. 

p-n and n-p junction diodes and p-n-p and n-p-n transistors are fabricated using these 

semiconductors. 
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The conductivity is improved by doping because band formed by impurity lies in 

between valence band and conduction band so that electrons may be easily excited from 

valence band to impurity band and hence conductance increases. A minute fraction of Si 

atoms are randomly replaced by impurity atoms with 5 electrons in their outer shell. Only 

4 of the outer electrons on each As atom is required to form bonds in the lattice. The 5th 

electron is mobile and current is carried by these electrons making it n-type.   

Trivalent impurity atoms use its 3 outer electrons to form 3 bonds in the lattice. 

One bond is incomplete to form 4 bonds to complete the covalent structure. The site 

occupied by missing electron is called positive hole. Valence electron on the adjacent Si 

(or Ge) atom may gain sufficient energy to move into the hole. This creates new positive 

hole on the Si (or Ge) atom. The hole moves in opposite direction to the electron. 

Compound semiconductors are the next generation semiconductors with advanced 

properties and applicability. III-V semiconductors like GaAs and InP are the front-

runners as the alternative semiconductors to existing materials. Bad gap can be 

engineered to the required level by choosing proper combination of elements from III and 

V groups of the periodic table. 

 

 

 

Preparation of Si and Ge from naturally occurring raw materials or ores: 

Reduction of Oxides: 

Sand is treated with carbon to reduce the silicon dioxide into the elemental 

silicon. Similarly, raw GeO2 is reduced into Ge by the same process. These materials 

contain impurities to a high level, unsuitable for electronic devices (metallurgical grade). 

Obtaining electronic grade materials requires a series of processes involving sophisticated 

techniques to be employed. 

SiO2 + C   → Si + CO2 

Distillation of Halides:  
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Separation of substances according to the difference in boiling points is the basis 

of distillation. These semiconducting elements can be chemically converted into 

respective halides, which are volatile and distil them using distillation apparatus. The 

vapors passing through the fractionating column condenses in the condenser cooled by a 

continuously flowing coolant, finally collected in the receiver. This method is routinely 

used to purify several organic solvents. SiHCl3 (trichloro silane) and GeCl4 (germanium 

tetrachloride) are the volatile compounds of Si and Ge respectively. The pure halides thus 

obtained are converted into oxides by reaction with ultrapure H2O. They are in turn 

reduced by H2 into elemental form. 

 

Ultra-purification by Zone refining:  

 

This technique is used to obtain ultrapure elements based on the principle that 

impurities are more soluble in melt than in the solid state. This involves melting a narrow 

zone or region of a long ingot of the semiconductor material to be processed. The molten 

zone is slowly moved with a predetermined speed by a traveling heater gradually along 

the length of the ingot in one direction.  

 

 
 

Figure:    Zone refining process 

 

Polycrystalline mass of the elements purified in the above process are pressed into 

a rod and fixed vertically in a furnace, provided with a circular radio frequency heater. 

The heat is focused onto a small portion of the rod while it rotates, and the hot molten 

zone is made to travel slowly with a predetermined rate from top to bottom by allowing 

the heater to travel so that the impurities also move along the molten zone. By repeating 

this process multiple times, impurities get concentrated at the bottom portion which can 
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be cut and removed from the pure part. Now, the purity reaches to 99.9999%. The zone 

refiner can be set horizontally also. 

 

Single Crystal Growth by Czochralski Pulling Technique: 

Single crystals of semiconductors are grown by crystal growth technique of Czochralski pulling 

from the melt. This is necessary because the material obtained by above processes is 

polycrystalline. That means, it contains many small crystals of irregular shape called grains stuck 

together in random orientation separated by grain boundaries. Fabrication of most of the 

semiconductor devices require single crystals free from defects.  

This method requires a seed crystal from which identical orientation and atomic arrangement are 

reproduced to obtain large size single crystals. The element to be grown is melted in a quartz 

crucible by taking it into a high temperature furnace. Well-oriented seed crystal, attached to a 

pulling rod is slowly lowered to touch the upper surface of the melt. The seed is rotated and 

simultaneously pulled up with a fixed speed after thermal equilibrium is attained. The melt in 

contact with the seed solidifies and produces the same orientation as the seed. The diameter of 

the growing crystal increased by skilfully forming wide neck to obtain a large crystal boule. The 

pull rate is kept at 1.5 to 5 cm/min. and rotation speed is maintained at 100 rpm. Finally, the 

crystal boule is 25 cm long with 5 cm diameter. This boule is cut horizontally into thin wafers 

using a rotating diamond wheel. Wafers are polished for mirror finish for device fabrication. 

                

  

  Doping: This is a process of adding small quantity of impurities deliberately to enhance the   

conductivity of semiconductors. Addition of impurity has to be done precisely to a level of 1 

atom of impurity in 108 atoms of Si or Ge.  

Epitaxy: A thin layer of doped semiconductor is deposited onto a substrate of single crystal Si or 

Ge grown by pulling technique. Volatile compounds of dopant elements are introduced into a 

tubular quartz reactor where substrate wafers of Si or Ge are kept in a refractory graphite boat. 

N-type doping is done by using phosphine (PH3) and p-type doing is done by diborane (B2H6). 
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The deposited material must have structure and lattice parameters close to that of the substrate. 

Si epitaxial layer is formed by using SiCl4 in a mixture of H2 and N2 gases. 

 

Diffusion: A small area of the semiconductor material is converted into doped region by 

diffusion of suitable dopant element into its crystal lattice at high temperature close to its melting 

point. The extent of impurity atom penetration can be controlled to less than millionth of a 

centimeter by controlling the concentration of dopant atoms and temperature. 

Ion-Implantation: A beam of high energy ions of dopant element like boron or phosphorus is 

bombarded with the semiconductor wafer at a high voltage of 10 keV. This results in 

implantation of dopant atoms into the lattice of semiconductor precisely at the desired spot. Easy 

control of dopant concentration at a specific area of the material is possible with this method. 

Also, the process temperature is relatively lower. Deep or shallow regions of required 

penetration depth can be obtained for the fabrication of high frequency devices. 

 

POLYMERS 

Introduction: 

Polymers are giant molecules produced by the combination of smaller units(polymer is 

derived from Greek word(poly = many) and (mer = parts or units). 

Hence polymer is giant molecule of high Molecular weight built up by linking together of a 

large no. of smaller molecules called monomers. 

Nature is the first scientist to produce the polymers in its 

“giant laboratory”.Ex: Evolution of earth by combination of 

elements like C, H, O & N. 

Protein is the polymer – synthesized by nature from 

methane, ethene, ammonia & CO2 

Some natural polymers are wood, cotton, cellulose. 

Synthetic materials existing in form of polymer are plastics, 

fibers, gums, laminates, paints etc… 

Some polymers have gone to the extent of replacing ailing hearts and other ones sensitive 

organs. 

Polymers possess the desirable properties like high strength light wt., good flexibility, special 

electrical properties resistance chemicals and fabrication into complex shapes in a wide variety 

of colors. 
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Naturally occurring macromolecules are cellulose; wood and rubber are very widely used in 

day today life. 

Concept of polymerization: 

The polymer (i.e. macromolecules) is the resulting structure comprises of repetition of 

relatively small molecular fragments referred to as repeating units. 

Ex: polythene is made up of interlinking of ethylene 

                                   

 

 

Ethylene monomer           polyethylene                            repeating unit 

Depending upon degree of polymerization there are 2 types, Degree of polymerization of 

polythene is 100 

Oligo polymers: - Polymers whose degree of polymerization is less than 600 are called oligo 

polymers. 

These do not possess engg. properties. 

High Polymers: - Degree of polymerization of polymer is more than 600 they possess desired 

engg. properties. 

 

 

Functionality of Monomers:- 

For a substance to act as a monomer, it must have at least two reactive sites or bonding sites. 

No of reactive or bonding sites in a monomer is called functionality. 
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If x reactive sites are there in a monomer is bi functional – they form linear or straight chain 

molecules 

 

Types of polymerization: 

 

 

Addition (or) chain Polymerization: -      
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Examples- Olefins:- 

 

Vinylcompounds:-  

Allyl compounds:- 

 

Diene compounds:- 
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II. Condensation (or) step polymerisation: - 

 

Ex: Nylon 6,6 : -Hexamethylene diamine and adipic acid condense to from nylon 6:6 

        

Example 2:  
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Plastics: 

Plastics are polymers characterized by property of plasticity (permanent deformation in structure 

on applying some stress / force) and moulded to desired shape upon subjected to heat and press 

in presence of catalyst. 

Resin: - It’s the product of polymerization and form the major part of plastics. 

 Thermoplastic Resin Thermoset Resins 

1 They soften on heating readily 
They do not soften on heating on prolong 

heating, they burn 

2 Consists of long chain linear molecules 
They have 3 –d network joined by strong 

covalent bonds 

3 Formed by Addition polymerization Condensation – polymerization 

4 They are soft, weak & less brittle They are hard, strong and more brittle 

5 They can be reclaimed from wastes Can’t be reclaimed from wastes 

6 Usually soluble in some org. solvents 
Due to  strong bonds & cross liking they 

are insoluble  in all org. solvents 

 
 

Crystallinity in Polymers 

Relative arrangement of polymeric chains with 

respect to each other may result in an amorphous or 

crystalline state of a polymer. An amorphous state is 

characterized by a completely random arrangement of 

molecules; while a crystalline state consists of definite 

crystalline regions of crystallinity (called as crystallites) 

embedded in an amorphous matrix. The crystallization 

tendency of a polymer depends on the ease with which 
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the chains can be aligned in an orderly arrangement. Polymers with a long repeating unit or with 

a low degree of symmetry do not crystallize easily and therefore generally form amorphous 

structures. For example, polystyrene, polyvinyl acetate and polymethyl methacrylate (all having 

bulky side groups attached at random to the main carbon chain) are typically amorphous. 

Crystallization tendency decreases by copolymerization.  

 

As the solidification of the polymer melt begins to form solid polymer, viscosity of liquid 

polymer rises and molecules find more and more difficulty in arranging their long chains in 

regular pattern needed for crystal formation. Crystallites provide hardness and the amorphous 

regions provide flexibility to the polymeric material. The density of crystalline polymer is 

greater than that of non-crystalline polymer because of more efficient packing of former.  

 

Factors influencing crystallinity 

i)  Molecular Weight: With increase in molecular weight of a polymer, percentage crystallinity 

decreases due to large number of entanglement of chains. 

ii) Symmetry of repeat Unit.: Symmetrical repeat unit structure like –CH2– facilitates the 

formation of crystallites. Random copolymers do not crystallize because there is no regularity of 

the repeat unit. Configurationally regular forms (like isotactic and syndiotactic) of 

polypropylene can crystallize but atactic polypropylene is amorphous. 

iii) Chain branching: HDPE has almost perfectly linear structure and therefore it can be 

obtained in a highly crystalline state (80-85% crystallinity) with high melting point (133-135◦C). 

LDPE as number of short chains and long chain branches. So it cannot be obtained in a highly 

crystalline state (just 55% crystalline) and its melting point is also low (110-115C). 

iv) Cross-linking: The presence of dense array of cross-links affectively eliminates crystallinity. 

But a few cross-links may improve crystallinity obtained on stretching a material, since 

orientation is markedly increased by restricting the flow of polymer. 

Properties of polymers affected by its crystallinity: 
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i. Strength and stiffness increases but brittleness also increases 

ii. Solubility and permeability decreases 

iii. Density and melting point increases 

iv. Opacity also increases 

Crystallinity is characterized by the melting 

point Tm, which is the temperature at which 

sufficient thermal energy is available to disrupt 

the ordered structure of the crystalline 

polymers. Higher melting point of Nylon 6,6 

(mp=265C) compared to polyethylene 

(mp=135C) is due to higher inter-chain forces 

(H-bonding) as it is a polar polymer. The 

crystallite formation is favoured by groups 

helping strong intermolecular attraction. 

 Amorphous polymers do not possess 

melting points, but softening point. At low 

temperatures, polymers exist as glassy 

materials. In this state, the solid tends to 

shatter if it is hit, because the molecular chains cannot move at all easily. If the polymer is 

heated, it eventually softens and becomes more flexible. This happens at the glass transition 

temperature (Tg). After this, crystalline and amorphous thermoplastic polymers behave 

differently.  Heating has little effect on thermosetting polymers, until at a high temperature, 

they are destroyed. 

 Softening indicates that the polymer chains have gained enough energy to move slightly 

(ex: twisting). The softened polymer does not shatter because the energy of the blow on the 

polymer gets dispersed by the chains moving violently and passing on the energy along and 

across chains. A polymer that has the ability to flex and twist its chains is called elastomer. 

Amorphous polymers, in the solid state are rigid, hard and transparent like glass and the state is 

referred to as the glassy state. In this state, the polymer is brittle as the molecular chains 

cannot move easily.  

Comparison of Thermal behavior of Crystalline and Amorphous Polymers: 
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Both crystalline and amorphous polymers are glasses at low temperatures. Above Tg both of 
them behave differently. As the amorphous polymer is heated to higher temperatures it 
become rubbery which gradually converted to a gum and finally to viscos liquid. Crystalline 
polymers are rigid and brittle below Tg. It becomes thermoplastic above Tg rather than rubbery. 
More flexible, more elastic and have greater impact resistance than below Tg. 

  

Compounding of plastics: - Polymer Resin is mixed with 4 to 10ingredients during fabrication to 

impart useful properties to the finished article, this is called compounding of plastics 

Resin: - it’s a binder which holds the diff. constituents together. Thermoset resins are supplied as 

linear polymers of comparatively low M.wt. This is converted to cross link infusible from during 

moulding. 

That is added to resins to increase their plasticity and flexibility. 

They neutralize the intermolecular forces of attraction b/w polymer chains. 

They impart greater freedom of movement b/w the polymeric molecules 

Plasticizers decrease the strength and chemical resistance. Commonly used plasticizers are 

vegetable oils, camphor, esters of stearic acid … tricresyl phosphate and trivinyl phosphate. 
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3. Fillers: - 

They are added to give final plastic better hardness, tensile strength, opacity and brittleness. 

They reduce cost of polymers. Some special type of fillers are added to impart special properties 

to polymers like Ba salts make polymers impermeable to x-rays and Asbestos provides heat & 

Corrosion resistance to polymers 

    Percentage of fillers is up to 50% of total moulding mix commonly used fillers are wood 

flour, gypsum saw dust, marble flour, paper pulp, cotton fibres and metallic oxides like ZnO 

& PbO. 

4. Lubricants: - a. waxes oils stearates and soaps are employed to make the moulding of plastic 

easier 

b. They prevent plastic material from sticking to the fabrication equipment. 

5. Catalysts or Accelerators:- 

They accelerate the polymerization of fusible resin during moulding operation into cross linked 

infusible form for thermosetting resins. 

Commonly used catalysts for compounding of thermosetting resins are benzoyl peroxide, H2O2 

acetyl H2SO4, metals like Ag, Cu & lead, metal oxide like ZnO. 

6. Stabilizers: - 

They improve thermal stability during polymerization. 

During moulding heat stabilizers are used 

Ex: opaque moulding compounds like salts of lead, lead chromate, litharge, red lead, lead 

silicate and lead naphthalene. 

Transparent moulding compounds like stearates of lead, Cd and Ba. 

7. Colouring Materials: - 

Colouring is of high importance in high polymer articles. 

Colouring materials impart aesthetic sense and appeal to plastics. 
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Organic dyestuffs and opaque inorganic pigments are commonly used as colouring materials. 

Moulding of plastics into articles 

To give suitable shape to plastic several methods of fabrications are in used. 

The method chosen depend upon type of plastics (i.e. thermo or thermosetting plastics) and 

shape of finished product commonly used methods are given below. 

 

Compression Moulding: - 

This is applicable to both thermoplastic and thermosetting resin. A known quantity of 

compounded plastic resin is filled in the cavity present in the cavity present in the bottom mould. 

Top mould and bottom mould are capable of being moved relative to each other when heat and 

press are applied according to specifications the cavities get filled with fluidized plastic. 

The two mould (top & bottom in fig.) are closed tightly and curing (time given to polymer to 

set in the mould) is clone either by heating in case of thermoplastic resins or by cooling in case 

of thermoplastic resins 

After curing the 

moulded article is taken 

out by opening the mould. 

Uses: the process is used 

for manufacturing of 

cylinders and gear 

handles. 

Injection moulding: - 

(Applicable to 

thermoplastic resins) 

The moulding plastic powder is fed into heated cylinder from a hopper is fed into heated 

cylinder from where it is injected at a controlled rate into tightly locked mould by means of 

screw arrangement or by piston the mould is kept cold to allow hot plastic to cure and become 

rigid. 

When material have been cured sufficiently half of the mould is opened to allow the injection 

of finished article without any deformation. Heating is done by oil or electricity. 

Advantages : - Mainly useful for moulding of thermo plastics because of high speed 

production, low mould cost, very low cost of material and low finished cost. 
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Limitations: - large no. of cavities can’t be filled simultaneously. So there is limitation of design 

articles to be moulded. 

CONDUCTING POLYMERS: Polymers which can conduct electricity are called conducting 

polymers. Ordinary polymers obtained by usual methods are nearly insulators. However, some 

specific polymers may act as conductors. Classification: Conducting polymers may be classified 

 

 

 

Intrinsically conducting polymers :  

These types of polymers have a solid backbone made up of extensive conjugated system, which 

is responsible for conductance. They may be of two types:  

 

(i)Conducting polymers having conjugated π-electrons in the backbone : These polymers 

essentially contain a conjugated π-electron backbone responsible for electrical charge. Under the 

influence of electrical field conjugated π -electrons of the polymer get excited, which can then be 

transported through the solid polymer. Further, overlapping of orbitals of conjugated π -electrons 

over the entire backbone results in the formation of valence bands as well as conduction bands, 

which extend over the complete polymer molecule. The presence of conjugated π -electrons in 

polymers increases its conductivity, e.g.,  
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Doped conducting polymers: The conducting polymers obtained by exposing the polymer to a 

charged transfer agent in either gas phase or in solution are called doped conducting polymers.  

Doping is the process by which conductivity of the polymers may be increased by creating 

negative or positive charge on the polymer backbone by oxidation or reduction.  

Doping may be of two types:  

p-Doping : It is done by oxidation process. In this process, the conducting polymer is treated 

with a Lewis acid.  

 
 

B) n-Doping : It is done by reduction process. In this process, the conducting polymer is treated 

with a Lewis base.  

(CH)x + B (CH)-x B+  

Polyacetylene Lewis base n-Doped polyacetylene  

 

Advantages of intrinsically conducting polymers :  

(i) Their conductivity  

(ii) Their ability to store a charge.  

(iii) Their ability to undergo ion exchange.  

(iv) They can absorb visible light to give coloured products.  

(v) They are transparent to X-rays.  

 

 

Limitations of intrinsically conducting polymers:  

(i) Their conductivities are poorer than metals.  

(ii) Their improcessability.  

(iii) Their poor mechanical strength.  

(iv)They are less stable at high temperatures.  

(v) On storage they lead to loss in their conductivity. 

 

2. Extrinsically conducting polymers:  

Those conducting polymers which owe their conductivity due to the presence of externally added 

ingredients in them are called extrinsically conducting polymers. They are of two types:  

(i) Conductive element filled polymers: In this type, polymer acts as a binder to hold the 

conducting elements together in solid entity.  
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The minimum concentration of the conductive filler, which is added to let the polymer start 

conducting is called the percolation threshold.  

Important characteristics of these polymers are: (a) they possess good bulk conductivity.  

(b) They are cheaper.  

(c) They are light in weight.  

(d) They are mechanically durable and strong.  

(e) They are easily processable in different forms, shapes and sizes.  

 

ii) Blended conducting polymers: These types of polymers are obtained by blending a 

conventional polymer with a conducting polymer either physically or chemically. Such polymers 

can be easily processed and possess better physical, chemical and mechanical properties. 

  

Applications of conducting polymers: Conducting polymers are widely used:  

1. in rechargeable batteries.  

2. In making analytical sensors for pH, O2, SO2, NH3, glucose, etc.  

3. in the preparation of ion exchangers.  

4. in controlled release of drugs.  

5. in optical filters.  

6. in photo voltaic devices.  

7. in telecommunication systems.  

8. in micro-electronic devices.  

9. in bio-medical applications.  

 

Advantages:- 

Polymers possess good conductivity. 

They can store charge. 

They absorb visible light to give coloured complex. 

Applications of conducting polymers in mobile phones and displays: 

Organic electronics or polymer electronics is an evolving field with lot of potential in 

applications. An interesting application of conducting polymers is to produce flat, 

flexible plastic screens for televisions, computers and mobile phones. This work evolved 

from the discovery that conducting polymers such as poly (phenylene vinylene) emit 

light when sandwiched between oppositely charged electrodes, thus enabling flat-panel 

display screens to be made. 
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                     Now-a-days, we spend majority of our time looking at screens. Screens of 

mobile phones, laptops, tablet PCs and television enable us to obtain enormous amount 

of information and entertainment. Even the online education in the pandemic era of 

covid-19 is an example of screen usage on a large scale. Intrinsically Conducting 

Polymers (ICPs) are in competition with commercially available systems of long 

standing, particularly in the case of polymers loaded with metal particles or carbon fillers 

in the case of ease of processing, environmental friendliness, life time and price. 

               Flexible electronics is another interesting and exciting prospect and could be 

achieved by depositing conductive polymer layers on suitable flexible substrates. The 

conducting polymer itself is flexible. The use of flexible electronics could be considered 

in applications where electronic displays are curved in nature. Such displays could be 

stored by folding, rolling, etc. when not required. Display screens which could be rolled 

in to the size of a pen to carry in a pocket have already been made available. This 

technology has a strong potential use in the future. 
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WATER 

Introduction:  

 Water is nature’s most wonderful, abundant, useful compound and is an essential without it one 

cannot survive.  

It occupies a unique position in industries. Its most important use is as an engineering material in 

the steam generation.  

 Water is also used as coolant in power and chemical plants.  

 It is also used in other fields such as production of steel, rayon, paper, atomic energy, textiles, 

chemicals, ice and for air-conditioning, drinking, bathing, sanitary, washing, irrigation, etc.  

Occurrence:  

Water is widely distributed in nature. It has been estimated that about 75% matter on earth’s 

surface consists of water. The body of human being consists of about 60% of water. Plants, fruits 

and vegetables contain 90-95% of water.  

Sources of Water:  

Different sources of water are:  

1. Surface Waters: Rain water (purest form of natural water), River water, Lake Water, Sea 

water (most impure form of natural water).  

2. Underground Waters: Spring and Well water. Underground waters have high organic 

impurity.  

Hardness:- 

Hardness of water is a characteristic property by which water “prevents lathering of soap”. 

Causes: 

The hardness of water is due to presence of certain salts (mainly bicarbonates, sulphates and 

Chlorides) of Ca, Mg and few other heavy metal salts dissolved in water. 

A sample of hard water when treated with soap (sodium or potassium salt of higher fatty acid 

like oleic, palmitic or stearic) do not produce lather with soap, but on the other hand forms a 

white scum or precipitate. 

The precipitate is formed due to insoluble soaps of Ca and Mg. 

Reactions:- 

2C17H35COONa           +            CaCl2           →   Ca(C17H35COO)2↓    +       NaCl 

Sodium Stearate (Sodium soap)  hardness             Calcium Stearate (Insoluble) 

2 C17H35COONa + MgSO4           →       (C17H35COO)2Mg↓ + Na2SO4 

           Magnesium Stearate (Insoluble) 
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Thus the water which does not produce lather with soap solution readily is called hard water 

and water which lathers easily on shaking with soap solution is called soft water. 

Types of hardness: 

Temporary or carbonate hardness:- 

It is caused by the presence of dissolved bicarbonates of Ca, Mg and other heavy metals and 

carbonate of Iron. 

Temporary hardness is mostly destroyed by mere boiling of water i.e., when bicarbonates are 

decomposed, they yield insoluble carbonates or hydroxides, which are deposited as ‘crust’ at the 

bottom of the vessel. 

       Reactions:-                                            Heat 

Ca(HCO3)2               →        CaCO3↓ + H2O + CO2↑ 

                                                                               (Insoluble) 

                                            Heat 

             Mg (HCO3)2                 →    Mg(OH)2↓ + 2CO2↑ 

                                                       (Insoluble) 

PERMANENT or NONCARBONATE HARDNESS:- 

It is due to presence of chlorides and sulphates of Ca, Mg, Fe and other heavy metals. 

It is not destroyed upon boiling. 

It can be eliminated by different techniques like, Lime Soda process, Ion exchange process, 

Zeolite process, etc. 

Total Hardness= Temporary Hardness + Permanent Hardness. 

Equivalents of CaCO3:- 

The concentrations of hardness as well as non-hardness constituting ions are usually expressed in 

terms of equivalent amount of CaCO3. 

The choice of CaCO3 in particular is due to its molecular weight 100 (equivalent weight=50) and 

it is the most insoluble salt that can be precipitated in water treatment. 

Hardness of the hardness causing salt in terms of CaCO3 

The equivalents of CaCO3 =  

 

 
= 
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Units of hardness:- 

1. Parts Per Million (ppm):- is the parts of CaCO3 equivalent hardness per 106 parts of water i.e., 

1ppm= 1 part of CaCO3 equivalent hardness in 106 parts of water. 

2. Milligrams Per Liter (mg/L):- number of milligrams of CaCO3 equivalent hardness present per 

liter of water. 

1mg/L=1mg of CaCO3 equivalent hardness of 1L of water= 1kg=1000g=106mg. 

∴1mg/L=1mg of CaCO3 eq per 106 mg of water=1ppm. 

3. Clarke’s degree (0Cl):- the no. of grains (1/7000lb) of CaCO3 equivalent hardness per gallon 

(10lb) of water or it is parts of CaCO3 equivalent hardness per 70,000 parts of water. 

∴1 0Cl= 1 grain of CaCO3 eq hardness per gallon of water 

      = 1 part of CaCO3 hardness eq per 105 parts of water. 

4. Degree French (oFr):- parts of CaCO3 equivalent hardness per 105 parts of water.   

       ∴10 Fr= 1 part of CaCO3 equivalent hardness per 105 parts of water. 

5. Milli-equivalent per liter (meq/L):- is the number of milli-equivalents of hardness present per 

liter. 

      1meq/L= 1meq of CaCO3 per liter of water 

                   = 10-3x 50 g of CaCO3 eq. per liter 

        = 50 mg of CaCO3 eq. per liter = 50 mg/L of CaCO3 eq. = 50ppm. 

Relationship between various units of hardness: 

1 ppm = 1 mg/L = 0.1o Fr = 0.07 oCl = 0.02 meq/L 

1 mg/L = 1 ppm = 0.1 oFr = 0.07 oCl = 0.02 meq/L 

1 oCl = 1.433 oFr = 14.3 ppm = 14.3 mg/L = 0.0286meq/L 

1 oFr = 10 ppm = 10 mg/L = 0.7 oCl = 0.2 meq/L 

1 meq/L = 50 mg/L = 50 ppm = 5 oFr = 0.35 oCl 

 

Total Dissolved Solids (TDS) 

Water is a good solvent and picks up impurities easily.  Pure water is tasteless, colorless, and 

odorless and is often called the universal solvent.   Dissolved solids refer to any minerals, salts, 

metals, cations or anions dissolved in water. Total dissolved solids (TDS) comprise inorganic 

salts (principally calcium, magnesium, potassium, sodium, bicarbonates, chlorides, and sulfates) 

and some small amounts of organic matter that are dissolved in water. 
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In general, the total dissolved solids concentration is the sum of the cations and anions in the 

water.  Therefore, the total dissolved solids test provides a qualitative measure of the amount of 

dissolved ions but does not tell us the nature or ion relationships. 

The two principal methods of measuring total dissolved solids are gravimetric 

analysis and conductivity. Gravimetric methods are the most accurate and involve evaporating 

the liquid solvent and measuring the mass of residues left. This method is generally the best, 

although it is time-consuming. If inorganic salts comprise the great majority of TDS, gravimetric 

methods are appropriate. 

Electrical conductivity of water is directly related to the concentration of dissolved ionized solids 

in the water. Ions from the dissolved solids in water create the ability for that water to conduct 

an electric current, which can be measured using a conventional conductivity meter or TDS 

meter. When correlated with laboratory TDS measurements, conductivity provides an 

approximate value for the TDS concentration, usually to within ten-percent accuracy. 

The relationship of TDS and specific conductance of water can be approximated by the 

following equation: 

TDS = keEC 

Where TDS is expressed in mg/L and EC is the electrical conductivity in micro Siemens per 

centimetre at 25 °C. The correlation factor ke varies between 0.55 and 0.8. 

 

BOILER TROUBLES: 

Scale and sludge formation: 

In boilers, water evaporates continuously and the concentration of the dissolved salts increase 

progressively. 

When the dissolved salts concentration increases and reaches saturation point, they are thrown 

out of water in the form of precipitates on the inner wall of the boiler. 

If the precipitation takes place in the form of loose and slimy precipitate it is called sludge.  

If the precipitated matter forms a hard adhering crust or coating on the inner walls of the boiler, 

it is called scale. 

SLUDGE: It is a soft, loose and slimy precipitate formed within the boiler. 

Reasons: 

      It is formed at comparatively colder portions of the boiler and collects where the flow of  

     water rate is slow or at bends. 

      Sludge’s are formed by substances which have greater solubility’s in hot water than in cold 

      water. 

Eg; MgCO3, MgCl2, CaCl2, MgSO4, etc. 
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Disadvantages:  

Sludges are poor conductor of heat which tends to waste a portion of heat generated. 

If sludges are formed along with scales, then sludge gets entrapped in the latter and both get 

deposited as scales. 

Sludge formation disturbs the working of the boiler as it settles in the region of poor water 

circulation such as pipe connection; plug opening, gauge-glass connection thereby causing 

even choking of the pipes. 

Prevention: 

By using well softened water 

By frequent “Blow Down” operation i.e., drawing off a portion of the concentrated water. 

                                            Sludge                                                             Scale 

 

                                                        Heat                    Heat         

 

 

SCALES: are hard deposits which stick firmly to the inner surfaces of the boiler. These are 

difficult to remove. 

Formation of Scales:  

Decomposition of Ca(HCO3)2:- 

                  Ca(HCO3)2                                       CaCO3↓ + H2O+ CO2 

             The formation of CaCO3 scale is soft and is the main cause of scale formation in 

low pressure boiler. In high pressure boilers, CaCO3 is soluble. 

                  CaCO3+H2O                     Ca(OH)2 + CO2↑ 

                                                              (Soluble) 

Deposition of CaSO4:- 

The solubility of CaSO4 in water decreases with rise in temperature i.e., CaSO4 is soluble in 

cold water but completely insoluble in super-heated water. CaSO4 gets precipitated as hard 
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scale on the heated portions of the boiler. This is the main cause of scales in high pressure 

boilers. 

Hydrolysis of Magnesium Salts:- 

The Mg salts dissolved undergo hydrolysis at high temperature forming Mg(OH)2 

precipitate which forms a soft type of scale. 

                 MgCl2 + 2H2O → Mg(OH)2↓ + 2HCl↑ 

                                                 (scale) 

4  Presence of Silica:- 

Silica present in small quantities deposits as calcium silicate (CaSiO3) or MgSiO3. These 

deposits stick very firmly and are very difficult to remove. Important source of silica in water 

is the sand filter. 

Disadvantages: 

Wastage of fuel: Scales have a low thermal conductivity so rate of heat transfer from boiler to 

inside water is greatly decreased due to which excessive or over heating is done and this causes 

increase in fuel consumption. 

The wastage of fuel depends upon the thickness and nature of scale as: 

Thickness (mm)      0.325   0.625   1.25   2.5        12 

Wastage of fuel        10%    15%    50%   80%   150% 

Lowering of boiler safety: the overheating of boiler tube makes boiler softer and weaker and this 

causes distortion of boiler tube and makes the boiler unsafe to bear the pressure of steam 

especially in high pressure boilers. 

Decrease in Efficiency: scales may deposit in the valves and condensers of the boilers and choke 

them partially. This results in decrease in efficiency of the boiler. 

Danger of explosion: the thick scales formed if cracked due to uneven expansion the water 

comes suddenly in contact with overheated iron plates. This causes infiltration of a large amount 

of steam suddenly, so sudden high pressure is developed which causes explosion of boiler. 

Removal of Scales:- 

If scales are loosely adhering, they can be removed with the help of scrapper or wire brush or 

piece of wood. 

By giving thermal shocks (i.e., heating the boiler and then suddenly cooling with cold water) 

if they are brittle. 
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If the scales are hard and adhering, then dissolving them and by adding chemicals. For 

Eg. CaCO3 scales are dissolved by using 5-10% of HCl and CaSO4 scales can be 

dissolved by adding EDTA with which they form soluble complexes. 

By frequent blow-down operation if scales are loosely adhering. 

Prevention of scales: 

External Treatment: includes efficient ‘softening of water’ (i.e. removing hardness producing 

constituents of water) which is discussed separately.  

Internal Treatment: includes softening of water by adding a proper chemical to the boiler water. 

It is discussed in softening methods. 

 

Differences between sludges and scales:                                                           

S.No Sludge Scale 

1. They are soft, loose and slimy precipitate. They form hard deposits. 

2. 
They form non-adherent deposits and can 

be easily removed. 

They stick firmly to the inner surface of the 

boiler and are very difficult to remove. 

3. 
They are formed by substances like 

CaCl2, MgCl2, MgSO4, MgCO3, etc. 

They are formed by substances like CaSO4, 

Mg(OH)2, etc. 

4. 
They are formed at comparatively colder 

portions of the boiler. 

They are formed at heated portions of the 

boiler. 

5. 
They decrease efficiency of boiler but are 

less dangerous. 

They decrease efficiency of boiler and chances 

of explosion are also there. 

6. 
They can be removed by blow down 

operation. 

They can’t be removed by blow down 

operation. 

 

Caustic embrittlement: - 

It is a type of boiler corrosion caused by using highly alkaline water in the boiler. 

During softening process by Lime-Soda process, free Na2CO3 is usually present in small 

proportion. 

In high pressure boilers, Na2CO3 decomposes to give NaOH and CO2 and this makes the boiler 

water ‘caustic’. 
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                  Na2CO3 + H2O → 2NaOH + CO2 

The NaOH containing water flows into minute hair cracks always present in inner side of boiler 

by capillary action. 

Here water evaporates and the dissolved caustic soda concentration increases progressively. 

This caustic soda attacks the surrounding area, thereby dissolving iron of the boiler as sodium 

ferroate. This causes embrittlement of boiler parts (like bends, joints, etc.,) causing even failure 

of the boiler. 

Caustic cracking can be explained by considering the following concentration cell:  

 

The iron surrounded by dil. NaOH becomes the cathodic side; while the iron in contact with con. 

NaOH becomes anodic part; which is consequently dissolved or corroded. 

Prevention of caustic embrittlement: 

Caustic embrittlement can be avoided: 

By using Na3PO4 as softening reagent instead of Na2CO3. 

By adding tannin or lignin to boiler water since these block the hair cracks there by preventing 

infiltration of caustic soda solution in these. 

By adding Na2SO4 to boiler water. Na2SO4 is added to boiler water so that the ratio  is kept as 

1:1:2:1 and 3:1 in boilers working respectively at pressures up to 10, 20 and 30 atmospheres. 

  Disadvantages of caustic embrittlement: 

       The cracking or weakening of the boiler metal causes failure of the boiler. 

Desalination of brackish water:- 

 The process of removing common salt (sodium chloride) from the water is known as 

“Desalination”. 

The water containing dissolved salts with a peculiar salty or brackish taste is called “Brackish 

water”. 

Ex. Sea water (contains an average of about 3.5% salts) is an example of brackish water. 
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It is totally unfit for drinking purpose. 

Commonly used methods for desalination of brackish water are: - 

Electro dialysis 

Reverse Osmosis 

 

Reverse osmosis: - 

When two solutions of unequal concentrations are separated by a semipermeable membrane 

(which does not permit selectively the passage of dissolved solute particles i.e., molecules, ions 

etc) flow of solvent takes place from dilute to concentrated sides, due to Osmosis. 

If a hydrostatic pressure in excess of osmotic pressure is applied on the concentrated side, the 

solvent flow reverses i.e., solvent is forced to move from concentrated side to dilute across the 

membrane. This is the principle of reverse osmosis. 

Thus, in reverse osmosis, pure solvent (water) is separated from its contaminants, rather than 

removing contaminants from water. This membrane filtration is also called “Super/ Hyper 

filtration”. 

 

 

Method: 

In this process, pressure (15-40 kg/cm2) is applied to sea water/impure water (to be treated) to 

force its pure water through the semi-permeable; leaving behind the dissolved solids (both ionic 

and non-ionic). The principle of reverse osmosis as applied for treating saline/sea water is as 

follows: given in fig above. 

The membrane consists of very thin film of cellulose acetate, affixed to either side of a 

perforated tube. Superior membranes recently developed are made of polymethacrylate and 

polyamide polymers have come into use. 

Advantages: 

Reverse osmosis process has distinct advantage of removing ionic as well as non-ionic, colloidal 

and high molecular weight organic matter. 

It removes colloidal silica, which is not removed by demineralization. 

The life time of membrane is quite high, about 2 years. 
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The membrane can be replaced within a few minutes thereby providing nearly uninterrupted 

water supply. 

Low capital cost, simplicity, low operating cost and high reliability. 

The reverse osmosis is gaining ground at present for converting sea water into drinking water 

and for obtaining water for very high-pressure boilers. 

 

 

  UNIT-V 

 

STEREOCHEMISTRY 

 
Stereochemistry is the study of the relative arrangement of atoms or groups in a molecule in 

three dimensional space. Stereo chemical isomers are molecules, which have the same chemical 

formula and bond connectivity but different relative arrangement in three-dimensional space. 

Isomerism: 

 Compounds having the same molecular formula and molecular mass but having different 

characteristics are called isomers and this phenomenon is called Isomerism. The relative 

positions of different atoms or groups in these isomers is different and that causes the differences 

in properties. Isomerism is classified into two main groups: 

Structural Isomerism  

Stereo Isomerism 

 

Structural or Constitutional Isomers: Molecules differ in structural arrangement of atoms or 

groups. Structural isomerism is of five types 

Chain isomerism: Same molecular formula but differ in the order of arrangements of atoms in 

the molecule  

 

 

Positional isomerism: Same molecular formula but differ in position of functional group 
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Functional isomerism:  Isomers have same molecular formula but with different functional 

group 

            Ex: CH3CH2OH – Ethyl alcohol, CH3-O-CH3- Dimethyl ether 

Metamerism: This type of isomerism is due to unequal distribution of carbon atoms on either 

side of functional group  

 

Tautomerism:  Special type of isomerism in which the isomers are in dynamic equilibrium with 

each other. 

             Ex: ethyl acetoacetate is an equilibrium mixture of 90% keto form and 10% of enol 

form. 
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Stereo isomerism: Isomers possess the same structural arrangement but differ with respect to 

the arrangement of atoms or groups in space (same molecular formula but different 

configurations, different configurations are possible because carbon forms covalent bonds which 

are directional). Stereoisomerism is of three types: 

Geometrical Isomerism 

Optical Isomerism 

Conformational Isomerism 

Geometrical or Cis-Trans isomerism: Geometrical isomerism results from a restriction in 

rotation about double bonds or about a single bond in cyclic compounds. 

 

   Geometrical Isomerism in Alkenes: 

  

The π-bond in an alkene does not permit rotation, thus all the atoms attached directly to 

the alkene lie in a plane. Groups attached to the alkene could be positioned on the same side of 

the alkene or on opposite sides of the alkene. Such compounds are different in chemical and 

physical properties as well as in their geometry and are called geometrical isomers.  

 

 Example: 2-Butene 

The methyl groups in 2-butene can be located on the same side or on the opposite side of 

the     double bond, giving rise to two geometrical isomers. If the methyl groups on the same 

side, then   the is called the cis isomer, while the isomer with the groups located on opposite 

sides is called the trans isomer. Trans isomers are usually more stable than cis isomers (because 

the bulky groups in cis isomer are on the same side of double bond will cause stearic repulsion 

and make cis isomer less stable). 

 

 
 

All alkenes do not show geometrical isomerism because it is possible when each double 

bonded carbon atom is attached to two different atoms or groups.  

Ex:Propene  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Geometrical Isomerism in Cyclic Compounds: 
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In cyclic compounds there can be no rotation about carbon - carbon single bonds because the 

rotation would break the bond and break the ring. A requirement for the geometrical isomerism 

is that in cyclic compounds there must be at least two other groups besides hydrogen on the ring 

these must be on different ring carbon atom. 

 

Ex:  1,3-dimethyl cyclobutane (trans and cis forms) 

    

Optical Isomerism:  The 

isomers have an 

ability to rotate plane 

polarized light. The 

optically active 

compound rotates the plane polarized light in opposite directions. The isomer which rotates the 

plane polarized light to right (clock wise direction) is known as Dextrorotatory (+ isomer), and 

which rotates plane polarized light to left (anti clock wise direction) is known as Laevo rotatory 

(- isomer). Optical isomers have physical properties like melting point, boiling point, density etc. 

they also have same rotation but with opposite sign. An equimolar mixture of two isomers will 

not rotate the plane polarized light and it is called Racemic mixture. 

 

 

 

 

 

Conformational isomerism: It is a form of stereoisomerism in which the isomers can be 

interconverted just by rotations about formally single bonds. While any two arrangements of 

atoms in a molecule that differ by rotation about single bonds can be referred to as different 

conformations, specifically called conformational isomers or conformers. 

 

 

Representation of three dimensional structures: 

Stereoisomers are compounds made up of same atoms bonded by same sequence of bonds but 

having different three dimensional structures which are not interchangeable. These three 

dimensional structures are called configurations. 

There are two main categories of molecules, those that are in a straight-chain, or acyclic, form, 

and those that are in a ring, or cyclic, orientation.  

 

1. Straight-Chain Structures: 

Wedge-Dash Notation 
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Newman Projections 

Sawhorse Projections 

Fischer Projection 

 

2. Cyclic Structures: 

(Cyclic) Wedge-Dash Notation 

Haworth Projections 

Chair Conformations 

Straight chain structures: 

Ex: Methane -a tetrahedron molecule 

The general practice of representing a tetrahedron three dimensionally  is with 

ball and stick.Balls are atoms and sticks are bonds. 

 

Wedge Projection 

 

 

 
 

  NewmanProjection:  
This projection is named after American chemist Melvin Spencer Newman, who introduced it in 1952. 

The “front” carbon of the backbone is represented by a dot, and the “back” carbon of the backbone is 

shown as a circle. Lines representing the bonds attaching the atoms and groups to the backbone 

carbons emanate from the dot and the circle at 120° angles. the angle between a substituent on the 

front atom and a substituent on the back atom in the Newman projection, which is called the dihedral 

angle or torsion angle. 
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Sawhorse Projection: 

A Sawhorse Projection is a view of a molecule, carbon-carbon bond, and groups connected to 

both the front and back carbons are drawn using sticks at 120o angles. Sawhorse Projections can 

also be drawn so that the groups on the front carbon are staggered (60 degrees apart) or eclipsed 

(directly overlapping) with the groups on the back carbon. Below are two Sawhorse Projections 

of ethane. The structure on the left is staggered, and the structure on the right is eclipsed. 

Sawhorse Projections are useful for determining enantiomeric or diasteromeric relationships 

between two molecules, because the mirror image or super impossibility relationships are very 

clear. 

 

 
 

Fischer Projection: Emil Fischer in 1891 introduced a simple method for representating three 

dimensional molecules in one plane which is known as Fischer Projection formula. 

 

A chiral molecule is imagined in such a way that two groups point towards the observer and two 

away from the observer. The groups pointing towards the observer are written along the 

horizontal line ( thick wedge like bonds) and those pointing away are written along the vertical 

line.The central carbon is present at the crossing of the horizontal and vertical lines. 
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Cyclic Strucutres: 

            Representation of α-D Glucose in Chair, Wedge and Haworth projection 

 

 
 

 

 

Chirality and Symmetry: 

The word chiral comes from the Greek word Cheir, which means “hand”: 

thus, chiral objects and chiral molecules are said to possess “handedness”. 

(Just as left hand is non-superimposable mirror image of the right hand.) An 

object or a molecule which is non-superimposable on its mirror image is 

called a chiral object or a molecule.  

 Examples of chiral objects are a pair of hands, shoes, gloves.  

  

An object or a molecule which is superimposable on its mirror image 

is called an achiral Object or molecule. Examples are ball, sphere.  

Achiral objects or molecules possess a plane of symmetry that can divide the molecules into two 

identical halves. Chiral molecules do not have a plane of symmetry that can divide the molecule 

into identical halves. 

Chirality is also known as dissymmetry while achirality is also known as symmetry. 

 

“Thus, chirality or dissymmetry is the property associated with the compounds 

doesn’t have a plane of symmetry and are non- superimposable on their mirror 

images.” 

 

Dissymmetry is an essential condition for optical activity. 

 

Examples: Tartaric acid 
        Mirror           Mirror  
 

 

 

 

 

COOH 
        H              OH  

      HO           H 

 COOH 

  

 

COOH 
     HO              H  

      H           OH 

 COOH 

  

 

COOH 
        H              OH  

      H           OH 

 COOH 

  

 

COOH 
     HO              H  

      HO           H 

 COOH 
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COOH 
        H              OH  

---------------------------- 

      H           OH 

 COOH 

  

 

                         I                                    II                 III             IV 

I and II are optically active due to the absence of plane of symmetry. 

 

III and IV have a plane of symmetry, and are symmetric and optically inactive. 

 

Elements of Symmetry: 

   Chiral molecules can be recognized by the following features. 

If a molecule has only one chiral centre, it will be always be achiral. Molecules having 2 or more 

chiral centers may be chiral or achiral. 

A molecule must not have any of the 3 elements of symmetry, namely  

A plane of symmetry 

A centre of symmetry 

An alternating axis of symmetry 

 

 

 

A plane of symmetry:  

           A plane that divides the molecule into two identical halves is known as a plane of 

symmetry. A chiral molecule has no plane of symmetry, i.e., it cannot be divided into two 

identical halves in any plane.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      Chiral                   Achiral  

Thus, meso-tartaric acid, although has two chiral carbon atoms, it is achiral because it can be 

divided into two identical halves by a horizontal plane of symmetry. 

 

 

  

                                              

 

 

 

 

 

A centre of symmetry: 
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     A centre of symmetry is a point from which if lines are drawn, on any group, on the both 

sides to an equal distance, it divides the molecule into two equal halves. A chiral molecule has 

no centre of symmetry. 

        COOH         H   

 

 

Centre of symmetry 

 

   

     H                     COOH  

 

An alternating axis of symmetry: 

An axis through which rotation of a molecule by an angle followed by reflection across a plane 

perpendicular to this axis gives an identical structure is known as alternate axis of symmetry.  

 

  

 

 

 

 

Enantiomers:  (enantio = opposite, morph = form) 

      Isomers that are non-superimposable mirror image are called enantiomers.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Characteristics of enantiomers: 

Enantiomers have identical physical properties like melting points, boiling points, densities, 

refractive indices, etc. they differ only in their action on plane polarized light, one of the 

Non-superimposable mirror images 
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enantiomers rotates the plane polarized light to the right and the other to the same magnitude but 

to the left.  

Enantiomers have identical chemical properties except their action towards optically active 

compounds. 

For example: the rate of esterification of (+) – lactic acid and (-) – lactic acid with 

the same alcohol is different. 

Diasteromers: 

 Stereoisomers that are neither superimposable nor mirror images are known as 

Diasteromers. Diasteromers can be chiral or achiral.  

E.g., cis-trans geometrical isomers 

 

Characteristics of of diasteromers: 

Diasteromers exhibit different reaction rates. 

Their physical properties are different. 

They can be separated by fractional distillation, fractional crystallization, chromatography etc. 

Configuration: 

The term configuration means the arrangement of atoms or groups around a chiral centre. 

There is no significant relation between the sign of rotation and configuration of an enantiomer. 

The configuration of the organic compounds can be studied by the following nomenclatures, 

namely 

Relative configuration (D, L - nomenclature) 

Absolute configuration (R, S system of nomenclature) 

 

Relative configuration (D,L - nomenclature): In this system configuration of glyceraldehyde 

was taken as arbitrary standards before 1951. (+) glyceraldehyde, having –OH group on the right 

and the hydrogen atom on the left, the –CHO and –CH2OH group being at the top and bottom, 

respectively, was given the configurational symbol D.  The mirror image compound (-) – 

glyceraldehyde, in which the –OH group is on the left and hydrogen on the right was given the 

configuration, L. 
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                          (having –OH to the right)                        (having –OH to the left) 

Any compound that can be prepared from, or converted in to (D) (+) – glyceraldehyde 

will belong to the D-series, and similarly any compound that can be prepared from, or converted 

into, L (-) – glyceraldehyde will belong to the L-series (relative configuration). 

For Example, D- glyceraldehyde can be converted to glyceric acid by simple oxidation 

and thus the configuration of glceric acid must be D. 

 

 

 

 

Similarly, lactic acid obtained from D ( + ) – glyceraldehyde in the following way is also 

assigned D-configuration. 

 

 

                           D (+) -   

glyceraldehyde 

 

Absolute configuration (R,S system of nomenclature): (CIP System) 

The D,L system of nomenclature is not applicable to molecules having complicated 

structure and to compounds with more than one asymmetric carbon atoms. These 

difficulties are, however, removed by an unambiguous system devised by Cahn, Ingold 

and Prelog (1956, 1964): which is based on the actual three-dimensional formula. 

 This system of assigned configuration involves the following steps: 

Step-I: 

The four atoms or groups attaches to the asymmetric or chiral carbon atom are assigned a 

sequence of priority in accordance with a set of rules known as sequence rules. 

Sequence rule I: 
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Incase all the four atoms directly attached to the chiral carbon atom are different from 

one another, sequence of priority is determined by their atomic numbers. The atom of highest 

atomic number gets the highest priority while the atom having the lowest atomic number is given 

the last priority. Thus, the sequence of priority of the four atoms in bromochloroiodomethane 

(BrCHICl) is I (atomic number- 53), Br (atomic number- 35), Cl (atomic number- 17), and H 

(atomic number- 1). 

  

 

 

 

Sequence rule II: 

 If two or more atoms directly attached to the asymmetric carbon atom have same atomic 

number, the priority may be determined by comparing the next atom in the group. If even this 

does not solve the problem, the comparison extended to the next atom and so on. 

For example: In case of sec-butyl alcohol in which the four atoms or groups attached to the chiral 

centre are CH3CH2 - , H, - CH3 and –OH. 

The relative priority of the - CH3, CH3CH2 -, groups can’t be 

decided by the first atom linked to the asymmetric carbon which  

is carbon in both the cases. The atoms in CH3 – group are H, 

H,and H while in CH3CH2 – group the next atoms are C,H and  

H. Now since C has a higher atomic number than hydrogen, CH3CH2 – gets higher priority to 

CH3.  

Sequence rule III: A doubly bonded or triply bonded atom X is equivalent to two or three such 

atoms. Thus, the order of priority of –CH=O and –CH2OH, the former (having C,O,O and H 

atoms) gets higher priority order than the –CH2OH (having C,O,H and H atoms) since the third 

atom in –CHO is O (atomic number = 8) while it is H  (atomic number = 1) in –CH2OH. 

 By the application of these rules some common substituents are given the following 

priority sequence. 

I, Br, Cl, SO3H, F, OCOR, OR, OH, NR2
, NO2, NHCOR,NHR, NH2,

 CCl3
, COCl, COOR, COOH, 

CONH2
, COR,CHO, CH2OH, CN, C6H6, CR3, CHR2, C H2R, CH3, D and H. 

Step-II: 

After assigning the priorities to the four groups or atoms attached to the asymmetric carbon, the 

molecule is imagined to be in a position where the atom or group o the lowest priority is directed 

away from the eye or it is brought in the vertical position in Fischer – projection formula. The 

arrangement of the remaining three groups is viewed in decreasing order of their priorities. If the 
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groups are connected in clockwise direction, the configuration is specified as R (for rectus, Latin 

for right). However, if the groups are connected in anti-clock wise direction, the configuration is 

specified as S (for sinister, Latin for left). 

Examples:           

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Optical activity: 

Plane - polarized light:  

Molecules that are chiral can rotate the plane of polarized light. The property of rotating the plane of 

polarized light is called optical activity 

Ordinary light consists of electromagnetic waves vibrating randomly in all directions. Plane-

polarized light plane polarized light is composed of waves that vibrate in only one plane. Plane – 

polarized light is produced by passing normal light through a polarizer such as a polarized lens or 

a Nicol prism. When plane – polarized light passes through a solution of an achiral compound, 

the light emerges from the solution with its plane of polarization unchanged because there is no 

asymmetry in the molecules. Thus, in short, an achiral compound does not rotate the plane of 

polarization and hence, called optically inactive. 

However, when plane- polarized light passes through a solution of achiral compound, the 

light emerges with its plane of polarization changed (rotated) because of asymmetric nature of 

the molecules. Thus, a chiral compound rotates the plane of polarization in either clockwise or a 

counterclockwise direction. If one enantiomer rotates the plane of polarization in clockwise 

direction, its mirror image will rotate the plane of polarization exactly to the same extent but in 

counterclockwise direction. 

 A compound that rotates the plane of polarized light is said to be optically active. If an 

optically active compound rotates the plane of polarization in a clockwise direction, it is called 

dextrorotatory, indicated by (+). If an optically active compound rotates the plane of polarization 

in a counterclockwise direction, it is called laevorotatory, indicated by (-). Dextro and laevo are 

Latin prefixes for “to the right” and “to the left”, respectively: these are sometimes abbreviated 

by a lower-case d or l respectively. Whether a compound is dextrorotatory or laevo rotatory can 

be known with the help of a polarimeter. 
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The angular rotation of polarized light by a chiral compound is a characteristic property of that 

compound. The rotation (α) observed in a polarimeter depends on the concentration of the 

sample solution, the length of the cell, optical activity of the compound, temperature and the 

wavelength of the light source. 

 

The specific rotation of a molecule is the rotation in degrees observed upon passing polarized light 

through a path length of 1 deci meter (dm) at a concentration of 1 g/mL.  

 

      

Optical isomerism in compounds containing one asymmetric (chiral) carbon atom: 

In general, a molecule having one chiral carbon atom exists in two optically active forms. Thus, 

a compound containing one chiral carbon atom can exist in three forms: +, -, ±. 

 

Example:   Lactic acid 
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The central carbon atom of the lactic acid has four different groups (-H, -OH, -CH3,-COOH)                            

it is chiral carbon and hence the compound is also chiral. According to Fischer projection 

formula, lactic acid can be represented in two ways. 

 

 

  

 

 

These two forms are non-superimposable mirror images of each other (enantiomers). By looking 

at the molecular structure, we can’t predict which isomer is dextro-, and which one is laevo- 

rotatory, it can be ascertained only experimentally with the help of polarimeter. Lactic acid exist 

in the following 3 isomeric forms. 

d- or (+) – Lactic acid : d- or (+) –Lactic acid rotates the plane polarized light towards right or 

in clockwise direction. 

l- or (-) –Lactic acid : l- or (-) –Lactic acid rotates the plane polarized light towards left or in 

anti-clockwise direction. 

 

dl- or (±) or Racemic ( r ) Lactic acid : It is an equimolecular mixture of d and l- lactic acids. 

Since the rotation of d and l lactic acids are of the same degree but opposite in sign the rotation 

of one form is compensated by the opposite rotation of the other form with the result the racemic 

mixture is optically inactive. The dl- lactic acid can be separated very easily into its constituents 

i.e. d- and l- lactic acids.  

 

E, Z Isomers 

E−Z isomerism is a type of stereoisomerism that exists because of restricted rotation about double 

bonds. 
 
In stereoisomers, the atoms are joined in the same order, but they have a different spatial 
arrangement. 
 

In E−Z isomers you must have: 

• restricted rotation, often involving a C=C double bond 

• two different groups on one end of the bond and two different groups on the other end. 

An alkene such as but-2-ene has two different groups on each alkene carbon. 

 

 L-Lactic acid                D-Lactic acid 
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It can exist as E−Z isomers that differ in the positions of the substituents on the double-bonded 
atoms. 

www.4college.co.uk 
                 E                                                          Z 
 
The substituents can be given "priorities", with atoms with higher atomic numbers given higher 
priorities (the Cahn-Ingold-Prelog rules). 
 
If the highest priority groups for each carbon are on the same side of the molecule, we have 

the Z isomer. 
If the highest priority groups for each carbon are on opposite sides of the molecule, we have 

the E isomer. 

 

Conformational analysis:  

 

Conformations are different arrangement of atoms that can be converted into one another by 

rotation about single bond. 

 

Conformation of n-Butane: CH3 CH2CH2CH3 

 

Structure of n-butane is 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

n-butane represents ethane molecule where two hydrogens of each C-2 and C-3 carbons are 

replaced by methyl groups. Rotation by 60o of the bond between carbon two and carbon three in 

butane gives rise to several conformational isomers. The following are the possible 

conformations of butane with the dihedral angle (θ)  

 

Fully eclipsed, Syn conformation (θ = 0o/ 360o) - methyl groups are eclipsed with each other  

Gauche (θ = 60 o and 300 o)- methyl groups are staggered but next to each other. Eclipsed (θ = 

120o and 240o) methyl groups eclipse hydrogen atoms. Anti (θ = 180o) - methyl groups are 

staggered far away from each other. 

 

The most stable conformation occurs in a staggered structure in which the methyls are opposite 

each other, called the anti-conformation.  Rotation of the bond in the anti-conformation 60o leads 

to an eclipsed conformation. Continued rotation leads to a staggered conformation in which the 

methyl groups are close to each other, called the gauche conformation. Further rotation gives the 
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least stable conformation in which the hydrogens are eclipsed and the methyls are also eclipsed, 

called the eclipsed methyl conformation. Staggered conformations are always more stable than 

eclipsed conformations, and structures with crowding of the methyl groups are less stable. 

 

 
 

 
    

   Fig: Potential energy diagram of n-butane  

From the diagram the order of stability is as follows 

Antiform > Gauche > Eclipse > Fully Eclipse 

 

. 

Structure, synthesis and pharmaceutical applications of aspirin: 

Aspirin is a drug compound derived from salicylic acid that is commonly used to control pain 

and fever. Also known as acetylsalicylic acid and 2-(acetyloxy)-benzoic acid, it is prepared by 

the acetylation of salicylic acid with acetic anhydride. Aspirin has a molecular formula of 

C9H8O4.  

Synthesis of Aspirin: 
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Salicylic acid undergoes O-acetylation with acetic anhydride in the presence of conc.H2SO4 to 

give O-acetyl salicylic acid.  

Mechanism: 

The synthesis is acid catalyzed. Concentrated H2SO4 is used as catalyst. First there is a reversible 

reaction in which the oxygen of the carbonyl of the acetic anhydride is protonated. This increases 

the electrophilicity of the carbon of that carbonyl. The oxygen of the phenol in salicylic acid acts 

as a nucleophile and attacks the carbon of the carbonyl within acetic anhydride and 

simultaneously breaks the oxygen bond. This forms a tetrahedral intermediate. A series of proton 

transfers occur. The electrons on the oxygen of the hydroxyl group on the tetrahedral 

intermediate, ultimately come down and reform a carbonyl group, this simultaneously induces an 

acetic acid to leave.  After one additional proton transfer, the final aspirin is formed. 

 

Pharmaceutical applications of 

aspirin: 

Aspirin is one of the most prevalent medicines in the 

world and is used to reduce fever and treat minor aches, 

pains, and inflammation. 

Aspirin is effective as an 

analgesic (pain 

reliever), 

antipyretic 

(fever reducer), and 

anti-

inflammatory drug. 
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It prevents the aggregation of platelets, and some evidence suggests that it can prevent stroke.  

Aspirin is the preferred drug for the treatment of rheumatoid arthritis, and it has been used in the 

treatment of osteoarthritis.  

Furthermore, it is the only non-steroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) that is also used in the 

prevention and treatment of cardiovascular disease, including heart attacks and strokes, as a 

result of its ability to inhibit the clotting of blood for a prolonged period of time (4 to 7 days 

versus only a few hours for other NSAIDs).. 

 

Structure, synthesis and pharmaceutical applications of Ibuprofen: 

Ibuprofen is a nonsteroidal anti-inflammatory drug (NSAID) which is commonly used for 

relieving muscular and skeletal pain. 

Ibuprofen is a white powder belonging to the propionic acid derivatives, with a melting point of 

74 - 77° C. It is only slightly soluble in water but readily soluble in organic solvents such as 

ethanol. It is a chiral compound; racemic Ibuprofen is usually used, although only one form is 

active medicinally. 

Ibuprofen acts so as to inhibit the action of the enzyme cyclooxygenase, which catalyses the 

transformation of fatty acids to prostaglandins. Thus the synthesis of prostaglandin is inhibited 

and this is the cause for the analgesic and anti-inflammatory action of the drug. Because it is 

nonsteroidal, it is widely used as it does not upset the hormonal balance in the body. Its anti-

inflammatory, analgesic (pain relieving) and antipyretic (fever reducing) actions, are comparable 

to those of aspirin and it is commonly taken in tablet form for the relief of mild to moderate pain 

such as headache, toothache, and migraine as well as symptoms of fever. Ibuprofen is available 

for over-the-counter sale. 

Ibuprofen Tablets are very useful for relief of the signs and symptoms of rheumatoid arthritis and 

osteoarthritis, to reduce joint swelling and improves the action of joints. It is also commonly 

used to relieve postoperative pain and morning stiffness and has also been shown to slow down 

pulmonary decline in cystic fibrosis sufferers 

Structure of Ibuprofen or 2-(p-isobutylphenyl) propionic acid 
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Synthesis: 

 

 

ENERGY SOURCES 

A fuel  can be defined as a combustible substance containing carbon as the major constituent 

which gives large amount of heat on burning, which can be used for domestic and industrial 

purposes. The main sources of fuels are coal and petroleum oils etc. 

SOLID FUELS 

           The main solid fuels are wood, peat, lignite, coal and char coal. Certain agricultural and 

industrial wastes like rice husk, coconut and nut shells etc. are also employed as fuels. 

COAL: Coal is a highly carbonaceous matter that is formed as a result of alteration of vegetable 

matter under certain favourable conditions. It is mainly composed of carbon, hydrogen, nitrogen 

and oxygen besides non-combustible organic matter.  

Types of Coal 

• Wood, Peat, Lignite, Bituminous & Anthracite Coal. 

• This division is based on carbon, ash and moisture content. 
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Peat 

• First stage of transformation. 

• Contains less than 40 to 55 per cent carbon == more impurities. 

• Contains sufficient volatile matter and lot of moisture [more smoke and more pollution]. 

• Left to itself, it burns like wood, gives less heat, emits more smoke and leaves a lot of ash. 

Lignite 

• Brown coal. 

• Lower grade coal. 

• 40 to 55 per cent carbon. 

• Intermediate stage. 

• Dark to black brown. 

• Moisture content is high (over 35 per cent). 

  It undergoes SPONTANEOUS COMBUSTION [Creates fire accidents in mines) 

Bituminous Coal 

• Soft coal; most widely available and used coal. 

• Derives its name after a liquid called bitumen. 

• 40 to 80 per cent carbon. 

• Moisture and volatile content (15 to 40 per cent) 

• Dense, compact, and is usually of black color. 

• Does not have traces of original vegetable material. 

• Calorific value is very high due to high proportion of carbon and low moisture. 

• Used in production of coke and gas. 

Anthracite Coal 

• Best quality; hard coal. 

• 80 to 95 per cent carbon. 

• Very little volatile matter. 

• Negligibly small proportion of moisture. 

• Semi-metallic luster. 

• Ignites slowly == less loss of heat == highly efficient. 

• Ignites slowly and burns with a nice short blue flame. [Complete combustion == Flame is 

BLUE == little or no pollutants. Example: LPG] 

• In India, it is found only in Jammu and Kashmir and that too in small quantity. 

Selection of coal: The following factors are considered for the selection of coal for different 

uses. 

 The calorific value of a fuel should be high, so that large quantities of heat can be 

obtained from a small quantity of coal. 

 It should have low moisture content. 
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 It should have low ash content since the presence of ash reduces the heating value of coal. 

 Coal should have high calorific intensity. 

 The size of coal should be uniform to facilitate handling and regulation of combustion. 

     Analysis of coal:- 

     The coal should be analyzed to assess its quality. It is done by the following two methods. 

Proximate analysis: - This analysis records moisture, volatile matter, ash and fixed carbon as 

percentages of original weight of coal sample. This analysis is of significant in commercial 

classification and industrial utilization of coal. 

It is a quantitative analysis of following determinations. 

(i)Moisture content:- About 1g of finely powdered air dried coal sample is weighed in a 

crucible and is placed inside an electric hot air oven maintained at 105-110oc.It is kept for one 

hour and then taken out. It is cooled in a desiccator and weighed. The loss in weight is reported 

as the moisture content on percentage basis.                

                                     Loss in weight due to loss in moisture          

        % of moisture =    ------------------------------------------       X 100 

                                            Weight of coal sample taken 

(ii) volatile matter: - The moisture free coal is taken in a silica crucible and heated for 7 minutes 

in a muffle furnace at 925oC+-20oC.The crucible is taken out and cooled first in air and then in 

desiccators. The loss in weight is reported as volatile matter on percentage basis.                 

  

                                                  Loss in weight due to removal of volatile matter 

      % of volatile matter =------------------------------------------------------------------------ X 100 

                                                                Weight of coal sample taken 

(iii)Ash content:-It is the weight of residue obtained after burning a weighed amount of dry coal 

in an open crucible at 700-750oC for half an hour in a muffle furnace. The weight of residue 

remaining in the crucible is reported as ash content on percentage basis. 

                                  Weight of the ash formed 

           % of ash =------------------------------------------ X 100 

                                  Weight of dry coal taken 

(iv) Fixed carbon: - It is the quantity of carbon in coal that can be burnt by a primary current of 
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air drawn through the hot bed of fuel. 

                        The sum total of the percentages of moisture, volatile matter and ash subtracted 

from 100 gives percentage of fixed carbon. 

          % of fixed carbon =100-% of (moisture+ volatile matter +ash) 

Significance of proximate analysis: - It provides the following valuable information in 

assessing the quality of coal. 

(i) Moisture content: -Moisture lowers the effective calorific value because considerable 

amount of heat is wasted in evaporating the moisture during combustion. Hence lesser the 

moisture content, better the quality of coal as a fuel. 

(ii)Volatile matter: -It may be combustible gases (H2, CO, CH4 etc.) or non-combustible gases 

(CO2, N2).The presence of non-combustible gases is undesirable since they do not add to the 

heat value. 

              The volatile matter content of coal influences the furnace design. Higher the content, 

larger is the combustion space required. The % of volatile matter in coal denotes the proportion 

of coal which will be converted into gas and tar products by heat. Hence high volatile matter 

content is preferable in coal gas manufacture and carbonization plants. Low volatile matter and 

high fixed carbon is preferred for manufacture of metallurgical coke. 

(iii)Ash: - It is the non-combustible, useless matter that is left behind when all the combustible 

matter s burnt off from coal. Hence lesser the ash content better is the quality of coal. 

(iv) Fixed carbon: - Higher the percentage of fixed carbon, greater is its calorific value and 

better the quality of coal. 

Ultimate analysis: - This is the elemental analysis. It involves the determination of carbon and 

hydrogen, nitrogen, sulphur and oxygen. 

(i) Carbon and hydrogen: - About 1-2g of accurately weighed coal sample is burnt in a current 

of oxygen in a combustion apparatus. The carbon and hydrogen of the sample are converted into 

CO2 and H2O.These is absorbed by KOH and CaCl2 tubes of known weights. The weights of 

CaCl2 and KOH in the bulbs are determined. 

                 C +O2        →         CO2                                    

              H2 +1/2O2     →      H2O 

              2KOH + CO2 →      K2CO3 +H2O 

              CaCl2 +7H2O   →  CaCl2.7H2O 

                   The increase in weight of CaCl2 gives the weight of H2O formed and increase in 
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weight of KOH gives the weight of CO2 formed. 

 

                                

                                  Increase in weight of KOH X 12 

% of carbon = ---------------------------------------------------------X100 

                             Weight of coal sample taken X 44 

Where 12 represent the atomic weight of carbon and 44 represents the mol.wt. of CO2. 

                                Increase in weight of CaCl2 X 2 

% of hydrogen = ----------------------------------------------------- X 100 

                                Weight of coal sample X18 

Where 2 is the mol.wt. of H2 and 18 is the mol.wt. of H2O. 

(ii) Nitrogen: - The nitrogen in coal is determined by kjeldahl’s method. About 1g of accurately 

weighed powdered coal is heated with conc.H2SO4 along with K2SO4 and CuSO4 in a long-

necked flask called Kjeldahl’s flask. 

After the solution becomes clear i.e., when whole nitrogen is converted into ammonium sulphate, 

it is treated with excess of NaOH to liberate NH3. The liberated ammonia is distilled into a 

measured amount of standard acid solution. The unused acid is then determined by titrating with 

standard NaOH solution. Thus, the amount of acid neutralized by liberated NH3 is determined. 

From this, the nitrogen present in the sample is calculated. 

                              Volume of acid used X normality of acid X 14 

% of nitrogen = ----------------------------------------------------------------------------X100 

                                       Weight of coal sample taken X   1000                
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(iii) Sulphur: - It is determined from the washings obtained from the known mass of coal used 

in a bomb calorimeter for determination of calorific value. During this, sulphur is converted into 

sulphate. The washings are treated with barium chloride solution and thus barium sulphate is 

precipitated. The precipitate is filtered, washed and heated to constant weight. 

             O2            BaCl2       

          S →   SO4
-2 → BaSO4 

                            

                                Weight of BaSO4 obtained X 32 

% of sulphur = ------------------------------------------------------- X 100 

                           Weight of coal sample taken X 233 

   Where 32 is the atomic weight of sulphur and 233 is the molecular weight of BaSO4. 

(iv)Oxygen: - It is determined indirectly by deducting the combined % of carbon, hydrogen, 

nitrogen and sulphur from 100. 

            % of oxygen = 100 - % of (C +H +N+ S) 

Significance of ultimate analysis: - It gives the following information. 

(i) Carbon &hydrogen: - Greater the percentage of carbon and hydrogen better is the coal in 

quality and calorific value. 

The hydrogen is combustible and present in combination with oxygen in water. On heating, it 

changes into steam. The calorific value of any fuel containing hydrogen is only due to hydrogen 

present in free state and not in combined form as water. So lesser the percentage of hydrogen 

better is the quality of coal. 

(ii) Nitrogen: - It has no calorific value and hence its presence is not desirable. 

(iii) Sulphur: - Sulphur adds to the calorific value of coal since the oxidation of sulphur is an 

exothermic process. 

                                       S + O2       →           SO2 + heat  

               But SO2 is harmful. Because it gets oxidized to SO3, which forms H2SO4 leading to 

corrosion. 

                               2 SO2 + O2         →                2SO3 

                                  SO3 + H2O      →                H2SO4    
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(iv) Oxygen: -The oxygen content in coal decreases the calorific value. Hence a good quality 

coal should have low percentage of oxygen. 

Crude oil or petroleum: - 

 It is also called as rock oil or mineral oil. 

 It is dark, greenish brown, viscous oil found deep in earth’s crust. 

 It is mainly composed of various hydrocarbons small amounts of organic compounds 

containing oxygen, nitrogen and sulphur. 

 The average composition of crude oil is 

               C = 79.5 to 87.1% 

               H = 11.5 to 14.8% 

                S = 0.1 to 3.5% 

                N+O = 0.1 to 0.5% 

Classification: - There are three principle varieties of petroleum. 

(a)Paraffinic- base type crude mainly composed of saturated hydrocarbons from CH4  to C35H72 

and a little of naphthalenes&aromatics. 

(b)Asphaltic- base type crude mainly contains cycloparaffins or naphthalenes with small amount 

of paraffins&aromatic hydrocarbons. 

(c)Mixed-base type crude contains both paraffinic &asphaltic hydrocarbons. 

 

 

Synthetic Petrol: - 

The important methods commonly used for synthesis of petrol are: - 

 Fischer-Tropsch’s method 

 Bergius process 

(i)Fischer-Tropsch’s method: - 

 In this method, the raw material is the hard coke. The red-hot coke is converted into water 

gas by passing steam over it. 

            C +   H2O                      CO +   H2  

                                                             (Water gas) 

 The water gas is then mixed with hydrogen. The gas is purified by passing through 

Fe2O3to remove H2S and then into mixture of Fe2O3and Na2CO3to remove organic sulphur 

compounds. 
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 The purified gas is then compressed to 5-25atm and then led through a convertor 

containing the catalyst consisting of Fe, Ni or Co. 

 The product formed depends upon the catalyst. 

 A Cobalt catalyst gives more olefins. 

 Iron oxide with K2CO3as promoter gives heavier hydrocarbons. 

 Mixed catalysts like Cobalt magnesia are used to produce high grade diesel fuel from the 

enriched water gas. 

       n CO  +   2n H2          →              CnH2n  +    n H2O 

       n CO  +   (2n+1) H2   →              CnH2n +2 +  n H2O 

 The reactions are exothermic. So the outgoing hot gaseous mixture is led to a cooler, 

where crude oil is obtained. 

 

 
 The crude oil is then passed into a fractionating column and separated into different 

fractions like heavy oil, kerosene oil and gasoline. 

 Then heavy oil is reused for cracking to get more gasoline. 

CRACKING: - 

 During distillation of crude oil, the gasoline obtained is of very important in automobile 

industry. 

 The yield and quality of gasoline is improved by cracking. 

 It involves thermal decomposition of heavier fractions. 

 

Cracking is defined as the process by which the higher hydrocarbons are decomposed 

into lower hydrocarbons by the application of heat. 

Mechanism of internal combustion engines: 
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 In an internal combustion engine, a mixture of gasoline vapour and air is used as a fuel. 

 After initiating the combustion reaction, the flame should spread rapidly and smoothly 

through the gaseous mixture. Thus, the expanding gas drives the piston down the cylinder. 

 The ratio of gaseous volume in the cylinder at the end of suction stroke to the volume at 

the end of compression stroke of the piston is called compression ratio. It indicates the extent of 

compression of fuel-air mixture by piston. 

 The efficiency of an internal combustion engine increases with increase in compression 

ratio and this depends upon the nature of constituents in gasoline that is used. 

 

Knocking: -the rate of oxidation is so great that the last portion of fuel-air mixture gets ignited 

instantaneously and produces sound in the engine called as knock. This rattling noise produced 

in the internal combustion engine is called knocking. 

 This defect is due to the faulty design of engine, which results in loss of efficiency. It is 

also due to unfavourable conditions due to defective ignition of fuel-air mixture. 

 The tendency of fuel constituents to knock is in the following order 

Straight chain paraffins>branched chain paraffins>olefins>cycloparaffins>aromatics 

 Thus, olefins possess better anti-knock properties than the corresponding paraffins and so 

on. 

 Hence the fuel with least knocking is a good fuel. 

 The knocking is decreased by adding a little of tetra ethyl lead (TEL).It is a colourless, 

sweet smelling and highly poisonous liquid. 

Octane number: - 

 The performance of gasoline in an internal combustion engine is rated based on octane 

number. Higher the octane number of fuels better is its performance and lower is the knocking 

engines. 

 The octane number of gasoline is defined as the percentage of iso-octane present in a 

mixture of iso-octane and n-heptane. 

Eg:-The octane number of a motor fuel is 80.It means that the gasoline will produce 

knocking by the mixture of 80 parts of iso-octane and 20 parts of heptane. 

 n-heptane knocks very badly and its anti-knock value is arbitrarily fixed as zero and iso-

octane has the highest anti-knocking value i.e., 100. 
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         CH3       CH3 

                          

H3C-CH-CH2-C-CH3                                          CH3-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2-CH2- CH3  

                        

                       CH3                                                             Octane number = 0 

  Iso octane (2,2,4-tri methyl pentane) 

Octane number = 100 

So the octane number shows the anti-knocking property of any fuel. 

Improvement of anti-knock characteristic of a fuel: - 

                     The octane number of fuels can be raised by the addition of certain compounds like 

tetra ethyl lead [(C2H5) 4Pb or TEL], diethyl telluride [(C2H5)2Te]. 

Such compounds are called anti-knock compounds and the process is called doping. 

GASEOUS FUELS: - 

               The gaseous fuels are the most preferred fuels because of their ease of storage, 

transport, handling and ignition. 

Advantages of gaseous fuels: - 

 They can be distributed over a wide area through pipe lines, so that manual labour can be 

eliminated. 

 They are ash less and smokeless and very clean to operate. 

 The feed of the gas to the burner can be easily controlled and can be lighted very easily. 

 Gases are miscible with air and hence the excess air needed is very less. 

 These are quite efficient as the losses due to errors like smoke, convection etc., are 

minimum 

 

Disadvantages: -Even they are more advantageous, 

 Great care should be taken due to their high inflammability. 

 More space is required for the storage of gaseous fuels since they occupy large volumes. 

Natural gas: - 

 Natural gas is obtained from the wells dug in the earth during mining of petroleum. It is 

mostly composed of methane and small quantities of ethane along with other hydrocarbons. 
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 If lower hydrocarbons are present in the gas or when the gas is associated with crude oil, 

it is called dry gas. 

 If the hydrocarbons with high molecular weights are present or when the gas occurs along 

with petroleum, it is called wet gas. 

 The average composition of natural gas is 

                      CH4 = 70-90% 

                      C2H6 =5-10% 

                      H2 =3% 

                      CO+CO2 = rest 

 The calorific value of natural gas is 8000-14000 k.cal/m3. 

For e.g: - If natural gas contains H2S, it can be removed by scrubbing with 

monoethanolamine. 

  2 HO.CH2.CH2.NH2 + H2S     -------------->(OH.CH2.CH2.NH2)2 H2S 

On heating, H2S can be liberated. 

Uses of natural gas: - 

• It is an excellent domestic fuel which can be carried to long distances through pipe lines. 

• It is used in the manufacture of chemicals like carbon black, methane, formaldehyde etc. 

• Synthetic proteins used as animal feed is obtained by microbiological fermentation of 

methane. 

• It is also used for the generation of electricity in fuel cells. 

• Natural gas is also used as a source of H2. Hence ammonia can be made by reacting 

N2with H2obtained from natural gas. 

LPG: -liquefied petroleum gas or bottled gas or refinery gas 

1. It is obtained as a by-product during the cracking of heavy oils or from natural gas. 

2. LPG is dehydrated, desulphurised and traces of odorous organic sulphides are added to 

give warning of gas leak. 

3. LPG is supplied under pressure in containers under the trade name like Indane, Bharat 

gas etc. 

4. Its calorific value is about 27,800 K.Cal/m3. 

5. LPG consists of hydrocarbons of volatility that they can exist as gas under atmosphere 

pressure, but can be readily liquefied under pressure. 

6. The main constituents of LPG are n-butane, isobutane, butylene and propane with little or 

no propylene and ethane. 
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Uses: -The largest use of LPG is as domestic fuel and industrial fuel. 

It is widely used as motor fuel. 

Advantages of LPG over gaseous fuel: - 

• High efficiency and heating rate. The calorific value is 3 times that of natural gas and 7 

times that of coal gas. 

• Use of well-designed, durable and neatly constructed burners ensure complete 

combustion with no smoke. 

• Needs little care for maintenance purpose. 

• Cleanliness in storage, handling and use. 

• Flexibility and easy control. 

• Easy to manipulate. 

• Portability in steel cylinders make its use possible in remote or isolated places. 

• Comparatively less of health hazard, even in case of leakage. Since it contains no carbon 

monoxide. 

Advantages of LPG over gasoline as a motor fuel: - 

• It is cheaper than gasoline. 

• It gives better distribution and mixes easily with air. 

• It is highly knock-resistant. 

• Residue and oil contamination is small, as it burns cleanly. 

Disadvantages of LPG over gasoline as a motor fuel: - 

• Due to its faint odour, leakage cannot be easily detected. 

• Handling has to be done under pressure. 

• LPG is advantageous only in engines working under high compression ratios. 

• Its octane number is quite low and the load sensitivity is very high. 

      Due to this, the use of LPG is limited only to vehicles like trucks and tractors. LPG 

leaded with tetra methyl lead can be used as main constituent of diesel fuel for railway 

diesel locomotives. 

CNG: - Compressed natural gas 

• It is a natural gas compressed to a high pressure of about 1000 atmospheres. 

• A steel cylinder containing 15 kg of CNG contains about 2x104L or 20 m3of natural gas 

at 1 atmosphere pressure. 

• CNG is used as a substitute for petrol and diesel. Because it is less pollution causing fuel. 

• During its combustion, no sulphur and nitrogen gases are evolved. No it is better fuel than 

petrol or diesel for automobiles. 
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• The initial cost of engine designed to use CNG as a fuel is higher than that of engine 

designed to use petrol or diesel. In Delhi, it is mandatory for all buses, taxis and auto to use CNG 

as a fuel. 

CNG is preferred over LPG 

1. CNG is much safer fuel, since it ignites at a higher temperature than gasoline and diesel. 

2. The conversion of gasoline operated automobiles into CNG operated vehicle is easy. 

3. The operating cost of CNG fuel is much lower compared to gasoline operation. 

4. Combustion of CNG leads to lesser carbon monoxide emissions than gasoline. 

5. CNG mixes better with air than liquid fuels. 

6. Emission from CNG operated vehicle contain no pollutants like smoke, SO2,  

          SO3, C6H6, HCHO etc. 

 

CNG LPG 

Constituents Methane Propane and Butane 

Source 

Obtained from natural gas-

and-condensate wells, oil 

wells, coal bed methane 

wells. 

Automatically generated 

from gas fields when natural 

gas is extracted from the 

reservoir. By-product of 

cracking process during 

crude-oil refining. 

Uses 

Substitute for gasoline in 

automobiles. 

Heating and cooking in 

homes, refrigeration, 

industrial, agricultural, 

catering and automobile fuel. 

Environmental effects 

Releases lesser greenhouse 

gas. 

Releases CO2 which is a 

greenhouse gas but is cleaner 

when compared to gasoline. 

Properties 

It is lighter than air and hence 

disperses quickly in the event 

of spillage. 

Highly inflammable. It is 

heavier than air and on 

leakage will settle to ground 

and accumulate in low lying 

areas. 

Safety 
Easily disperses, hence risk of 

ignition is minimized. 

Since it is difficult to disperse 

risk of fire is more. 
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Biodiesel  

Biodiesel invented by Saparente refers to a vegetable oil- or animal fat-based diesel fuel 

consisting of long-chain alkyl (methyl, propyl or ethyl) esters. Biodiesel is typically made by 

chemically reacting lipids (e.g., vegetable oil, animal fat (tallow) with an alcohol. 

Biodiesel is meant to be used in standard diesel engines and is thus distinct from the 

vegetable and waste oils used to fuel converted diesel engines. Biodiesel can be used alone, or 

blended with petro-diesel. Biodiesel can also be used as a low carbon alternative to heating oil. 

Blends of biodiesel and conventional hydrocarbon-based diesel are products most 

commonly distributed for use in the retail diesel fuel marketplace. 

Production 

Biodiesel is commonly produced by the transesterification of the vegetable oil or animal fat 

feedstock. 

 Chemically, trans-esterified biodiesel comprises a mix of mono-alkyl 

esters of long chain fatty acids. 

 The most common form uses methanol (converted to sodium methoxide) 

to produce methyl esters (commonly referred to as Fatty Acid Methyl Ester - 

FAME) as it is the cheapest alcohol available, though ethanol can be used to 

produce an ethyl ester (commonly referred to as Fatty Acid Ethyl Ester - FAEE) 

biodiesel and higher alcohols such as isopropanol and butanol have also been 

used. 

 Using alcohols of higher molecular weights improves the cold flow 

properties of the resulting ester, at the cost of a less efficient transesterification 

reaction. 

 A lipid transesterification production process is used to convert the base 

oil to the desired esters. Any free fatty acids (FFAs) in the base oil are either they 

are esterified (yielding more biodiesel) using an acidic catalyst or converted to 

soap and removed from the process. 

 

 

 

 

 

A by-product of the transesterification process is the production of glycerol. For every 1 tonne of 

biodiesel that is manufactured, 100 kg of glycerol are produced. 
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Biogas 

Biogas is the mixture of gases produced by the breakdown of organic matter in the absence of 

oxygen (anaerobically), primarily consisting of methane and carbon dioxide. Biogas can be 

produced from raw materials such as agricultural waste, manure, municipal waste, plant 

material, sewage, green waste or food waste. Biogas is a renewable energy source. In India, it is 

also known as "Gobar Gas". 

Biogas is produced by anaerobic digestion with methanogen or anaerobic organisms, which 

digest material inside a closed system, or fermentation of biodegradable materials.  This closed 

system is called an anaerobic digester, biodigester or a bioreactor. 

Biogas is primarily methane (CH4) and carbon dioxide (CO2) and may have small amounts 

of hydrogen sulphide (H2S), moisture and siloxanes. The gases methane, hydrogen, and carbon 

monoxide (CO) can be combusted or oxidized with oxygen. This energy release allows biogas to 

be used as a fuel; it can be used for any heating purpose, such as cooking. It can also be used in a 

gas engine to convert the energy in the gas into electricity and heat.  

Biogas can be compressed after removal of Carbon dioxide, the same way as natural gas is 

compressed to CNG, and used to power motor vehicles. 
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